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C A N A D U N  FICTION FOR ADOLESCENTS FROM 1970 - 1990: 
THE RISE OF THE ABORIGINAL VOICE AND THE 

DECOLONIZATION OF THE CURRICULUM OF ONTARIO 

Beverley Winny 

Canadian Fiction For Adolescents from 1970 to 1990, is considered in relation to forces 

directing its shape and devalopment. Of 464 novels, 134 are currently in print (1998). A 21 

field record was designed for each of these 134 novels to form a database that, upon 

analysis, reveais the largest category is Aboriginal in focus and divides into three distinct 

groups, all of which participate in an aspect of the Canadian postcolonial discourse: 

residual colonialism; settler recognition of Aboriginal abuse and the yearning towards 

indigeneity; and Abonginai resistance, resurgence and movement towards a hybrïdized 

model of coexistence. The vaiorization of Aboriginal Literature is then considered in the 

context of iiterary and political pedagogicd forces with paaicular reference to decolonizing 

the curriculum of Ontario. 
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PREFACE 

1 have worked for the past two decades as a secondary school English teacher and as a 

curriculum writer in the province of Ontario. Early in the 1990s the provincial govemment 

and the Ministry of Education proposed fundamental changes in the approach to education 

in Ontario public schools. These changes led me to an exploration of my profeçsional 

mandate, and consequently to a consideration of the hindamentals of interdisciplinarity 

through my enrobent in the Canadian Hentage and Development Studies program at Trent 

University. The genesis of this snidy lies in the intersection of my own work as a 

secondary school English teacher, the ongoing changes to the Ontario elementary and 

secondary curricula, and the notion of interdisciplinarity central to both. 

In her consideration of the history of interdisciplinarity Jill Vickers makes a distinction 

between approaches that aim at changes in how students are taught and how universities are 

organized, and in how research is conducted (17). Julie Klein c d s  these two aspects of 

interdisciplinarity 'synoptic' and 'instnimental' (4 1). Canadian hentage and development 

studies are an exampie of University organization that combines both of these aspects of 

interdisciplinarity. They recognize that Canada is a synthesis of variables that has no 

disciphary priorities and they teach students to mix and blend the methodologies, theories 

and concepts of disciplines to leam that they are all, as John Wadland says, "vehicles for 

perceiving the same reality"' (46). With that knowledge students are able to conduct 

"instnimental" research, fuifilhg the aim of Canadian Studies to increase the 

understanding of Canadian circumstances and address more effectively some of the 

problems and opportunities identified (Tom Syrnons 7). 



One of those problems is identified by Tom Symons in a New and Critical Look at 

Canadian Studies : "education in Canada in al1 its aspects is itself a field that cries out for 

scholarly and cntical attention." It is through attention to the new requirements of education 

in the Ontario secondary school system that my thesis has arisen. Interdisciplinarity has 

been identified as the approach to leaming needed by all students as we move towards the 

end of the century, and to that end courses for students in grades seven, eight and nine 

were reorganized in the early 1 !NOS,  around four core areas of study : Language, the Arts, 

Self and Society, and Mathematics, Science and Technology. While each teacher is to work 

within one of these cores, each teacher is also to integrate the other core areas as much a s  

possible into her curriculum. My core area is Language. My mandate is to design a 

curriculum which combines Language with the other core areas, as weil as addressing a 

healthy number of other "leaming outcornes" - all of which emphasizz Canadian content 

in the curriculum. The solution to this task ernbodies the very essence of synoptic and 

instrumental interdiscipiinarity, and out of that solution the idea for my thesis grew.' 

The route that leads me to this thesis begins in the United States in 1899 with the 

publication of The School and Society by John Dewey (Wilson 373). Out of Dewey's 

philosophy the fast major interdisciplinary movement was bom: general education. 1t 

focused on the development of the individual through citizenship, creativity. inventiveness 

and understanding, and was more likely than disciplinary education to ix goal-oriented or 

probIem driven (Vickers 17- 18). Though Vickers and Klein are only concerned with the 

manifestation of the generai education movement as it appeared in American universities, it 

was also a philosophy k i n g  practised in American and Canadian public school systems. In 

Ontario the ideas of John Dewey were introduced to elementary schools in 1937 as an 

' It is worth noting here that the original govemment plan to revamp the curricula for students in their early 
adolescence called for a destrearned approach cornbining students working at al1 ability levels into one class 
to be insmcted using the same curricula. No cumcula guidelines were created by the Ministry of Education 
for this purpose; rather, the mandate to change came in 1993 and the actual destreaming of classes began in 
the faIl of 1994. Teachers were instructed to use the advmced Ievel curricula they had designed to f'uifiii the 
1987 Ontario Ministry Guidelines. By 1997 the government had reversed its poIicy on destreaming and 
decided to return to a streamed mode1 for seconciary courses. Rigorous curricula based on new Ministry 
Guideiines is slated to be taught starting in September of 1999- However, the Guidelines are not yet 
available for boards or teachers to use in the preparation of the new curricuIa. They are expected in April of 
1999 at the earliest. 



"activity curriculum" with integrated subjects (Wilson 373). An activity curriculum 

presented such a startling change in classroom practice that it was distressing to the 

educational traditionalists who advocated content and teacher-centred instruction, and a 

nvalry began between the traditionalists and the "progressives." Progressivism made 

steady gains, however, and received the blessing of the Hope Commission, a Royal 

Commission on education that reported in 1950. But this next stage of interdisciplinary 

cmiculum was not able to stand up to the criticism of Hilda Neatby, an Ontario histonan 

who published So Litrle For the Mid in 1953, savagely criticizing John Dewey's ideas 

and the influence of progressivism in Ontario schoois. She argued that Progressivism was 

W y  "anti-intellecnial, anti-cultural, and exerted no attempt to exercise, train or discipline 

the rnind" (407). As a consequence of this criticism, the Hope Commission's 

recommendations were not acted upon. 

In spite of this vocal opposition to change, Ontario educators recognized the need to 

make fundamental alterations in the system so that it could cope more adequately with 

society's greater complexities and take advantage of new knowledge, (473) and in 

Novernber 1961 the Robarts Plan introduced the fust step of real change at the secondary 

school level by creating three distinct streams for students. These streams are h o w n  today 

as advanced, general and basic levels of instruction (480) but will be replaced by 

academic, applied and open suearns in 1999. The Robarts plan was soon followed by the 

Hall Dennis report in 1968; Living and Leaming. It looked back to the Hope Report and 

progressive education, advocating that al1 subjects known by titles such as history and 

biology be abolished in favour of "material being organized around general areas iike 

environmental studies, communications, and humanities" (483). "In individual study 

programs shidents were to pursue their own interests organized around topics within the 

framework of one subject or in an interdisciplinary approach with few barriers defining 

limits to the grocess of discovery" (484). The elementary system partially embraced this 

approach, but it was little in evidence in the secondary schools of the province until 1992 

when the Cornmon Curriculum was introduced. Now interdisciplinary curriculum for 

students fiom grades one to nine is organized into four core areas: Languages; the Arts; 



Self and Society; and Mathematics, Science, Technology. Curriculum for the core areas is 

to reflect both the distinct character of each area and the interrelatedness of the four areas 

(Common 7). 

CANADIAN HERJTAGE AND DEVELOPMENT STUDES 

Coinciding with the slow but steady move toward interdisciplinarity in Ontario elementary 

and secondary schools was what Vickers called the second major movement of 

interdisciplinarity in this century - area studies at the universities. Canadian Studies and in 

particular Canadian heritage and development studies grow out of the area study rnovement 

and focus on both teaching and research aimed at increasing the understanding of 

Canadians about Canada. As Tom Symons wrote in 1988, "a society, like an individual, 

needs to know itself, its history [and] its institutions" (7). At the same t h e  that Canadian 

history and institutions are exarnhed for understanding, it is also necessary to examine the 

patterns and solve the problems emerging during the present. The increasing complexity of 

those patterns and problems can only be adequately addressed through broad based or 

interdisciplinary education and problem solvuig. "Interdisciplinarity as a pedagogical and 

research strategy is . . . the key to the unleashing of intellectual imagination, which takes 

scholarship beyond its traditional pnvatized basis, to a collective dialogue on the Canadian 

experience" (Kroker 3). Through that dialogue and the increased level of understanding it 

fosters, solutions will be found to the many social and environmental problems being 

created by rapid change at the end of the milIennium. 

Interdisciplinarity in the public school system of Ontario is gaining urgency now 

because of the recognition of the need for that collective dialogue on Canadian experience to 

move across the full spectmrn of Canadian education. The increasing social complexity of 

the Canadian landscape necessitates a curriculum which helps young students understand 

and feel comfortable and secure within the continuaDy altering social environment in which 

they find themselves. To this end the Common Curriculum States that "leaming materials 



should reflect the variety of peoples and cultures in Ontario and Canadian society and 

should acknowledge the contributions of people of both genders and of all races, cultures, 

religions, ages, abilities and backgrounds." Cornbined with this holistic approach to the 

content of the curriculum there is a definite interdisciplinary p ~ c i p l e  underlying its 

delivery . 

. . . because issues in the modem world are interrelated in complex ways, 

students need to develop a broad understanding of ideas and phenornena and 

their interrelationships, as weli as knowledge and skills that can apply in a 

wide variety of subject areas and contexts. The shift in curriculum emphasis 

to more integrated programming and active, inquiry-oriented learning is 

intended to assist schools in providing every student with o p p o h t i e s  to 

develop the interdisciplinariv independent problem-solving abilities and the 

knowledge, skills, and values required for effective living in a rapidly 

changing world (Comrnon 7). 

The key question for rny thesis arising from this interdisciplinary principle was how to 

provide an integrated Canadian curriculum for adolescent students that wili combine 

Language, the Arts, Self, Society and Technology, and will be accessible to students with a 

wide range of individual abilities. 

The answer in part turns back to the Canadian heritage and development studies 

program where one aspect of the collective dialogue centres on Canadian literary heritage 

and explores the way in which Canadian poetry and stories reflect the Canadian experience. 

An interdisciplinary mode1 associated with general culture rather than a particular group 

assumes in part that the collective ideas of a culture are manifested in its literature (Klein 

23). Many of the collective ideas of Canadian cultural heritage, and the ideas which are 

cuently preoccupying Canadians, would be expected to appear in Canadian literature 

wntten for adolescents. There is a need, then, to focus on that aspect of Canadian literary 

culture in an attempt to increase Canadian self-knowledge, as well as to develop a basis for 

an adolescent curriculum that covers a far broader range of reading levels than adult fiction. 



The publication of Canadian fiction for adolescents has increased considerably since 1970, 

but, as yet, no organized system for its study has been created. It was the recognition of the 

interdisciplinary curricular potential of Canadian fiction for adolescents. combined with the 

discovery that there was no specific source for its shidy, that led me to my initial thesis 

plan: to gather and organize the Canadian fiction for adolescents written from 1970 to 1990 

and create a database in order to ascertain the quaiities inherent in that body of work. 

1990 was chosen as a reasonable cut-off point, to aliow for the meaningful 

assessment of a discrete and f ~ t e  body of work. In the end it wili be seen how those 

dates, 1970 to 1990, bracket signifcant Canadian political and cultural developments that 

are in tum reflected in the demographics of the adolescent titles. 

The database created has twenty-one categories to allow identification of such 

information as: the titles, authors, publishers, dates of publication, setting, genre, reading 

level, themes and genders of protagonists and antagonists. It is designed to serve as an 

inqujr tool to ascertain the nature of the collective and divergent ideas of Canadian culture 

as expressed in Canadian fiction for adolescents; how that body of work has developed, 

where it is now, and in what direction it is heading. The database can also serve a variety of 

purposes other than the ones I have put it to. As an interdisciplinary strategy of inqujr it is 

intended to encourage "the development not only of knowledge of the whole but also of a 

style of knowing, a mode of intellectual discourse, which [may J result in new 

interpretations of the Canadian mosaic" (Kroker 3). 

As a contribution to Canadian Studies, an overview of the nature of Canadian 

fiction for adolescents should prove beneficial to several different groups. Publishea, 

librarians and book store buyers seeiang to give full regional representation to a l l  parts of 

Canada, or looking for gaps to fül in L5eir list of tities, will fmd it useful. Writers will be 

able to leam fiom onc source about what has and has not been written in a genre, or on a 

topic. And teachers wiU be able to idenw titles which share a common theme or genre but 

are written at a variety of reading levels. Such a choice will enable them to create units of 



study which wiil be accessible to students working at different levels of ability in academic, 

applied, or open courses. 

When the database was compilcd and examined (see chapter one) the balance 

between different types of novels became obvious and the largest single category at twenty- 

six percent of the whole were novels with an Aboriginal focus. These novels became the 

basis of the second chapter of the thesis in which 1 have considered the historical, political 

and cultural influences on these works as well as theorized a mode1 of their relationships to 

one another and to the body of Canadian adolescent fiction as a whole. The fmal chapter 

examines the relationship of adolescent novels with an A~original focus to the renewal of 

Ontario curriculum through the development and interplay of various political, literary and 

pedagogical organizations and institutions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

CANADIAN FICTION FOR ADOLESCENTS l97@ 1990 

1 began this thesis with the intention of it being an interdisciplinary exploration of Canadian 

fiction for adolescents examined in the context of the Ontario adolescent educational 

curriculum. Afier studying the adolescent fiction, however, I discovered that a quarter of it 

was Aboriginal in focus. My interest shifted to this category of adolescent fiction and to its 

relevance to the postcolonial discourse, and both have subsequently formed a signifîcant 

part of the study. Chapter one examines the body of Canadian novels for adolescents 

published in English fiom 1970 to 1990, chapter w o  places the novels with an Abonginal 

focus within the postcolonial discourse, thus theorking a postcolonial mode1 of Canadian 

Aboriginal adolescent fiction, and chapter three considers the dynamics of the Abonginai 

novels within the Ontario curriculum and the marketplace. 

CONTEXT: CANADLAN FICTION FOR ADOLESCENTS 1970- 1990 

Canadian literature is defined, for the purposes of this thesis, as literature wntten by 

Canadians and published in Canada. The adolescent fiction branch of Canadian Literature is 

a specific grouping of these Canadian texts that represents a community of readers, both the 

adolescent audience the novels are intended for and adults in education and govenunent, 

who are in agreement about and influence which novels are worth preserving. Novels that 

stay in print Say more about their readers than their authors, and can tell us why the novels 

that survive have remained popular. Fiction for adolescents demonstrates how Canadian 

literature is representing Canada to young people and how this representation changes over 

time. Interrogation of the novels published and stdl in print from the two decades leading 



up to the present one cm also demonstrate how the newer additions to the body of 

adolescent fiction complement or challenge the visions and values represented in the past. 

Adolescent fiction as a whole is evolving, but so are specialized categories of fiction 

within the l q e r  group of works. Literary subsets such as thematic or genenc groups of 

novels ofien change or evolve at a different rate and for different reasons than other 

branches of the same body of literature. For example, as attitudes about Canadians' 

relationships to the land alter, so does the way Canadians observe or relate to the land in 

their fiction. Adventure novels in the late 1980s have shifted values even in so short a space 

of time as 10 years fiorn the novels of the early 1970s. In less than a decade novel action 

has moved from a race to prospect and stake claims in James Houston's Frozen Fire 

(1977) and Black Diamonds ( 1982) to a desire to preserve natural habitats and prevent 

their exploitation for lumber, minerals or energy resources in Spirit in the Ruinforest 

(1984) by Eric Wilson, False Face (1987) by Welwyn Wilton Katz, and White Mist 

(1985) by Barbara Smucker. 

In this smdy of Canadian fiction for adolescents 1 wanted to observe how the nature 

of the whole body of adolescent fiction alters as Canadian values, ideas and interests shifi; 

and to discover the process by which the novels reflect change as writers of this didactic 

branch of literature look more closely and more critically at contemporary and historical 

Canadian life and then write imaginative versions of it into print. This shaping of the whole 

body of adolescent novels works from two sides as writen give voice to cornpethg 

ideologies through authorship and readers choose to listen, or not, through their specific 

selection of the fiction, 

To see how Canadians are writing about themselves to adolescents; what they are choosing 

to Say and hear, required several steps. The f ~ s t  was the compilation of a comprehensive 

bibliography of Canadian adolescent novels - sm Appendix A. 1 drew my initial list from 



Canadian Booh for Young People (1980) by Irma McDonough, The New Republic of 

Childhood ( 1990) by Sheila Egoff and Judith Saltman, and Modern Canadian Children 's 

Books (1987) by Judith Saltrnan, and cross referenced the titles 1 found in those texts with 

others 1 discovered in the yearly bibiiographies prepared for the journal Canadian 

Children's Literature by Mary Rubio, Ramona Montagnes, Lenie Ott and John Sorfleet. I 

then added to the end of my two-decade period through publishers' catalogues and 

individual reviews of novels in Canadian Children's Literature. Fins.Uy 1 worked with the 

website database of the National Library in Ottawa. By entering the narnes of each of the 

authors on my bibiiographical List into the Library's search engine, I was able to discover 

other titles that 1 had not yet listed, as well as locate more information on the novels I 

already had listed. 1 found other editions, translations and publications in both English- 

speaking and non-English speaking countries, and 1 chose to include that information in the 

thesis adolescent novel bibliography to make it a comprehensive publishing history. 

Complete as the National Library bibiiographic entries seem, however, they 

unforhmately do not always tell the whole publishing story. O.R. Melling is a Canadian 

author of Irish descent who is currently living in Ireland. Her fantasy novels for 

adolescents involve Canadian children experiencing fantasy situations based on Irish 

mythology. In the National Library, the entry for her novel, The Druid's T'ne, reads as 

follows: "Melling, O.R. The Druid's Tune. Markham; Harmondsworth: Kestrel Books; 

Puffin, 1 8 83. Markham: Penguin, 1984. Toronto: HarperCollins, 1995. Trans. Itsuj i 

Akemi, Tokyo: Kodansha, 1997. Trans. Praha: Synergie, 1997." The same novel is also 

iisted in The Big Guide To Irish Children's Books (1996) but without any of the sarne 

publishing information except title and author and even the author's name is listed 

differently . "Meiiing, Orla The Druid's Tune O'Brien Press ISBN O 86278 285 6 Rights: 

World ex. Canada." How many books have a publishing history beyond the scope of the 

National Library records? The Degrassi Junior High series, for example, is available in 

Austdia but there is no record of that fact in the bibliographical entries, perhaps because it 

is not published there but exported by Lorimer (CCL 60 1990,142). The same is true of 



many Scholastic and Penguin titles. Those titles, however, do cue the researcher to the 

possibility of their presence in other English-language c o d e s  through the copyright page 

that Lists their international publishing network. 

The completed bibliography of Canadian fiction for adolescents covering the years 

1970-1990 stands at 464 titles, representing the work of 236 authors. Of those authors, 

163 published only one adolescent title during those two decades. Excluded from diis Iist 

are any novels translated into English, including those translated fiom French, since this 

thesis includes Enghsh-Canadian works oniy . The study begins at 1970 in order to take 

account of conditions immediately before and d e r  the 1973 Royal Commission on 

Publishg and ends at 1990 rather than the present, to aUow for the amount of t h e  it takes 

a novel to be seen as having s tay iy  power. Judith Saltman, in Modem Canadian 

Children 's Books ( 1 %7), describes the dynamism at the heart of this penod of tirne. 

Nineteen seventy-five was a watershed year for the writing and publishing of 

Canadian children's books in English. The conservative, problem-laden years 

before the early 1970s - years of slow development in a sûuggling, insecure 

industry - gave way to the energetic decade (1975 to 1985) of creative and 

economic growth that led to the distinctive nationai children's literature of the 

present day (1). 

Another decision that had to be made when creating the bibliography was where to 

draw the line when deciding whether a text was for adolescents or for junior readers. Not 

al1 publishers designate their novels as appropnate for a particular level, while some 

misrepresent books by designating them inappropnately. 

Junior titles, when so noted, are described as for 8 to 11 year olds, and adolescent 

titles as for 1 1 to 15 year olds, but sorne titles for 1 1 year olds cm be seen as falling into 

both categones. For the most part, if a text seemed on the young side, but had adolescent 

characters, I included it in the bibliography. I: Y=& to be m e n  into consideration that 

adolescents, like aduits, read at a variety of levels. For some it is a matter of ability and for 

others of preference. Often a child of IO will begin reading a mystery series that is being 

supplemented by the author each year. Even though the child grows through the reading 



level as she matures, she may have formed an attachrnent to the characters and enjoy 

picking up the new titles as they are published. Meanwhile her other reading may be at 

several levels above those mysteries. Like adults, adolescents often prefer less strenuous 

novels for recreational reading. It is mostly adventwe stories and mystenes that fall into 

this category, best labelleci Early Adolescent. 

Some publishers do designate their books for specific age groups, but close 

examination reveals the designation is sometimes inappropriate. Pemmican Press lists its 

publications at the back of its books. The back of Spirit of the White Bison (1985), by 

Beatrice Culleton, lists 14 books under the heading ''Pemmican Books For Young Adults" 

63). One of those 14 books is ApriZ Raintree (1983), also by Beatrice Culleton, a book 

witb a rape scene so graphic that it had to be "revised" in order to be offered to the 

adolescent market, while the other 13 books ir. the "young adult" list are all written for 

children frorn kindergarten to grade 3. 

Reading level and content cannot be the only detemiinants when classiQing novels 

as appropnate for inclusion in an adolescent bibliography. One group of novels specifically 

written for adolescents is high inierestAow vocabulary novels for young people whose 

reading ability is not in the range normally associated with adolescence. These novels, 

written in volume by a srnail nurnber of authors, most notably, Paul Kropp, Leslie Choyce, 

Martyn Godfrey, and G.P. Jordon, are for a niche curricular market aimed at developing 

both an interest in reading and an improvement in reading ability. They are bought in large 

numbers by secondary schools for intensive reading programs such as the Peer Reading 

Program developed in Peterborough by Don Jones and used nationally. In this program 

successful senior students who read well and have good study habits are paired with weak 

readers just entering secondary school. Together they embark on a course of reading 

remediation that relies in part on the high interesülow vocabulary books. Because these 

novels deal with subject matter that weak readers might be familiar with, as in Skoteboard 

Shakedown (1989) by Lesley Choice, or Hot Cars (1979) by Paul Kropp, the readers have 

the prior knowledge to be able to understand what they are reading. Being able to 

understand and finish the novels provides a new sense of accomplishment to these readers. 



They are motivated and feel rewarded, then, to read through a great number of these 

noveIs, improving their reading abiiity in the process and graduaily moving on to novels at 

a higher reading level. Because of the high volume purchashg necessary to supply these 

reading progams, the high interest/low vocabulary novels stay in print and f o m  part of the 

overail body of work for adolescents even though they are not read or purchased by a 

market interested in indigenous Canadian pubiishing. Since they are for the adolescent 

market 1 have included them in the bibliography; however, because of their remedid nature 

and numerous titles - Kropp alone has published 29 - their presence in the database would 

have altered the picture of novels actuaiiy written at the adolescent level that are staying in 

print. Accordingly 1 have left them out of the database. 

The above describes the scope of the bibliography. After cornpiling it 1 had to 

determine which of the titles were still in print, and to acquire them for a close examination. 

Teaching in a secondary school 1 was able to order the novels for course purposes and 

could work with and become familiar with them before 1 began analyzing them for this 

thesis. Accordingly, I ordered ail the novels from the bibliography that were stiü in print 

through a children's book store. The total came to 138 novels, of which 134 were readily 

available. The 4 books that were not available, but are listed as being in print, have been 

reordered twice without success. AU were pubiished in the early eighties and have not been 

reprinted or issued in new editions since then. Since I am examining books that have 

remained in print and are readily avaiiable for purchase, the list must be considered 

complete at f 34 novels. 

The average print run of of a Canadian children's book is approximately 5000 

copies (Saltman 2). When 1 received the books 1 had ordered, one of my assumptions was 

proved wrong. 1 had thought that any novels surviving in pnnt for over 10 years would be 

into multiple editions. This was not necessarily so. Severai texts from Borealis Press, in 

particular, were published in 1980, yet the novels 1 received through an order placed in 

1995 were fust editions. Presumably because of enough warehouse space, it was possible 

to order and receive novels that had never sold particularly well. Such texts are theoretically 

a part of the current body of Canadian adolescent fiction, but their '15 year-plus fùst 



edition status' means that they cling tenuously to its edges. Anomalies of this sort had to be 

taken into consideration when 1 designed the parameters of the database 1 wodd use to 

organize the study of the novels in print 

METHODS: DATABASE OF CANADIAN FICTION FOR ADOLESCENTS 

In order to examine Canadian fiction for adolescents from 1970 to 1990 and to i d e n a  its 

development and shape, it was necessary to perform a statistical analysis. To record the 

data necessary for that analysis, 1 created a database that is comprised of 2 1 separate fields 

of data designed both to supply information and to shed Iight on anomalies. The 21 fields 

are as follows: Title, Author, Publisher, Date Published, Publisbg Division or Series, 

Place of Publication, Published outside of Canada, Translations, Pubiishing History, 

ReprintslEdi tions, ISBN, Grants, Awards, Reading Level, Genre, Theme, Ethnicity of 

Protagonist, Gender of Protagonist, Sening in T h e ,  Setting by Region or Place, and 

Pubfished Teaching Aids. The complete database can be foiind in Appendix C. 

The fmdings from an analysis of the fields in the database are shown in the tables 

and charts in Appenàix A. Adopting the methods used by Robert Lecker in his examination 

of Short Story Anthologies in Making ir Real, 1 approached the compilations from the 

database in a descriptive and analyticd manner, reading and interpreting the information 

that presented itself. 

Examinhg the bibliography in relation to the fields in my database enabled me to 

fid£îI many aims: 

to determine the nurnber of reprints and editions of those novels that are still in 

print; 

to identify the number of novels dso published in other countries and to idente  

them by novel category, author, or theme; 

to idenm the number of novels translated into other languages, to break down 

those languages, their genres and themes; 



to show the balance of Canadian to international settings; 

to identify the number of novels in the database with awards and to idenw them by 

geme and theme; 

to identifv the publishing houses in relation to the awards; 

to iden@ observable trends that can be seen by looking at the kinds of adolescent 

novels published from 1970 to 1990. 

FINDINGS: AUTHORS 

The author whose novels are represented in Canadian fiction for adolescents in the greatest 

nurnbers over this penod of study is Monica Hughes. Of the 20 Hughes' novels publkhed 

from 1970 to 1990, 12 remain in print, forming approximately 9% of the whole database of 

134 novels. Furthexmore, those 12 novels have been reprinted or brought out in new 

editions a total of 83 times. Many of the new editions are in translation for an international 

market. Eight of the novels are science fiction, a genre for which Hughes is particularly 

noted. Those 8 novels represent 56 of the reprints and new editions in 7 languages: 

English, French, Danish. Finnish, German, Swedish and Japanese. Only 2 of these 

science fiction novels have a Canadian senuig, one in the Arctic and one on the Prairies. 

The latter also has an Aboriginal protagonist. The novel set in the Arctic has 8 

reprintdeditions while the one set in the Prairies has 7. Although these 2 science fiction 

novels with Canadian content have been reprinted or brought out in new editions 15 times, 

only 5 of those reprints are for the Canadian market, and even though the Prairies 

Aboriginal novel was translated hto French, it was for the French, not Québécois market. 

The popularity of Hughes' science fiction writing among young people reflects a 

number of factors. The volume of her work published - the nurnber of novels she places 

before her target audience - creates a recognition factor providing its own momentum. Any 

rack or shelf of science fiction for adolescents in Canadian school iibraries or bookstores 

will have such a high proportion of Hughes' work that readers are bound to be exposed to 



ber. Several of her science fiction works have sequels, compelling the purchase or 

borrowing of more than one title. Her prose style is enga-ging and her plots are exciting. 

Also, Hughes' characters, all adolescents themselves, are well conceived and convincing in 

their intelligent and authoritative handling of the crises they encounter. Rather than the 

angst-ridden or noundering youth of some realistic fiction, lost in the often fkightening and 

chaotic world between childhood and addthood, Hughes' characters are involved in 

worlds where adults have been shown to have made politicai and environmental decisions 

that are leading or have led to catastrophe; situations that must be overturned by the 

adolescent protagonists in order to resolve the plot conflicts. Hughes' writing is 

empowering for the adolescent reader who wants to identif?y with those characteristics. 

Of the 5 Hughes' novels in print that are not science fiction, 4 have contemporary 

tirnelines and one is set in the Depression. Ali 5 have Canadian physicd settings and 

protagonists. Two have published Teaching Kits, signalling their positioning in the market 

for purchase in bu& for use in the classroom. The thernes of the 5 novels are as follows: 

one is on a recent immigrant experience, one on coping with cancer treatment, two are on 

learning about and accepting one's Native Heritage and one on growing to adulthood 

during the Depression. Each would fit into thematic units prescribed by the Ontario 

Provincial Ministry of Education for teaching at the "Transition Leve17'- @es 7 to 9. In 

spite of the positioning of these novels for the Canadian school market, with the exception 

of one, their sales are also international. The novel featuring immigration from the Ukraine 

to Edmonton is still in its fxst edition though published in 1983. However, the novel on 

cancer, fxst published in 1982, had run to 12 editions and reprints by 1995'5 of which 

were Canadian, 4 in English and one in French. Four other editions for the United States 

and the United Kingdom were also in English and the remaining 3 were translations into 

German, Swedish and Japanese. The Depression-era novel, set in rural Ontario, has 

enjoyed more limited international appeal, k ing  translated into Danish. Its other 4 editions 

are for the Canadian English and French market. The novel with a Métis protagonist 

leamhg about his Native Heritage has 3 Canadian editions and one each for the United 

Kingdom and German markets, while the novel with a full-blooded First Nation's character 



has 4 Canadian editions and one each in Sweden, Germany, and France. It seems that 

Hughes' reputation is strong enough that even novels written primarily for the Canadian 

market gain an international readership. This is an important point to be recognized by other 

Canadian authors and publishing houes who hesitate to offer recognizably Canadian fare 

to their international distributors. This issue will be addressed in more detail in the section 

on "sertings7' later in the chapter. 

In spite of their tremendous market appeal, only one of Hughes' novels has 

achieved criticai acclaim through awards. Hunter in the Dark, the story of a boy dealing 

with leukernia, bas received 4: the Bay Beaver Award 1980; 1980 Clarke h i n  Award; 

Alberta Culture Writing for Young People Award; and the 1982 Canada Council Prize. 

In contrast, the second most proMc Canadian fiction for adolescents writer, Brian 

Doyle, has received awards for 4 of bis 5 novels in print during the time covered by the 

database, suggesting that his novels may be enduring for reasons which distinguish him 

fiorn Hughes. These 5 realistic novels appear in a total of 24 editions or reprints, 20 in 

English and 4 in French and comprise 3.7% of the total database. Al1 of the English- 

language editions are from the publisher Douglas and Mchtyre through its Groundwood 

Press division. AU have Canadian protagonists and settings. With the exception of one 

novel placed in Nova Scotia, they are ali set in or around Ottawa during the late 1940 and 

early 1950s. Gentle to raucous humour and detailed descriptions of life for a child growing 

up after the Second World War make these likely novels for parents to buy for their 

children to offer them a glirnpse of the childhood they themselves experienced. Such 

novels, which explore loneliness, racisrn, poverty, the preservation of historical artifacts 

and mortality, would also be chosen by teachers and school libraians for use in thematic 

units or regional units examining recent Canadian history. 

Two other authors are represented by 5 novels each in the database. Gordon 

Korman published 14 comic novels from 1978 to 1990, with 5 still in print, and Robert 

Sutherland wrote 3 mysteries and 2 works of historical fiction fiom 1983 to 1990, al1 of 

which are st i l l  in print. Komian's novels appeal particularly to young adolescent males. 

He, in fact, began writing early in his adolescence and has continued ever since, k ing  



published exclusively by Scholastic-TAB. His tricher male protagonists ove- the 

educational or business domains of stodgy male authority figures. His novels have 

remained in print because recreational readers require Iibrarianç to keep replacing well-read 

paperbacks, and grades 5 to 7 teachers, overseeing in-class reading corners, never seem to 

have enough Korman to satisw all students when a new title is published. Two of his 

novels have received American Library Association recommendations for young adults. 

While his novels stay in print because of his recreational readùig popularity, his anarchic 

novels do not have the didactic vdues attractive to curricuium writers that would make them 

suitable to be studied in schools in the way that several of those by Robert Sutherland 

would be. 

Sutherland is also published exclusively by Scholatic-TAB. Of Sutherland's 5 

novels, 3 have teaching kits that position them in the school market for purchase in class 

sets and inclusion in a language arts c ~ c u l u m .  Two of the "kit" novels are historical 

fiction, one set in the Niagara Peninsula during the war of 18 12, and one set in London 

England during World War II. The third is a spy thriller about germ warfare set in 

Scotland. AU 3 are at the grade 8 reading level, making them more complex than Korman's 

novels which average grade 5 in reading difficulty. Readiog level is not an indication of the 

maninty level of a novel or the grade level for which its content is appropnate, rather it is a 

designation of syntactical difficulty. The Globe and Mail, for example is written at the 

grade 8 level according to the graph for esùmating readability designed by Edward Fry at 

the Rutgers University Reading Centre. 

Two authors with 4 titles each stiU in print fiom 1970-1990 are Marilyn Haivorson 

and Welwyn Wilton Katz. Halvorson, who publishes in Canada with Clarke-Irwin, sets al1 

her novels in Alberta. They are contemporary fiction involving horses and adolescent 

males, both white and Cree. While adventure is often involved in the plots, the adventure is 

secondary to relationships with parents and fnends and struggles to overcome personal 

crises. Her novels are currently in 26 editions or reprints with translations in Swedish, 

French and Danish and with English-language sales outside Canada in the United States 

and the United Kingdom. Her novels have not received any awards, but Clarke-Irwin used 



grants fiom 3 different sources to aid in the publication of her fmt  novel: the Canada 

Council, Ontario Ministry of Culture and Communication, and the Ontario Publishùig 

Centre. Three of her 4 novels have published Teaching Aids designed to make them 

attractive for sale in class sets for use in Language Arts programs. They would appeal in 

Alberta schools as locally topical and in the rest of Canada as regional literanile for 

curricula designed to acquaint students with the landscape and interests of other Canadian 

youth. 

Welwyn Wilton Katz publishes with Groundwood Press. The 4 novels she has 

published between 1984 and 2990 are still in p ~ f  bringing her share of the database to 

3 %. None of her novels has teaching kits. Only one is set in Canada, yet her reprints and 

editions nurnber 15 and she has k e n  translated into Dutch, Finish, Danish and Gennan. 

Two of her 4 novels have won prestigious awards: the Govemor General's Award for a 

fantasy called The mird Magic ( 1988) and an International Fiction Award for FaZse Face 

(1987), a novel that combines Aboriginal spiritual powers and uneasy parental 

relationships. Set in London, Ontario, it is the only Katz novel with a Canadian focus. Katz 

novels appeal to young readers for the quality of her writing. Her characters are convincing 

and her plots intelligent as weil as exciting. Although not iikely to be taught in the 

classroom. they would nevertheless be the choice of librarians recornmending extra- 

c ~ c u l a r  reading and would appeal to male as weil as to fernale readers. Groundwood 

packages novels attractively, increasing market share through visual appeal. Katz does the 

rest thmugh her stories, encouraging readers to renim for more from a favourite author. 

Hers are the son of novels an adolescent might seek out and ask for on a family buying trip 

to a bookstore. 

Six authors are each represented by 3 novels in the database. BiU Freeman's are 

historical fiction set in Ontario and Quebec in the 1870s and examine worker exploitation. 

There are Teacher Guides for two of his novels and one received a Canada Council Award. 

One of Kevin Major's 3 novels is also historical fiction, Blood Red Ochre (1989) - a 

powemil recreation of the destruction of the Beothuk by Irish fishermen in the 1800s in 

Newfoundland. His other 2 novels are realistic fiction set in present-day Newfoundland. 



HUM Fast (1978) has been translated into French and Gerrnan and has won 3 awards: a 

Canada Council Award for Children's Literature, a Canadian Association of Children's 

Librarians Award, and the Ruth Schwartz Children's Book Award. AU of his novels have 

an appeal for use in cdcu lum units. All of his published novels enjoy Amencan as welI as 

Canadian publication. 

James Houston's adventure novels are usuaiiy simultaneously published in the 

United States, by Atheneum, and in Canada by McCleUand & Stewart. The 3 of his 7 

novels published between 1977 and 1989 which are stiU in print are set on Baffin Island. 

His work stands apart fiom that of others in the database for its endorsement of exploitation 

of the land for mineral wealth. The father and business partner of the male protagonist in a 

series of 3 adventure tales scars areas of the Arctic. One novel ends with a huge oil rig 

explosion that scars the land. No judgment is made of this devastation. The fust and third 

novel in this series are still in print. The one ending with the explosion is not. His novels 

might be used in a unit on the Arctic for the depiction of the region but not for any 

endorsement of the content. At the same time as he creates an Inuk character to speak 

against the invasion of the Arctic by southemers, he couches the protester's words in an 

antic manner that undercuts their import. In each novel the interests of the exploiting 

southemers is valued and upheld above the interests of the Arctic land or people. 

AU 3 of the novels Mary Razzel h a  published over the time covered by this study 

have stayed in print. Set in British Columbia, they feanire female protagonists on the verge 

of womanhood and range in Lime from the 1940s to the present. They could appeai to 

teachers planning thematic studies on WWII or regional uni& on British Columbia, but they 

would also be attractive to girls, as recreational reading, for their romantic emphasis. 

Marianne Brandis has written 3 historical novels set in Upper Canada in the 1830s 

and following the lives of the sarne orphaned siblings. AU 3 novels are published with 

handsome cover art in an outsized paperback format by Porcupine's QKU Press, with either 

block gants or individual grants fiom the Canada Council and the Ontario Arts Council. 

They would be desirable for histoncd units of study. 

Teaching kits are available for two of Kathieen Bradford novels - a mystery and an 



"issues based" contemporary novel deaiïng with parental divorce - but there is no kit with 

her historical novel about Lady Jane Grey, The Nine Days Queen. 

In total the 134 novels in the database were written by 25 male a ~ ~ d  50 femde 

authors. Novels with maie protagonists number 67 and were written by 38 male and 29 

female authors. Novels with female protagonists number 57 and were written by 5 1 female 

and 6 maie authors. A total of 10 novels have a male and female pair of protagonists. These 

were written by 5 male and 5 femde authors. 

Of the 134 Canadian novels for adolescents in the database 109 have Canadian settings, 

Canadian characters or both. Of the remaining 25 novels, 4 are histoncal fiction and deal 

with events outside Canada but of interest to Canadian readers. Three are about young 

resistance fighters or spies during World War II and are set in London and Denmark and 

the fourth is about Lady Jane Grey, another young historical figure. Six fantasy and 

science fiction noveis are "other worldly" and as such do not deal with Canadian reality or 

characters who originate on anythmg recognizable as our earth. The authors of the 

remaining 15 novels, however, have made a point of avoiding any references to place or 

nationality that wodd reveal a Canadian setting or Canadian character, or have deliberately 

chosen an Amencan setting. In some cases an apparently conscious attempt has been made 

to ignore Canadian place-names in an attempt to apped to the international English- 

speaking market. 

The United States with its vast market next door to Canada is the obvious fmt 

reason why some authors believe theû work might be better received if it seemed to bz 

about Arnerican rather than Canadian expenence, and a crosscheck of the publishing 

history of the 15 unidentifiably Canadian novels reveals that 1 1 are dso published in the 

United States. Another 2 are also published in Europe. Only 2 of the 15 are published 

exclusively in Canada. One of those 2 novels, The Live-Forever Machine (1990) by 



Kenneth Oppel, is published by Kids C m  Press. It is, to anyone familiar with Toronto, 

recognizably set in and under the Royal Ontario Museum. For reasons that would seem to 

have to do with hoped for international sales, Oppel studicusly avoids any references to 

location, so that any reader unfamiliar with Toronto would be adrift in a city in North 

America. Kids Can Press used Canada CounciI and Ontario Arts Council grant funcihg to 

publish this unidentifiably Canadian novel. According to Saltman the Kids Can Press is 

"devoted to child advocacy, the exploration of national issues, and non-sexism and 

multicdturalisrn" (4). Yet this novel has two white male protagonists challenging a male 

adult in the not-named ROM. 

The other novel without any reference to setting, published exciusively in Canada, 

is Holy Joe (1990) by Mary Blakeslee. Setting is certainly secondary to angst in the 

solipsistic world of the main character. Nevertheless a depiction of location would not seern 

out of place when part of the plot requires everyone in town to meet and discuss a current 

local crisis. 

Scholastic-TAI3 accounts for 7 of the 1 1 novels that either have a generic setting 

or, in the case of several Gordon Koman novels, an American setthg. Scholastic both 

soliciü and distributes its books widely in the English-speaking world. It seems of the 

opinion that its North Amencan titles should appear to originate geographically and 

experientidy in the United States, both for the American market and for the international 

one. The kinds of novels that it publishes set in unspecified locales tend to be either 

humorous or issues-based, coping, for exarnple, with diabetes or bulirnia. My research in 

Australia and Ireland in the past two years reveais that many adolescents and aduits in those 

two countries and by projection, perhaps, in other English-speaking countries, think of the 

United States as filling the entire Noah American continent. People fkom North America 

are Americans and Amencan people and things are widely identified with thmugh the 

Amencan global saturation of the media, pop culture and consumer goods. Both the Irish 

and Austmlians express bemused surprise that Canadians do not consider themselves 

Americans frst and Canadians as an afterthought. Perhaps, to the Ausaalians, Canadians 

seem o v e r - f d a r  cousins, sharing the same colonial background and parentage, while the 



Irish look past us to the south because we have neither Kemedys nor forty-five million 

citizens of Irish ancestry to hold their imagination. From a marketing point of view it is 

evident that these nations' attitudes towards "America" prompt publishers like Scholastic to 

want to offer as much Amencan fare as possible to the book-buying public. Yet, in spite of 

such enthusiasm for things Amencan, Anne of Green Gables has more prominence in Irish 

and Australian children's bookstore displays than any Scholastic-TAI3 tities. 

Disconcertingly, however, many Irish and Australian readers when questioned about Anne, 

were surpnsed to discover she is a Canadian character and that Green Gables is a Cauadian 

setting. They had thought Anne of Green Gables a great Amencan classic. 

One author has made a public statement about her decision not to use Canadian 

settings. Welwyn Wilton Katz described herself as having avoided sening a novel in 

Canada, and indeed 3 of her 4 novels in the database are set in other places. When 

interviewed by Marianne Micros in 1987 about the novel False Face (1987) that she has 

set in London, Ontario, she said she had thought London "too boring to write about" (CCL 

47:27). Ironically, having set F ~ l s e  Face there, she went on to win an international award 

for the novel. It has been translated into 4 languages and published in 6 countries. 

Brian Doyle has just taken Tim Wynne-Jones, a popular Canadian children's 

author, to task in the Oîiawa Citizen (June 1998) for setting his most recent book in an 

unspecified place. Jones admitted in his response on CBC Radio Noon (Ottawa, June 3, 

1998) to Doyle that he is hoping for more international sales with this book. He added that 

surely the Vietnam war had broken down the baniers between Canada and the United 

States, suggesting the sort of misguided notion of Canada that is found in Ireland and 

Aus traha. 

Although Scholastic-TAB and some authors might demonstrate a provincial attitude 

about Canadian settings, most authors of novels for adolescents published in Canada 

explore and document the nch regional and geographic differences of the country, and 

several regional publishers specificaily support their work Douglas and McIntyre, centred 

in Vancouver, is represented in the database by 6 of the 19 novels set in British Columbia. 

Theytus Books has 3 novels set in British Columbia, while General, Collins, Overlea, and 



Lorimer have 2 each, and Pemmican and Kestral each have one. Alberta and Saskatchewan 

and the Prairies are also represented by 19 tittes. General Publishing as the urnbreila 

organization for Clarke, Irwin, and Stoddart accounts for 7 of those novels with Western 

Producer Prairie Books publishing 4 more. The rest are scattered singly through other 

publishing houses: Pemmican, Overlea, Tree Frog, HarperCollins, Nelson and Lorimer. 

Breakwater publishes 3 of the novels set in the Maritimes and General publishes 2. Single 

titles are from Lorimer, Douglas and McIntyre, Macmillan and Scholastic. Two of Kevin 

Major's novels, Thirty-six Exposures ( 1984) and Blood Red Ochre (1989), were f is t  

published by the American firms Delacorte and Dell and then published by Doubleday DeU 

Canada in 1994. There is no regional press for the English-language novels set in Quebec 

with the 6 books set there king published by 5 different presses; 2 titles are by Douglas 

and Mchtyre and one each is from Scholastic, McCIelland and Stewart, Women7 s Press, 

Lorimer, and Irwin. 

Ontario, with 38 tities, dominates as the most frequently used setting for adolescent 

novels. No one publisher stands out, although one press, Borealis, is identifiably regional. 

Borealis Press has 3 novels in the database dl set in Northem Ontario: Ploot: a Novel 

(1978) by James M. Judd, Paul of Porcupine (1980) by Car1 Hortie, and The Land of the 

Wild Hawk (1980) by Thelma Coleman. Al1 3 novels were published with the aid of the 

Canada Council and the Ontario Arts Council. None of them has entered a second printing 

yet ali are stiil available and listed in Canadian Books in Print. Warehouse space would 

seem to account for their continuing presence in pnnt. General Publishg has 8 adoiescent 

novels set in Ontario, Douglas and McIntyre and Scholastic 6 each, Lorirner and 

Porcupine's Q u a 4  each, Gage 2 and Penguin, Pemmican, Penumbra, Collier Macmillan 

and Harper Collins one each. 



FINDINGS: GENRES AM) THEMES 

While Western Producer, Breakwater, and Borealis are distinctly regional presses with 

interests in publishing works set in the Prairies, the Maritimes, and Northern Ontario, other 

small Canadian presses have thematic mandates identifiable through the adolescent novels 

they print. Pemmican is represented in the database by 4 Aboriginal adolescent novels: 

Spirit of the White Bison (1985) by Beatrice Culleton, Where the Rivers Meet (1988) 

by Don Sawyer, April Raintree (1983) by Beatrice Culleton and Honour rhe Sun (1987) 

by Ruby Slippe jack. Theytus has 3: SZash (1985) by Jeanette C. Armstrong, Renewal: 

The Prophecy (1985), and Renewal: Teoni's Giveawuy (1986) by Barbara Smith. 

Pemmican used gant money from the Manitoba Arts Council and the Canada Council to 

publish its 4 adolescent novels; Theytus had no gram for its 3. Although publishing within 

narrow boundaries, these two presses are providuig for a strong market as their reprint 

history shows. Their 7 adolescent Aboriginai novels have gone into a total of 24 reprints or 

editions. 

The Porcupine's Qui11 Press also seems to have a specific mandate for its adolescent 

titles. AU4 of the novels in the database published by them are set between the years 18 10 

and 1832: Redcoat (1985) by Gregory Sas ,  and The Tinderbox (1982), The Quarter-pie 

Window (1985) and The Sign of the Scales (1 990) by Marianne Brandis. Specializing in 

publishing quality adolescent novels with a specific focus is working as a strategy, if the 

number of reprints can be the gauge. These 4 tities have gone through 19 reprints and 

editions so far. Theù market niche would be historical thematic units for grades 6,7 or 8. 

No other publishers stand out as focusing on any particular novel genres or 

themes. However, a study of the novel genres and themes themselves reveals information 

about recent trends in Canadian adolescent literature. In order to decide on terminology for 

labelling the genres 1 examined three different systems used to categorize novels for 

adolescents ernployed by people wrihg about Canadian children's fiterature. Sheila Egoff 

and Judith Saltman in The New Republic of Childhood (1990) and Judith Sdtman aione in . - 

Modem Canadian Children's Books (1987) create a category called "Novels for Young 



Adults" and "Young Adult Fiction" under their larger general heading Realistic Fiction. 

Historical Fiction is then treated separately, even though many of the novels they discuss 

have teenaged protagonists. Fantasy and science fiction are also given separate categories 

that span books for children and for adolescents. The Canadian Children's Librarians' 

website (http:/strobe.lights.comlnovel) uses a different system and under the heading 

"Young Adult Novels" it lists titles in the following categories: humour, adventure, 

aboriginal literature, romance, mystery, prairie literature, science fiction, fantasy, histoncai 

fiction, realistic fiction, and the supematuraI. In this system only one Canadian region is 

included; the supernatural could be subsumed by the fantasy category; and Aboriginal 

literature could aiso be realistic, or historical, or fall under one of the other novel genre 

categones. None of these three approaches satisfies the demands of this study. The fust 

two are not sufficiently descriptive of the various kinds of adolescent fiction, using the 

word "realistic" as an urnbreila terrn to subsume all novel genres that are not magical, 

futuristic or other-worldly. The third one breaks down the novels into more categones than 

are reaily necessary. 

An examination of the specific novels in this study shows that all can be described 

under the following headings: contemporary, histoncai fiction, fantasy, science fiction, 

mystery, humour, and adventure. Novels that fall under these headings may aiso be 

regional and/or Aboriginal. Using these headings as genre categories differentiates the 

general kind or form of the novels from their specific content concerns - their themes. 

Themes conceming, for exampIe, race, class, ethnicity, or gender can and are found across 

all novel genres. 

Contemporary novels focussed on social issues and personal identity make up the 

largest genre category of novels in the database with a total of 55 titles. Twenty-one of 

these novels are "issues" or "problemy'- based novels. These terms refer to novels written 

to help adolescents cope with and understand cnsis conditions they or their pers are 

facing. The following "issues" or "probiemsyy are covered in the novels written from 1970 

to 1990 that are s t .  in print: death, death and sorrow, death and gurlt, response to death, 

divorce, ecological concerns, stmggling with family illness, aicoholisrn, psychological 



illness, adoption, political uprising, cancer, paralysis, diabetes, homosexuality, bulimia, 

anorexia, prepancy and unwed fatherhood. These 21 novels have so far been through 86 

editions or reprints. Some of these issues novels would be used in thematic units in EngLish 

classrooms, others would be kept available in school libraries. In either case, this would 

account for their high demand. While 16 of these 2 1 novels have Canadian settings or 

Canadian characters, 5 do not and are in fact pan of the group of 1 1 novels with American 

or unspecified settings. Some authors writing about so-called "universal" teen problems are 

doing so to capture an international as well as a Canadian market 

Another 20 of the contemporary novels in this study have themes relating to an 

"exploration of identity" and would also be used in classroom units as well as for pleasure 

reading in school libraries. Five of these novels have generic settings and 3 of them are also 

published in the U.S.A. A thematic breakdown indicates their focus on: solving problems, 

making mord decisions, making hard choices in an adult world, facing real life, growing 

up, recognizing tme fiiendship, growing apart, loneiiness, self-discovery, self-assertion, 

coming of age, independence, fnendship, self-knowledge, understanding others, teen 

relationships, self-identification, and perseverance. These 20 titles run to 42 reprints and 

editions. However, it should be noted that 11 of the 42 are stiil in first editions, suggesting 

that these novels may not have the staying power as a group that sorne of the other novel 

genres have, or are faüing to the cornpetition of sirnilar novels fiom the United States. Only 

those that have created outstanding characters and k e n  recognized by multiple awards, 

such as Julie ( 1985) by Cora Taylor and Jasmine (1 982) by Jan Truss, seem destined to 

edge their way deeper into the canon. 

Both sets of issue and identity novels in the contemporary fiction designation 

exempw middleclass values and mode1 rniddle-class responses to the conflicts they create 

and resolve, reflecting the segment of society that for the most part wntes, publishes and 

consumes these novels. The fmal segment of the contemporary group deviates from this 

middle-class course. It is comprised of 14 novels with an Abonginal focus that will be 

examined in the next chapter. 



A surprishg omission from the contemporary novels is any noticeable presence of 

multiculturd themes. While multiculturalism is a fact of Canadian Me and a focus of social 

and academic discourse it is largely unreflected in the Canadian novels published for young 

people between 1970 and 1990. Five novels of the 134 in the database have protagonists 

who are neither white nor Aboriginal. Absolutely Invincible, by William Bell (I988), is a 

contemporary novel with a thematic concem for the discrimination from a school bully 

experienced by four disabled students, one of whom is Asian. Paul Yee's historical novel, 

The Curse of the Third Uncle (1986), has a Chinese-Canadian protagonist and is set in 

British Columbia early in the cenniry. The Minerva Program (1984), by Claire Mackay. 

has a Black Canadian centrai character who is a cornputer wiz at a junior highschool; it is 

set in an unspecifed city vaguely reminiscent of Toronto and was published by Lorimer 

with a gant from Multicuituraiism Canada. References to race, or content that in any way 

reflects on race, are completely lacking from the text. The only way you know the main 

character is Black is by her depiction on the cover. My name is Paula Popowich! (1 983), 

by Monica Hughes, is set in Alberta and revolves around a girl of Ukrainian heritage in a 

single parent family and her need to feel connected to deep family mots. Brian Doyle's 

Angel Square (1 984), set in 1945 Ottawa, is about racism towards French Catholics and 

Jews. 

One reason for the lack of multicultural novels is the tendency of Canadian 

publishers to produce anthologies of short stones and essays with a multicultural theme for 

the school market. Publishers, responding to the Ontario Ministry of Education's mission 

to shape the condition of Ontario's collective awareness, can be assured of larger school 

sales for such texts than for any single topical novel. These anthologies are offered by most 

publishers of school texts and are complete with collections of study questions for each 

story or essay. Some are wntten for the junior highschool market and some for the senior. 

The genre of historical fiction is arnply represented Ïn the database of adolescent 

novels. The Concise O a r d  Dictionary of Lirerary T e m  defmes the historical novel as 

one "in which the action takes place weil before the time of writing (ofien one or two 

generations before)" (99). Since curent adolescent readers of novels written fiom 1970 to 



1990 would have k e n  bom after 1980, novels with settings in the 1950s or earlier wodd 

faii into the histoncal designation. Accorduigly, there are 37 historical novels in the 

database: 10 with an Aboriginal focus that will be examined in the next chapter, and 26 

explonng white history, of which 3 are set in British Columbia, 3 in Quebec, one in 

Newfoundland and 15 in Ontario, with the fiaal 4 already referred to earlier in this chapter 

- the ones set in Denmark and the United Kingdom. One book of histoncal fiction, nte 

Third ( I d e  (1986), already mentioned, describes Chinese-Canadian history in British 

Columbia Fourteen of these novels are pubiished exclusively in Canada and have gone 

into 3 1 reprints or editions. Five of the 27 are translated into French for the French- 

Canadian market. Six are pubiished by Scholastic which means they have distribution in 

other Engiish-speaking countries. In fact, aü 4 novels set outside Canada are published by 

Scholastic. The two set in Denmark during World War II, although fkst published by 

Lester & Orpen Dennys, are now pubiished by Scholastic. The other two are set in 

London, one during World War II, Suddenly a Spy (1990) by Robert Sutherland, and the 

other, The Nine Days Queen (1986) by Karleen Bradford much earlier. The Nine Days 

Queen ha .  also been translated into Japanese. These 6 Scholastic titles have k e n  reprinted 

a total of 9 times. 

Three of the histoncal novels have Canadian and Danish editions: The Shantymen 

of Cache Lake (1975) and Trouble at Lachine Mill (1983) both by Bill Freeman, and 

Blaine 's  Way (1986) b y  Monica Hughes. with a total of 9 editions or reprints. Angel 

Square (1984) by Bnan Doyle, previously mentioned as k ing multicultural, a book about 

Catholic and Jewish prejudice set in 1945 Ottawa, is published by Douglas & McIntyre and 

is now in its ninth printing with them. It also has a 1986 edition with Bradbury Press in 

New York. The high number of reprints suggest its popopularity with teachers designing 

'tolerance' or WWII units. Shadow In Hawthorn Bay (1986) by Janet Lunn is in its 7th 

edition or reprint. The novel is set in Scotland and Upper Canada in 18 15, and depicts the 

hardships of settler Me and solitary emigration. It was published with grant fûnding fkom 

the Canada Council and the Ontario Arts Council by Lester & Orpen Dennys, and won 5 



awards when it fmt  appeared: the Canadian Library Association Book of the Year for 

Children 1986, the Canada Council 1986 Children's Literature Prize, the Canadian Young 

Adult Book Award 1986, the National Chapter IODE Book Award 1986, and the White 

Ravens Selection of the International Youth Library. Since its fxst edition it has moved to 

Penguin for publication in English Canada and Éditions P. Tisseyre for a French Canadian 

edition. It is also published in the US., the U.K. and Germany. 

One other book from the contemporary fiction category deserves to be admitted as 

an honorary histoncal novel. Even though Forbidden Ci@ (1990) by William Beil is about 

events in 1989, its depiction of the Tian An Men Square political uprising and massacre 

rnake it a novel about histoncal events. Its excellence has k e n  acknowledged with 3 

awards: the 1992 Belgium Youth Book Award; the Ontario School Librarian' s Association 

Award 1992; and the Ruth Schwartz Children's Book Award 1991. It is also translated into 

Swedish, Gerinan, and French and published in 5 different editions. 

Of 66 novels in the database published with the aid of grant rnoney, 30 are 

adolescent historical novels, which have also e a e d  17 of the 55 awards received by 

novels in the database. Aboriginal historical novels account for 7 of those gram and 7 of 

the awards. 

While there are 21 novels with teaching kits or guides in the database, only 6 of the 

historical novels advertise their availability. A teaching guide is not a necessity for teachers 

since they are trained in curriculurri writing. However, knowing one is available might tip 

the balance when making a selection from arnong severai choices for a particular unit of 

study. Publishers of historicai novels positioning their texts for classroom use might 

increase their sales by making guides available. Scholastic offers the most guides at 6, 

foliowed by Lorimer with 5 and General with 4. Thematically, teaching guides break down 

into 5 categones: the 6 for histoncal fiction foLlowed by 7 for "issues and identity" novels, 

5 for novels with a significant Aboriginal focus, 2 for mysteries and 2 for novels with a 

multicdtural theme. 

Several novel genres share fairly even representation in the database. There are 12 

mystery, 10 fantasy, 8 science fiction, 6 humour and 6 adventure novels. Most novels in 



these genres fail towards the younger end of the adolescent spectnrm. The mysteries tend to 

be at the eleven-year-old borderline for adolescent readers. They often combine the 

protagonist's solution of the mystery with ecological, culturai or histoncal themes, such as 

Enc Wilson's environmentally conscious Spirit of the Rainforest (1984), or his 

exploration of a First Nation in The Unmasking of 'Ksan (1986), or the teenage girl's 

research of her Canadian history in Who 1s Francis Rain? (1987) by Margaret Buffie. 

Some mystenes are set in Canada and some take Canadian characters to other parts of the 

globe to introduce their readers to foreign locales as in The Haunting ut CliJWouse 

(1985) by Karleen Bradford set in Wales, or two novels by Robert Sutherland, The 

Mysîery at BZack Rock Island (1983) set in the Hebrides, and The Ghost of Ramrhaw 

Castle (1989) set in Scotland. None of the publishers of these mystenes used gram money 

to aid in their publication, but two of these mystenes won awards.Who 1s Francis Rain? 

won the Canadian Young Addt Novel Award, and Five Days of The Ghost (1990) by 

William Bell, won the Manitoba Young Readers' Choice Award. The 12 mysteries have 

gone into 3 1 reprints and editions with 9 translations. Three of the mystenes have an 

Aboriginal focus as do 3 of the fantasies, and they will all be included in the discussion in 

the next chapter. 

Of the 10 fantasy novels, 7 involve Canadian protagonists; 2 set on other worlds, 

do not; and one, Welwyn Wilton Katz' novel set on Guernsey, features a male protagonist 

from Wisconsin. Strong moral dilemmas tax the characters' courage and insights and mise 

the level of thematic sophistication above that of the mystenes. The fantasies are in 23 

reprints and editioiis with 4 translations. nie Third Magic (1990) by Welwyn Wilton Katz 

is the only fantasy novel published with the aid of grant money. It is also the only novel in 

the database to win the Governor General's Award. The Chinese Mirror (1988) by Alice 

Major received the o d y  other award for a fantasy, winning the 4th Alberta Writing for 

Youth Cornpetition. 

Six of the 8 science fiction novels were wntten by Monica Hughes. Two of these, 

Ring-Rise, Ring-Set ( 1982), and Beyonù the Dark River ( 1979), have an Aboriginal 



focus and are set in Canada; the rest involve a future t h e  beyond the bounds of Canada's 

curent political borders. Survival Squad (1990) was written by Royd Pnddle, an 

adolescent from St. John's Newfoundland, and is set there. The other, The Live-forever 

Machine (1990) by Kenneth Oppel, referred to in the setting section of this chapter, is 

identifiably Toronto to anyone who hows the city well, but would seem genencally North 

American to a reader who did not. Four of these novels have been published with the aid of 

gan t  money, but none have received awards. Although only 8 in number, they are in 5 1 

editions and reprints and 9 translations. Partly, their ppularity can be attributed tu the main 

author, Monica Hughes, and partly to content that makes them attractive for use as the 

literary element of interdisciplinary environmental curriculum units. Thematically, ail of 

these novels are cautionary taies warning about the ecological and social implications of 

technology beyond res~aint. 

Gordon Korman wrote 5 of the 6 humorous novels in the database. Three of his 

novels have settings in Canada and 2 in the U.S.A. Al1 of his novels are published by 

Scholastic, with 2 king designated Amencan Library Association Best Books For Young 

Adults, yet only one of his novels has gone into a second printïng. This apparent anomaly 

of popularity ro minimal print runs can be explained by the size of an Arnerïcan print run 

for mass-market sales "up to 100,000 (Saltman 7). The other humorous novel is by Paul 

Kropp who wrote Moonkid and Libew (1988). It is set in Canada and California, is 

translated into Swiss-German and Danish, and has 5 reprints and editions. These novels 

would not be used for course work, but are popular choices with students taking books 

from school libraries for home reading. 

Ail 6 of the adventure novels for adolescents have been translated into other 

languages for a total of 24 reprints and editions. The Minerva Program (1984) by Claire 

Mackay was helped in its publication by gant money fÎom Multiculhiralism Canada, the 

only novel in the database so funded. With its black, fernale, computer-sophisticated 

teenaged protagonist, it is positioned for curricular use in senior public schools. Dog 

Rmer (1989) by Don H. Meredith was pubLished with the aid of grant money from the 

Canada Council. As the story of a Métis teen winning a major sled race against great odds 



and white sabotage in order to use his winnings to afford to keep his dog team, it is the 

only prize-winning adventure novel, with the R.Ross Annett Award for Children's 

Literature and the Writer's Guild of Alberta award for 1989. Two of the other adventure 

novels, both by James Houston, also have Abonginal characters, some befnending and 

some in confrontation with white characters. AU 6 of these novels have Canadian settings. 

Apart from considerations of setting or genre, looking at the contents of the 

database fiom a thematic viewpoint, one concem stands out f?om all the rest as 

preoccupying many of the authors of Canadian adolescent fiction. Of the 134 novels in the 

database, 35 can be classifïed as Aboriginal Literature. That represents 26% of the 

adolescent novels in print fiom 1970 to 1990. Every genre category except humour has 

Aboriginal titles: 3 of the 6 adventure novels, 14 of the 55 contemporary novels, 3 of the 

10 fantasy, 9 of the 37 historical, 3 of the 12 mystery, and 2 of the 8 science fiction. No 

other thematic interest has captured the imagination of writers and readers alike to such an 

extent. Because Aboriginal literature is the most observable trend evident in the database, 1 

have chosen to examine it in detail in the next two chapters, fmt to detemine its shape and 

values, and then to explore the the forces and events that have contributed to Aboriginal 

literature growing to represent more than a quarter of Canadian adolescent novels in print. 



CANADIAN ABORIGINAL FICTION FOR ADOLESCENTS 

One particular category of Canadian fiction for adolescents examined through the database 

stands apart £rom the rest: novels with an Abonginal focus. This category includes novels 

written by and or about Canadian Aboriginal and Métis people for an adolescent audience, 

but it dso includes novels with significant Aboriginal elements even if the characters 

thernselves are not primarily Aboriginal, such as novels with a central focus on specifc 

Aboriginal cultural artifacts or ceremonies or attitudes toward the land. In the chapter that 

follows I wiil examine the context in which Aboriginal fiction for adolescents has 

developed over the twenty-year period covered by this thesis and the fiction itself. The 

context includes Aboriginal fiction for adolescents in relation to the iraditional nature of 

Children's Literature; the way recent Canadian Abonginai fiction for ado1escent.s has k e n  

shaped by an increasingly postcolonial literary perspective; and the way Aboriginal writers 

establishing their own voice and purpose have been writing for an adolescent audience. 

Literature can function in its most accessible form, the novel, as a mirror of the 

society that creates it or as a constnict of a possible social reality. The vision a novel creates 

is not a tme one but an imaginative one, however, emerging from the perceptions of the 

author who wrote it, and focusing as it invariably does on an aspect of society, and not on 

the society as a whole. Sorne novels challenge human behaviour, whde others celebrate it 

on an individual or collective basis. Novels for children go a step m e r ,  combining with 

this positive or negative perception a didactic desire to mode1 correct social behaviour. 

Norma Rowan observes that the writers and publishers of children's Literature in Canada, 

and in particular the adolescent fiction upon which this thesis focuses, are dominateci by the 

white middle-class. Consequently Canadian children's literature emphasizes a white 

middle-class culture and its values and traditions, and is designed to educate the 
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adolescent reader into thinking, feeling and behaving in a way that this middle-class culture 

wodd sanction (CCL 6 k6). 

This impulse to make everyone over into a white middle-class leaves out Canadians 

of other colours or traditions than the dominant one. AU groups have a need for 

self-identifkation, and Iarge sections of Canadian society, such as the First Nations, do not 

subscribe either to middle-class values or to middle-class traditions. Masha Rudman 

addresses the impulse towards self-identification, and the consequences of not fmding a 

mode1 to identiQ with, in Children's Lirerature: An issues approach (159). She describes 

how this need for self-idenufication manifests itself through adolescent novel preferences. 

When a selection of novels whose protagonists represented a large range of different ethnic 

and cultural groups was displayed by a libraiian in a multicultural school, young people, 

asked to select the novel they wanted to read, gravitated to the ones that descnbed their own 

individual heritage. The young people who could not fmd novels that represented 

themselves reportedly felt excluded. 

It is arguable that when any segment of society is excluded from its literature it 

implies that that group is not valued by the society at large. Ruth Frankenburg in Margery 

Fee's 'What use is ethnicity to Abonginai people in Canada?'poolts out that the concept of 

race is a system that depends as much on the privilege of one race (white in Canada) as it 

does on the underpnvileging of other groups, ofien now temed "Visible minorities" or 

"people of colour." The last two terms irnply an invisible and desirable majority of people 

without colour, who have exclusive access to the rigbt values, who will judge others by 

those values, and who will decide when or whether to accept those others. Such 

implications need to be dispelled. "Any systern of differentiation shapes those on whom it 

bestows privilege as weil as those it oppresses" (688). 

Abonginal literature, once largely excluded from adolescent fiction, has, over the 

twenty-year period of this snidy, grown to represent a quarter of all such novels in print. 

First Nation's adolescents now have a choice of novels to select frorn, but does the 

Aboriginal literature that now exists represent the values of Canada's dominant social group 

or the values of the minonty group king written about? 1s one or are both groups doing the 



wnting? 

According to Sheila Egoff and Judith Saltman in The Nau Republic of Childhood 

(1 1 1 ), before 1970 the main Aboriginal adolescent novels were Edith Sharp's Nkwala 

(1958), Roderick Haig-Brown's The Whale People (1962) and Christie Hams' Raven's 

Cry (1966). Although these three novels precede the timelùie of this study they provide a 

way of fiamhg the start of this inquiry into Aboriginal fiction for adolescents and a way to 

see whose values predominated in Aboriginal novels at that time. The authoa Shaq and 

Haig-Brown, as weU as Egoff and Saltman in their own critical commentary, show the 

extent to which an Euro-bias permeated the vision of Aboriginal novels for adolescents 

before the 1970s. Here are two statements made by Egoff and Salman about the fmt two 

novels Nkwala and The Whale People: "Their rites of initiation, although surrounded by 

tribal ritual, are canied out in loneliness and isolation and match to a considerable degree 

the more random but enforced rites of passage of modem protagonists." In The Whale 

People "...Puy man [is] piüing his skills and primitive weapons against the largest 

mammal on earth" (1 12). Both of these quotations use language and sentiments with Euro- 

laden values. Consider the fmt statement and read it again without the subordinate clause. 

'Their rites of initiation are carried out in loneliness and isolation and match to a 

considerable degree the more random but enforced rites of passage of modem 

protagonists." Now consider the values inherent in the clause "although surrounded by 

tribal ritual." Just what is king alluded to? Are they saying the Aboriginal rites manage to 

match the rites of the white midde-class "in spite of' tribal ritual? In what way do white 

middleclass rites avoid tribal ritual; don't they just take a different form? Now compare 

"puy man" "pittùig" his skiils and "primitive" weapons against the "largest mammal on 

earth," to Barbara Smith, an Abonginal writer descnbing the planning of a whale hunt in 

Renewal 1: "...The killing of Wobinasak is a great event, and must be done in a sacred 

way. The hunters shodd fast and pray, asking the spirit of the great whale to have pity on 

us and allow one of their number to be sacrificecl" (126). This description of the 

Abonginals' feelings of comection with the animal they are about to kill is in sharp 

contrast to the values given to the experience by the Eumcritics: "puny man pitting his 



primitive weapons." The writers and the critics of these early Aboriginal novels are 

working out of a fihm rniddle-class ethos, valuing the novels for the degree to which they 

reflect the codes of the dominantly white middle-class society producing and consuming 

them, rather than the values of the culture k i n g  portrayed. The third novel, however, 

makes a shift from these codes and values. 

Raven's Cry is the story of European impact upon the Haida from 179 1 to the 

1960s. It highlights Haida nobility and white cruelty, stupidity, and inmerence, while 

ignoring the Haida use of slaves and their own internecine wars (Egoff and Saltman 113). 

In taking this position Raven's Cry can be seen as the first Aboriginal adolescent novel to 

evince a postcolonial sensibility. Adolescent Aboriginal novels after 1970 increasingly 

derive from a postcolonial stance. Raven's Cry is a non-Native apologist version of histoly 

designed to abase the intruding and now dominant culture in the presence of the Native 

minority culture, in order to be forgiven by the latter, or more likely to atone for past 

actions and be accepted into the ''bnily Canadian" fold. 

Several impulses merge in the creation of Canadian Aboriginal Adolescent literature 

with a postcolonial focus. The literature is being written by two groups from two sides, 

and with two purposes: Canadian descendants of colonial settler/invaders who have 

accepted that "their privilege is based on the oppressive actions of their forbearers" 

(Margery Fee 687) are acknowledging that oppression, attempting to make amends for it, 

and seeking an identity separate from the colonial p s t ;  while Abonginds, having felt the 

force of hundreds of years of oppression, are moving to resist that oppression and to regain 

a sense of self-worth by restnictming their cultural identity fiom within contemporary 

Canada. 

The period of this literary snidy, 1970 to 1990 is framed by major, Native-centred 

political developments that bracket iü  two-decade focus. The Royal Commission on 

Aboriginal Peoples offers an overview of the events that heIped raise non-Native 

awareness of Native issues, and also helped empower First Nations to begin a new phase 

in Abonginahon-Abonginal relations. The Commission, States that the emerging 

sensitivity to Native issues during this time developed in large part as a response to the 



federal government's 1969 white paper on Indian policy - a paper designed to end the 

federal governrnent's special relationship with Aboriginal peopie, but one that resulted in a 

strong protest from them. The white papa "sought to end the collective rïghts of Abonginal 

people in favour of individual nghts." It included 'plans to eliminate the protection for 

reserved lands, to terminate the legal status of Indian peoples, and to have seMces 

delivered to them by provincial governments." Although Native Canadians denounced its 

main terms and assumptions, the resulting bittemess and sense of betrayal helped 

sangthen the resolve of Abori,@nal organizations to work together to bring about a change 

in federal relations and "marked the beginning of a new phase," the current phase, in 

Abonginahon-Abonginal relations, known as the "period of negotiation and renewal" 

(Libraxus.com RCAP) . 

As support for Abonginal peoples and their stmggles grew after the white paper, 

organizations such as the "Canadian Association for the Support of Native People and 

Project North (composed of Christian churches) sprang up to press governments to address 

Aboriginal nghts to land and self-determination. This led to simcant federal govemrnent 

funding for Abonginal peoples' organizations" (Libraxus.com RCAP). 

Ail over the North and indeed all  over Canada, Abonginal peoples found the means 

to express their views on the development and aid initiatives directed to them. 

Between 1969 and 1973, northem Abonginal peoples fonned several organizations 

to represent their collective interests. The Council for Yukon Indians (CYI) was 

created by status and non-status Indians in the Yukon Temtory. The Cornmittee for 

Original Peoples' Entitiement (COPE), the Indian Broîherhood of the Northwest 

Tenitones (later the Dene Nation), and the Métis Association of the N.w.T. (later the 

Métis Nation of the N.w.T.) represented Aboriginal peoples in the western 

Northwest Temtories. hui t  Tapirisat of Canada was estabiished in 197 1 to provide a 

national voice for Inuit from Labrador, northern Quebec and the Northwest 

Terri tories. (Libraxus.com RCAP) 



One form of negotiation during this period has been lands claim policy. In the 

Calder case in 1973 the federal governent established its first land claims policy designed 

to help settle the "daims of Abonginal groups that retained the nght to traditional use and 

occcpancy of their lands." "Resource megaprojects, such as the James Bay hydro project, 

the Mackenzie valley pipeline and the norîhern Manitoba hydro project, forced 

confrontations between Aboriginal people on one side and govemments and resource 

companies on the other." "Only two claims were negotiated successfully during that decade 

- the James Bay and Northem Quebec Agreement (1975) and the Northeastern Quebec 

Agreement ( 1978)" (Libraxus.com RCAP). 

The Thomas Berger Commission was formed to address these resource issues and 

brought down its report, Norrhern Frontier, Norrhem H o r n e l d  in 1977, that 

recomrnended a moratorium on Arctic and subarctic pipeline development until Native land 

claims had been adequately addressed" (New xxiii). 'The Berger enquj. underlined 

northem and Native resentment at being viewed through the lens of resource policy" (277). 

Aboriginal peoples and the constitution began to be Linked in 1978. After the 

election of the fust Parti Québecois govemment in Quebec, "the federal government 

introduced its proposais for constitutional reform, entitled "A Time for Action", and the 

companion draft legislation, Bill C-60. They contained, for the fmt time, a draft charter of 

rights and fkeedoms, including a provision shieldùig certain Aboriginal nghts fkom the 

general application of the individual nghts clauses in the charter." By 198 1, however, after 

provincial opposition to the constitutional refom initiatives, a first ministers' conference 

was held that produced a draft constitutionai amendment with a glaring omission - 
"Aboriginal rights had disappeared." As the white paper of 1969 had done, "the draft 

constitutional amendment of 198 1 galvanized Abonginal people, who joined togethef' 

across Canada '%O have Aboriginal nghts reinserted into the package." (Libraxus.com 

RCAP). 

The media coverage of these Native-focussed political events in Canada hcreased 

the understanding and recognition of Aboriginal aspirations in non-Aboriginal society, and 

raised ''an agenda that addresses the need for a change in assumptions, principles and 



policy directions, which are rooted in a dynamic of colonialism that has been profoundly 

wrong and harmful." "The Commission believes it is vital that Canadians understand what 

happened and accept responsibility for the policies carried out in their names and at their 

behest over the past two centuries." (Libraxus.com RCAP). 

The Royal Commission identifies this stage of negotiation and renewai as the 

current one in the relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal societies, which 

takes us to the present day. 

Pt] is characterized by non-Abonginal society's admission of the manifest failure 

of its interventionkt and assimilationkt approach. This acknowledgement is pushed 

by domestic and also by international forces. Campaigns by national Aboriginal 

social and poiitical organizations, court decisions on Aboriginal rights, sympathetic 

public opinion, developments in international law, and the worldwide political 

mobilization of Indigenous peoples under the auspices of the United Nations have all  

played a role during this stage in the relationship. As a result, non-Abonginal society 

is haltingly beginning the search for change in the relationship. (Libraxus.com 

RCAP) . 

At the same time as these political events were helping alter Native and non-Native 

perceptions about the reality of co-existing in Canada, Native issues were also king 

presented to ail North Arnericans through popuiar culture media. The year 1970 saw the 

publication of Bury My Heat? a? Wounded fiee by Dee Brown, a non-fiction account of 

the horrendous treatment of Native by non-Native Arnencans. This book had such an 

impact on the public imagination that it went through its fmt thirteen hardcover printings 

with Holt, Rinehart & Winston by October of 197 1. As well it was pubLished in paperback 

by arrangement with Bantam Books and went through ten softcover printings in 1971. It 

was also a Book-of-the-Month Club choice with a special edition published in April 197 1; a 

Playboy Book Club feature with an edition published in September 197 1; a Popular 

Science Book Club choice with an edition published in December 197 1; and was 



exclusively syndicated in the Des Moines Registermribune until May 24, 1973. 

Another key Abonginal popular image to innuence and shift public attitudes during 

the p e n d  covered by this thesis was the character played by Canadian Aboriginal Chief 

Dan George in the Arnencan absurdist epic Little Big Mun. also released in 1970. In fact 

Little Big Man (1970) and Dances Wirh Wolves ( IWO), both American frlms, bracket the 

two decades covered by this thesis and are demonstrations of a shift, in one branch of 

popular culture, fiom a settlerhvader view of Arne~dians  towards one more postcolonial 

in its outlook - an outlook instrumental in affecting the perceptions of thoughaul non- 

indigenous Canadians and helping them to reconsider and reaiign their attitudes toward the 

First Nations of the country. 

Myrna Kostash describes her own altered sense of self in relation to "Other" 

Canadians in "Imagination, Representation, and Culture." She found herself moving, 

between the 1970s and the 1990s, from participation in a discourse with like-minded 

cultural subversives in cultural resistance against globalization and the "coca-colonization" 

of Canada, to a discourse on colour and race. She discovered that in the new tenns of ùlis 

discourse she was excluded because she was white. She was "a member of a privileged 

majority. [She] was part of the problem, not the solution" (92). From feeling solidarity in 

a comrnunity of Canadian idealists seeking to resist certain outside influences, the emphasis 

had shifted, and, she now found herself one of the outsiders in the increasingly 

multicultural Canadian context; an outsider who wanted to be included. 

As an awareness of the marginalization of visible minorities within Canada has 

increased, the particular awareness of the marginalization of Native Canadians has 

increased with it. And just as Kostash feels excluded fiom the discourse of race and colour 

dominating the discourses of resistance, so many non-Native Canadians find themselves 

feeling like outsiders when they try to discover a way of idenwing directly with, or 

articulating specifically, what it means to be a Canadian. In "The Representation of the 

Indigene" Terry Goldie argues that non-Native Canadians Iook at Native Canadians and 

see someone who is Other and therefore aiien to themselves. But the Native is indigenous 

and cannot be alien (234). So the non-Native Canadian m u t  be aiien. But how c m  the 



Canadian be alien within Canada? Goldie suggests there are two possible solutions. One is 

that the non-Native culture attemptç to incorporate the Other, superfkially through 

appropriation of Aboriginal dress, jewellery or names like Oneida Camp or Pontiac car. 

The other, more thoughtful, approach is through fiction. An attempt is made to understand 

aspects of Aboriginal culture by entering into it imaginative as in novels by Rudy Wiebe, 

M.T. Kelly and Peter Such. Conversely, suggests Goldie, the nomNative culture may 

reject or erase the indigenous culture with the attitude that "This country really began with 

the anival of the whites." 

Goldie does not think the importance of the alien within can be overstated. In their 

need to become Aboriginal, to belong here, many non-Natives in Canada have adopted a 

process of co-opting indigenous values and ex~xience. For many writers the only chance 

for "Indigenization" has seemed to be through writing about the people who are t d y  

indigenous, The First Nations and the Inuit. However, the Abonginal Canadian character 

constnicted by these non-Native writers has become in literary circles a part of the 

Canadian imagination, rather than a representation of a contemporary or even a plausible 

historical Aboriginal. Iostead, the literary Aboriginal is the sort of wise person who might 

persuade a non-Aboriginal Canadian to look to the First Nations for personal role rnodels 

(234). 

Increasingiy as new immigrants to Cana& continue the cultural practices of their 

native countries, and as the descendants of the older settler element of Canadian society 

reject the values associated with Imperialism and the popular culture of the United States, 

the cultural values of Canadian indigenous peoples become an attractive alternative. 

Nourbese Philip, in 'Taming Our Tomorrows," speaks to the need for new Canadians to 

idenufy directly with Aboriginal attitudes. 

A memory: It is winter. 1 am standing on a fiozen lake in Northern Ontario. All 

around is a stiilness, a silence as profound as it is moving. For a brief moment 1 

experience an epiphany, an understanding of the simcance of the land to Native 

peoples and the feeling that until we understand and accept the land in this way, we 



newcomers will never tndy belong. (274) 

The seength of this need to identify with Native Canada is bom out by the contents 

of the database in this study. Since 1970 there has been an increase in the number of 

Aboriginal adolescent novels written, with a clramatic number of them staying in print. Of 

the 464 novels in the Bibliography of Canadian fiction for adolescents published from 1970 

to 1990,45 f d  into the category covered by the definition of Abonginal Literature or 

9.7%. But of the 134 novels that are still in print, 35 are Aboriginal Literature, a 26% 

share. These 35 Abonginal titles can be divided into three sub-sets each speaking to a 

different element of the postcolonial discourse: tbirteen novels reflect the values of the 

rniddleclass that postcolonial values have formed in reaction to, fourteen novels reflect the 

postcolonid desire to embrace Aboriginal philosophies or atone for invader atrocities, and 

eight noveIs by Aboriginals, or those who iive and work beside them, address a resistance 

to their displacement by the settler society and embrace a desire to live within or reconstnict 

their own culture. I will examine each group in turn, focusing on a number of individual 

texts in some detail, where explication seems to illuminate salient points. 

THE CENTRE'S VALUES 

The fmt group of novels are those focusing largely on Aboriginals yet reflecting the values 

of the middle class. Aithough most authors have chosen an Aboriginal character either at 

the centre of the story, or as one of a pair of protagonists, and although the action of many 

of the novels centres on Abonginal practices or artifacts, the final emphasis is on a "non- 

Native" resolution to the conflicts dealt with throughout the text. Two of these novels are 

Historical Fiction. The one set farthest back in time is Lyn Cook's The Hiding Place 

(1990) which takes place in the New France of 1650. An orphaned French sister and 

brother hide in the forest dong the Saguenay River to escape detection by a roguish French 

famer who has designs on the sister. They set up housekeeping in a cave and rescue a boy 



who is staked out and left to die after what is described as an Iroquois raid on a Mohawk 

camp, despite the fact that the Mohawk are a part of the Iroquois confederacy. The siblings 

assume the boy they rescue is Mohawk, although we finally discover he is the son of the 

Iroquois chief. Without his ability to snare animals, discover the food caches of the 

Mohawk camp, and select healing herbs from the woods for the sibling's various injuries 

and iilnesses, the non-Native children would not have survived. In the end they are 

reunited with their coureur de bois older brother, and the Iroquois boy with his father, and 

ai i  retum to their respective homes. The Aboriginal has served the non-Aboriginal children 

well during their sojoum fiom "real life," but in the end is no !onger needed and the novel 

f ~ s h e s  with an emphasis or. what we can expect for the future of the settlers alone. Even 

the cover art emphasizes the relative value placed on the three young characters. The French 

children face the viewer, the Iroquois boy has his back to us. 

Smoke Over Grand Pré (1983) by Marion Davison and Audrey Marsh is set in 

17 13 Acadia. An omniscient narrator takes us through the lives of a pair of teenage boys 

during the two yean leading up to the expulsion of the Acadians. One boy, Paul, is 

Acadian, the other, Swift Arrow, is Souriquois [salt water men] (29). Mostiy we are 

offered Paul's response to the situations they face together. Swift Arrow is always there, 

but his feelings are rarely considered. Yet he is shown to be more at ease and more capable 

in the natural world than Paul, who often causes problems with his clumsiness. Whde the 

narrator offers admiration for Swift Arrow's skills in the natural world, a strong 

Eurocentric bias cornes through when his capacity for ernotional sophistication or 

attachment to others is presented. The narrator tells us: "He didn't wish to hurt his friend 

but the urge to take a mate was upon him" (129). This statement is in contrast to that of 

Paul's brother when he meets the woman he wants to marry. ". . . 1 must tell you 

something," Gerard went on, "1 love you Marie.. . so kind, so gentle to everyone.. ." (109). 

The Aboriginals may be depicted as instrumental in keeping the white protagonists dive, 

and live and work beside them, but we are not, in these two novels, hvited to see them as 

equal to those central setder characters. 

Three novels by James Houston fall into the first grouping of novels. Two of them 



pair an Inuit boy and a non-Inuit boy as the main characters. In Frozen Fire (1977), and 

Zce Swords ( 1986) a non-Native Arnerican boy, Matthew , accompanies bis prospector 

father to Baffin Island. Here he meets Kayak, an ''Eskirno," from Frobisher Bay. Though 

Kayak is sympathetically drawn, knows how to survive when strmded in the snow fields, 

and helps to Save Matthew's Me, he is repeatedly found wanting for not k ing able to grasp 

the "incredible importance" of gold, or the value the non-Inuit world places on a Nanvhal 

hom. He does not protest when the American prospectors crash a helicopter into a 

mountain side, or explode an oil ng blackening the pristine naniral world for acres around. 

His role is not as cntic of the invasion of the prospectors onto his homeland, but as a 

mildly comical sidekick and helper who is rewarded for his loyalty, when the father does 

strike gold, by king offered a trip to California to see trees for the tint time. 

Houston's third novel, Whiteout (1988) is more sensitive to the Baffin Inuit. He is 

now c d h g  the people Inuit, not Eskimo, and presenting their way of life as an antidote to 

the cormpting influences of a wealthy upbringing in Toronto. He has his main character, a 

troubled non-Aboriginal teenager from Rosedale, go to perform one year of community 

service work in the isolated community of Nanuvik where he can live with his uncle who is 

the Hudson's Bay manager. Here the rnusically gifted Jonathan is healed by a combination 

of Inuit fiiendship, romantic love and a shamanical encounter with Sedna. When his year is 

up he wants to remain in Nanuvik, but his uncle has other notions. 

". . .You're talented and you've got a whole grand life of possibilities ahead of 

you. You don't want to get bottled up here, do you?" 

"You did! You love it here, " said Jon. 

'Well, I'm a different kettle of fish. No talent here." He tapped his head. "This 

place just fi ts n e  fine." (168) 

The values of the dominant culture are clear. Inuit life would be good enough for Jonathan 

if he were an ordinary non-Abonginal teen, but because of his extraordinaiy musical talent 

he must not "waste" himself in a Baffin Island community . 

Another novel in this group revolves loosely around an environmental concern and 



has a smdl degree of interest in Aboriginal characters, artifacts or practices, but never to the 

extent that they compete with the values of the dominant culture or even the theme of the 

novel. The title Wild Man of the Woods (1985), by Joan Clark, refers to a mask carver 

living alone on the edge of a lake in British Columbia. You would think fiom this title that 

the interests of the novel wodd focus on the wild man. Not so. The novel is about the 

surnmer adventures of two non-Native boys Living by a lake and pulling refuse out of the 

water whenever they go swimming. The wiid man is a Native hermit who cames masks 

into standing trees and then cuts them out and hangs them fiom other m e s  in a private 

mask garden. One of the masks described seems to be an Iroquois False Face perhaps 

representing the "Great Doctor" Gaguwara,' half black, half red with a broken splayed 

nose and a mouth twisted into a grimace of haif pleasure and half pain (153). Yet we are 

told the carver is a West Coast Native. Why would he be carving an Iroquois ma&? We are 

not given an answer. But to have a West Coast Abonginal cawer producing a central 

Canadian Iroquois mask insults the reader and is a real violation of the authenticity of the 

culture. The Aboriginal character enters the story fust when the boys visit his part of the 

lake and the masks are descnbed to us, and again to rescue one of the boys from drowning. 

When he takes the rescued boy home we are given more information about him. He was 

once imprisoned for manslaughter, and his presence is unwelcome by one pair of local 

non-Native parents. The next day he has left the lake without a trace. No explanation is 

given. His fate is left unresolved. His masks still hang in the woods, although nothîng is 

made of this haunting state of af%airs. The boys r e m  to their swirnming and lake clean-up 

project. 

Five Days of the Ghost (1989), by William Bell, presents us with another 

Aboriginal aione in an otherwise all-white group of characters. The story is of a non-Native 

girl coming to terms with the death of her twin brother. A surviving brother and the twin 

sister live in a one hundred and seventy-year-old haunted house in Orillia. They befiend 

' Welwyn WiIton Katz. False Face (Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1987) 153. 'The 'Great Doctor' is the most 
important of the Iroquois gods represented by false faces. One of the Doctor's rnany narnes is Gaguwara ... His 
face is red in the morning and black in the aftemoon ... Masks have varying kinds of noses and rnouths, aImost 
always grimacing with pain. however. Some masks ... are painted hdf red and half biack. to indicate the changing 
and dual face of the god they represent. 



the one hundred and sixty-year-old ghost of an Ojibwa chief, who ultirnately helps thern 

send the ghost of their own brother to the "other side." Embedded in these contemporary 

events is a description of the ruthless means by which yet another ghost, Mr. Bond who 

built the house, cheated the Ojibwa chief of the land where Oriiiia now stands when he 

traded on the chief' s duress durhg a typhoid epidemic, caused by non-Native 

encroachment, that contaminated the local Ojibwa water supply, causing the death of all the 

local Ojibwa population. Bond offered the chief ground coffee as medicine to cure the 

typhoid in exchange for the land. Discovering the deception the chief killed Bond. Both 

have k e n  stuck on "this side" for the last one hundred and sixty years because of their 

actions. Through the offices of the Living brother and sister, the Ojibwa chief forgives the 

white man and they are both able to "cross over." The story of Orillia's creation on 

Aboriginal lands is oniy a smail portion of the content of this novel. The circumstaaces in 

which Ojibwa live today around Orillia are not considered. The novel's p h a r y  purpose is 

to explore the relationship between the living and dead siblings. The Aboriginal is redy 

nothing more than an exotic convenience to the resolution of the non-Native protagonists' 

confiic t. 

Several other novels fail into this group. Nobody Said ir Would Be Easy (1987) 

and Let it Go (1985), by Marilyn Halvorson, feature a pair of male teenage protagonists - 

Lance, who is Métis and "Red," a non-Native. Although Red calls Lance "Geronimo," that 

is the only allusion to his heritage. AN of the action of both novels involves relationships 

and crises that could cornmand the attention of any teenagers regardless of their 

background. Fire Fire (1985)' by Martyn Godfrey, is a high interest, low vocabulary 

novel about two Aboriginal frre-fighters, one male and one female. The conflicts in the 

novel concem fne fighting and prejudice against female fxe-fighters; again, the 

protagonists could be any colour or background. Monica Hughes' Log Jam (1987) and 

Wilma E. Alexander's The Queen's Silver (1990) need their main characters to be 

Abonginal to accommodate the settings and conflicts in their stories. However, these 

namatives fit into the group of novels domuiated by a nomNative middle-class outlook 

because the solutions to the problems created in the stories are solved by methods and 



protocols created by the dominating society's legai system. Not one of these five novels 

&es any attempt to disguise its middle-class values and biases; despite Abonginal content 

not one purports to speak for Abonginals. 

The last and most disturbing novel in this group is False Face (1987) by 

W.W.ICatz. This novel won the International Fiction Contest, the only Canadian 

Adolescent novel published between 1970, and 1990 to do so. It has a complex plot that 

weaves together three themes: concern for the fate of Aboriginal artifacts; concem for the 

environment; and concem about the corruption behind our social ma&. It is the story of 

Laney, a teenage girl, who fights with her antique-dealer mother for the possession of 

False Face Society masks found by Laney in a bog near their home in London, Ontario. 

Laney wants to see the bog preserved as a wild-Me habitat and to prevent its development 

into a subdivision by letting the public know it is an ancient Aboriginal site. The mother 

wants to sel1 the masks quietly to a collecter, without revealing their source. The masks 

function symbolically, as well as on a narrative plane, by allowing the author to develop a 

deeply distressing picture of Laney's mother as a sinister character. She masks her true 

dislike of her daughter through the appropnate social interchanges one might expect in an 

educated middle-class farnily by wearing a %se face." The "power" of the masks is used 

to reveal her true feelings of animosity towards a daughter who resembles too closely, in 

both physicai and emotional make-up, the husband she has divorced. His criticism, as well 

as Laney's, about the illegal way in which she nuis her antique business, putting profit 

before the law, has caused her to reject both of them. The father was able to leave and build 

a new life, but the sarne opportunity is not given to Laney who must stay and continue to 

live with a mother she and her father know does not love her. Why the daughter cannot live 

with the father is never explained and it makes the story finish unresolved, and on a very 

disturbing note. This is one Adolescent novel that does not have a happy ending. 

The fate of the masks and the bog act as a subplot to the family dynamics. A Métis 

classrnate of Laney is introduced in order to offer an Abonginai point of view on this 

situation. Thoughdul questions are raised about Canada's dominant culture's right to 

disturb Aboriginai artifacts. Should they be allowed to decay in nature or be preserved 



through appropriation or by artificial means? When non-Abonginal Canadians fmd them 

who do they belong to? Who has a right to display them? Should they be "studied" or 

revert to the First Nation f?om whence they came? Ultimately the masks in the novel are not 

sold, studied or displayed. They are returned to the bog by the Aboriginal character to 

protect the land from development through their powerfil magic. Although an Aboriginal 

solution to the discovery of the masks is put fonvard by the author, the part played by the 

Aboriginal character is peripherai to the main story of unhealthy rniddleclass family 

dynamics that revolve around the masks. 

What we do know of the Métis character, Tom, is that he is uncornfortable now 

living in London after his fust fourteen years on a Mohawk reserve, and wants desperately 

to return to it. Before the death of his Mohawk father, he had been looking forward to 

coming of age and being initiated into the Society of Faces - to learn the Society's lore and 

participate in its ceremonies. Having used the masks to reveal decay and corruption in the 

dominant rniddle-class world, and having presented the 'politically expedient" solution to 

the fate of the masks that were disturbed in the bog, and to the bog itself, however, Katz is 

done with ber subplot. Tom is not aliowed the option of initiation. He was introduced to 

present a Native point of view on the artifacts themselves and is not offered resolution to 

his own feelings of displacement. Katz sidesteps the issues she created for Tom and 

resigns him to a future in London with his white mother, not through any direct choice she 

has him make but by having him visit his father's grave. Here he reflects that his father, 

though a "pure-bred Mohawk" had loved and married a white woman. "[.s father] had 

seen people as people, regardless of the colour of their skin. He belonged to a world that 

didn't yet exist" (105). With this mode1 of behaviour in mind, Tom's last thought in the 

novel is, "white, Indian, Half-breed, what did it matter? Nobody was free, and nobody 

was safe. Everybody had to choose what to let himself be" (153). Here we have a 

politicaily expedient solution to the question of identity that models for the reader a position 

that wouid have al1 Canadians separate thernselves from issues of race or identification with 

a specific ethnic group and select a path that Katz sees as leading to the greater good. But 

the greater good for whom? A cornfortable rnidde-class status quo? This attitude may 



resolve racial conflicts between disparate groups, but leaves unaddressed questions about 

hentage and a right to practice and live one's culture. It echoes past official Canadian 

policies of assimilation of the Abonginais of this country into the fabnc of the dominant 

culture - not just with the intent of sharing the dominant culture, but with the sinister 

agenda of eliminating the Aboriginal ones, reducing them to historical records and artifacts 

to be studied or exarnined, displayed or sold. False Face, as I indicated, won a major 

literary award offered by the dominant elernent of society. 

AU of the novels in this first group have maintained the values of the dominant 

section of Canadian society while at the same t h e  acknowledging the presence of the 

Abonginal element of that society and beginning, however tentatively, to engage it in an 

imaginative dialogue. Novels like The Hiding Place, Whiteout, Five Duys of the Ghost, 

Log J m  and FaZse Face, either admit to the attractiveness or supenonty of some elements 

of Abonginal culture. or admit to the sharneful way in which the invader society displaced 

the Native inhabitants, or do both. Frozen Fire, k e  Swords. Wild Man of the Woods and 

The Queen's Silver use Aboriginal temtory and characters as a backdrop for telling the 

stories of main charactes steeped in the cultural values of a conternporary acquisitive 

society or, as in the case of the historical novel, Smoke over Grand Pré, to provide an 

exiled Acadian a safe haven. Nobody Said it Would Be Easy, Let It Go and Fire Fire 

feanire Aboriginal main characters but completely absorb them into, and engage them in, 

the practices and attitudes of the dominant non-Native culture. 

It is only when authors writing about Aboriginal Canadians leave behind what 

postcolonial theonsts regard as the Imperialist or Western European values of Canada's 

dominant middle class that Literary movement can be made toward any meaningfbi 

discourse between the indigenous and the non-indigenous cultures. As movement is made 

towards that discourse it is possible, through literary models, to explore shifts in the 

balance between both cuitures, to see the degree to which there is a textual contest between 

oppressive and subversive novels, and to explore different ways to arrive at a creative co- 

existence. 



Leela Gandhi, in Postcolonial Theory (1998), States that "all literature is symptomatic of, 

and responsive to, historical conditions of repression and recuperation" (140- 14 1). 

Canadian adolescent Aboriginal fiction is no different. Gandhi goes on to Say that "texts . . . 
are the most significant instigators and purveyors of colonid power and its double, colonial 

resistance", and continues by quoting Chris Tiffin and Alan Lawson who declare that: 

"imperid relations may have k e n  established initially by guns, guile, and disease, but they 

were maintained . . . largely by textuality" (142). h Canada this textuality took the form of 

the dominating culture's certainty that its social vision was the best for ail inhabitants of 

Canada. Conformity to that vision was enforced upon the indigenous peoples through 

mandatory residential schooling in the official languages of English or French combined 

with the repression of Aboriginal languages. The First Nations could read through the 

dismissal of their cultural values and practices and the celebration and ubiquitous presence 

of colonial values and practices that their indigenous culture was expected to decline and the 

non-Native one to flourish, that theirs was not valued by the colonizers and that the 

Aboriginals were expected to stop valuing it themselves. During the curent period of 

Abonginal Peoples' negotiation and renewal of relations with non-Native Canada, 

however, the "textual offensiveness of colonial authority" has been met and challenpd on 

its own te-, by a "radical and dissenthg anti-colonial counter-texniality" (142). 

Some of this counter-textuality takes the fonn of novels that have k e n  and are 

being written by authors of Aboriginal adolescent fiction who speak out of the postcolonial 

discourse, both non-Abonginal and Aboriginal writers advocating that Aboriginals in 

Canada recapture their Native heritage. Non-Native Canadians, influenced by postcoloniai 

attitudes, are too attracted to Aboriginal culture to want to see it subsumed in any way. 

Many feel responsible for the degradation that Aboriginal cultures have undergone since the 



arriva1 of settlers in Canada, and they advocate recognizing their responsibility for that 

degradation and joining the Aboriginal peoples of today in reclaiming their heritage. As 

well, they look to Abonguial spinniality and environmental philosophies for ways to heal 

the social ills of the postcolonial society we now live in. Diana Brydon points out in "The 

White Inuit Speaks: Contamination as Literary Strategy" (196), that there is a current flood 

of books by non-Native Canadians embracing Aboriginal spirituality. For some these 

books serve the need to feel at home in this counûy, for othen they substitute a spintud 

system of belief comected to the land to replace conventional Western f o m  of worship. 

In these books the writers place their perceived inadequacies of the dominant culture in 

contrat to indigenous belief systerns and ways of Living harmoniously with the land and its 

creatures; they view the present mord and social degradation of our age against the pre- 

acculturated values of the First Nations which they see romantically as untainted by any of 

the evils of contemporary society. Brydon goes on to Say that those in the non-Native 

middle class who identiw with the settler element of society assuage their guilt over 

material appropriation by appropriating aspects of the indigenous culture as weH. Perhaps 

this desire for physical identification with indigenous Canadians is not based on N t ,  but 

on a desire to identiq with a culture they have idealized as pure and blameless. Such 

"cross-dressen" cannot, in their own mincis, be identified with the tradition of colonial 

oppression if they align themselves concretely with its victims. 

It is worth noting that while coloniaVAboriginal history is rife with incidents of 

atrocious invader and settler behaviour towards the First Nations, these incidents are often 

addressed in a rninor way in adolescent novels because the didactic nature of adolescent 

fiction means that models of right action take precedence over depictions of grievous 

wrongs. Resistance as a postcolonial trait largely gives way in these namatives to models of 

idealized social reconstruction with indigenous and non-indigenous characters CO-operating 

and CO-existing. 

Fifteen novels for adolescents c m  be considered to embrace a postcolonial settler- 

society point of view about Aboriginal Canadians. That amounts to nearly 43% of the 

novels in the Aboriginal fiction section of the adolescent Canadian fiction novels in print 



Of these fourteen novels, half are historical fiction, two are science fiction and the rest are 

contemporary realism. The novels divide into two distinct groups: those that acbowiedge 

setder guilt in displacing and destroying Aboriginal cultures, and those that celebrate 

Aboriginal ways of living in the world. 

Most of the novels acknowledging settler guilt have central protagonists who are 

Aboriginal. Dreamspeaker (1978), by Cam Hubert, is an exception. Here, Peter, an 

emotionally abused, deprived white eleven-year-old, who has k e n  neglected by his heroin- 

addicted mother and then starved of love in a succession of foster homes, escapes from a 

juvenile faciiity he was sent to after he set hre to his last school. Peter is found at the edge 

of a forest by a Nootka shaman and his mute adoptive adult son, having nui away from his 

personal demon, a "great two-headed snake" who chases him and causes hirn to have 

epileptic seinires. Together, through love, understanding and empowerment, the Nootka 

pair heai Peter to the point where he has self-respect, coping skills to deal with his terrors, 

an eagemess to embrace life, and an ability to demonstrate affection. I t  is not just love that 

the Nootka offer the boy. Any characters couid be portrayed as loving. The author, Cam 

Hubert, an aiias of Anne Carneron, goes to g-reat lcngths to explain how the Nootka use 

aspects of their very specific Aboriginal cultural practices to ernpower the boy against his 

demon and to teach hirn self-respect. None of these kinds of "therapies" has been offered to 

the boy through Social Services who had had custody of hirn from the age of three. Those 

services had only ministered to the external Peter; cleaning him up and teaching him "social 

skills." The culture of the Nootka is shown to be much wiser. The sharnan acknowledges 

the reaIity of the demon and gives Peter both an understanding of its designs on h i .  and 

specific instructions for how to behave when the demon cornes for him. By empowering 

him to deal with and conquer his demon, Peter is released from its dominance over his life 

and he is able to focus on other things. He begins to blossom and to work towards 

initiation into the Nootka society to which his new family belong. 

We are not only invited in this novel to celebrate the wisdom and healing power of 

the Nootka shaman, we are also asked to condemn the folly of the ruling non-Native class. 

Social Services recaphire Peter and the couris refuse to allow the Nootka to foster him, 



citing their poverty as "'domesticaIly unsuitable." Reinstitutionalized, Peter commiü 

suicide, the shaman dies of grief and his adult son, also gneving, follows Peter's example. 

Although al l  are reunited after death in a bnef preternatural episode, a narrative conaivance 

apparently intended to "soften" the tragedy, there is no arnbiguity about the relative values 

k ing  placed on the two approaches to child welfare or the two ways of Life. 

One irritating aspect of this novel, that othewise celebrates Nootka culture, is the 

rnisuse of the amphisbæna, a major image of beneficence among West Coast cultures, as a 

symbol for Peter's demon. Here author Anne Cameron misuses Canadian North West 

rnythology even as she writes positively about its creators. 

Wimers (1984), by Mary-EUen Lang Collura, also looks at the damage that can be 

inflicted by a child welfare system of fostering and enforced residential schoohg. It is the 

story of two Blackfoot, fifeen-year-old Jordy Threebears and his grandfather, 

Speckledhawk. Jordy has k e n  moved from foster home to foster home eleven times in 

eight years. His grandfather was raised in a residential school. Both have been emotionally 

damaged by their experiences, and both are now working out how to be a farnily together. 

They are emotionally healed as they befriend and train a wiid horse that Jordy eventually 

races in endurance competitions. The whole reserve community is shown to enter into their 

healing process. Both men and women gently intervene to redirect their steps when they 

falter, often using traditional Blackfoot stories to mode1 a preferable course of action. 

The non-Native sector of society in this novel is condemned and allowed to atone in 

equal measure as the novel unfolds. We leam that the grandfather, because of his 

residential education, neither spoke his own language nor knew anything about his own 

culture. When he killed the non-Native man who had murdered his daughter, he was 

imprisoned. Ironically, while incarcerateci, he learned about his culture and how to do the 

traditional crafts of his people from a non-Aboriginal anthropologist. Free in the narrative 

present he uses his new skilis to eam a Living. Jordy too has a nomNative antagonist and a 

non-Native benefactor. Brady, the antagonist, hates Aboriginals, particularly Jordy's 

grandfather who killed one of his fiiends. He attempts repeatedly to sabotage Jordy's 

chances to win the endurance races he enters. Meanwhile Jordy's benefactor, a teacher with 



considerable riding expenence in endurance events, coaches Jordy as he  prepares for his 

own tests of endurance. During the most important and final race of the novel, Jordy has 

the opportunity to kill Brady. Instead he helps him, thus exorcising any possible demons, 

and rising above the petty behaviour of the non-Native villain in the story to be a proud 

Siksika. 

Barbara Smucker also empowers her teenage Aboriginal characters in White Mist 

(1985) with pride in their heritage at the same time as she expresses settler Society g d t  for 

environmental pollution and for past treatment of the Potawatomi aromd Lake Michigan. In 

this extensively researched novel she has descendants of the Potawatomi now living in 

Sarnia going back to 1 837 to live with their ancestors, iearn their ways and witness first- 

hand their enforced migration from the forests surroundhg Lake Michigan to the very 

different geography of "Indian Temtory" on the Amencan Plains. As well they witness the 

wholesale clear-cutting of the forests by non-Abonginal lumbermen, and the subsequent 

erosion of the lakeshore. 

Two very clear messages emerge from Smucker's text: shameful non-Aboriginal 

misuse of the land for profit, and wise Abonginal stewardship of the land forever. 

Smucker creates one of the Literary Aboriginal figures alluded to earlier in this chapter, the 

wise elder who models ideal behaviour and afier whom we have the impulse to mode1 

ourselves. Smucker's character, Chief Pokagon, is the spiritual and historical guide to the 

contemporary Abonginal teens who are pulled back in time by him to leam about their 

heritage and the consequences of rapacious land use. The teenagers witness Pokagon 

responding to President Jackson's RemovaI Treaty of 1830 and the destruction of the 

forests around Lake Michigan with the following words: 

'4 have becorne a man of peace. But 1 will fight without guns and without 

tomahawks. 1 will figtit with words against the desecration of our earth, our 

trees, our land, our nvers and our lakes. The Great Spirit has given us the things 

of the earth to care for and share. 

"If we destroy the earth, we destroy ourselves. We are one with the earth." (108) 



The Aboriginal teenagers retum to the present and, with a newly leamed pride in their own 

heritage, they use the words of Chief Pokagon to shame the current generation, now 

poiluting the waters of Lake Michigan, into cleaning up their waste. 

Both fiom pedagogical and ideological perspectives, it is disconcerting that this 

highly judgmental Canadian novel chooses to explore a perïod of settler/Aboriginal history 

that involves Amencan sanctions against an Algonkian tribe, historical American 

destruction of an environment, and present-day American pollution of the one Great Lake 

we do not share, rather than focusing on an episode of Canadian settler/Aborigùial 

histoncai and contemporary experience that could be used to make the same didactic points. 

Mystery in the Frozen Lands (1988), by Martyn Godfrey, also offers a non- 

Aboriginal protagonist in an Aboriginal environment, and shows the destruction to that 

environment that can occur when non-Natives practice their philosophy of having dominion 

over the land rather than living in harmony with it. An English cabin boy, Peter, and an 

English speaking lnuk from Greenland, Auklituk, become fkiends on the Fox expedition to 

fmd Franklin in 1857. Stranded in the ice over winter the English sailors shoot any animals 

they can for sport, not out of necessity. In a straightforward didactic manner Scanlan has 

Aukiituk object to this behaviour (41) and follow it through to its logical conclusion. 

". . . who else but one who carmot hear the spirits, kills for no reason? Why do 

your people kill everything with your guns? Why do you kill things that you 

don? eat? What joy is there in killing an owl? . . . 'LYour people fkighten me Peter. 

What will happen on the day when you kill everything?" (47) 

The resuits of such a policy of wanton destruction are even more forcefully 

addressed in Blood Red Ochre (1989) by Kevin Major. Major does not shy away from 

presenting homfic Canadian settler behaviour against an Aboriginal Nation. Blood Red 

Ochre portrays the annihilation of the Beothuk in Newfoundland, circa 1800. Not only 

does he irnaginatively recreate what it would be like to have been a Beothuk in the last few 



years of their existence, but he juxtaposes that time with the present and actually has the last 

of the Beothuk and a teenage contemporary descendent of the Irish fishemen who 

destroyed the Beothuk meet across time and merge their lives in a way that forces the guilt 

of the Beothuk extermination finnly into the consciences of Canadians today. Blood Red 

Ochre is the Canadian Adolescent novel that develops the most powerful condemnation of 

settler behaviour towards the Aboriginal population, and it does so in a format that is 

accessible and engaging. 

Two novels by Jan Hudson, Dawn Rider (1990) and Sweetgrass (1984), begin 

the move in Aboriginal adolescent postcolonial settler literature away fkom an emphasis on 

settledinvader , 4 t  and towards a celebration of Aboriginal culture. In D m  Rider, horses 

have k e n  introduced to the Blacldoot nation by settler/invaders at some thne shortiy before 

the novel begins in 1730 - so have g u s .  Aside fiom this information about the sources for 

these two items that will drastically change the lives of the BIackfoot, non-Natives are not a 

factor in the novel. Rather, emphasis is on the culture of the Blackfoot, and, in what cm 

best be termed a postcolonial/feminist hybrid, on the efforts of one teenage girl to de@ the 

traditional role of a woman in her society and have some of the rights and privileges of a 

Blackfoot man - especidy to be aIlowed to ride a horse. 

Sweetgruss, which was actuaily published before Dawn Rider, takes the reader to 

the same tribe a hundred years later and shows how the horses and guns have increased 

wealth, as well as the level of violence, among disparate tribes. Non-Natives have more of 

a presence in this novel as the source of trade goocis, but also as the source of disease. We 

discover that the whole tribe, shortly after dispersing to their different winter camps, has 

succumbed to smailpox. We h o w  the disease was fmt reported at the non-Native trading 

p s t  and so rnust have corne fiorn there, but no blame is attached. Instead the emphasis is 

on the heroic efforts of one girl to care for her family when all but she become ill. Finaliy, 

with no food Ieft and survivors needing to be nourished, she breaks a tribal taboo and 

chops through the river-ice to catch fish - a forbidden food source. When her father retums 

he is both appalled by and proud of her resourcefulness. Here we have two novels at the 

uneasy crossroads between non-Native guilt for iils befalling an Abonginal culture and a 



celebraiion of that culture. Ironicaily, at the same tirne as these novels celebrate an 

Aboriginal prairie culture, they also fmd fault with it for its treatment of women. 

A Breed Apa>t (1985), by Tony Geman, closely examines the intersection of 

European and Abonginal cultures in the Lower Canada of the early 1800s without 

assigning blame to either. Rather the destructive deeds described in the novel are 

perpetrated by an individual villain - an Englishman. The novel is the story of one boy and 

his growth to manhood during the penod of upheaval caused by the nvalry of the North 

West Company and the Hudson Bay Company. Duncan Cameron is Métis; his father Scots 

and his mother Cree. We learn about the intersecting cultures that inform his life as he is 

given a "gentleman's" education in Montreal, travels with the Voyageurs to his home at the 

North West Company's post on Lac Ue-à-la-Crosse and spends several years with the 

Cree. As the novel closes Duncan has to make a decision about how to live his life in this 

country and what identity to follow as he does so. Here we have the consurning dilemma of 

the postcolonialist made very concrete by a Métis birthright. Though aspects of each culture 

are shown to be attractive. Duncan "could never be both" and "knew he reaiiy could be 

neither." He recognizes that he is "something else." He is a "breed apart." He is himself 

(266). Geman, writing fiom a postcolonial perspective, focuses on identity. He is attracted 

to the Métis who symbolize for hirn the merging of the settler with the Indigene, the 

blending of the invader with the Aboriginal, and the appeasement of ancestral non-Native 

guilt. 

The issue of Métis identity takes on a different focus when the identification is with 

the land, and writers celebrate the Aboriginal philosophy of living in harmony with it rather 

than altering it to an imposed purpose. Contemporary Aboriginal responses to the land are 

explored in My Name k b u i s  ( 1  988), by Janet Craig James, and Dog Rumer (1989), by 

Don H. Meredith. In the first novel, Louis, a teenager ftom a srnail community in Northem 

Ontario, is given the opportunity to iive in Toronto to pursue a career as an artist. He makes 

the decision to stay with his family and fish and work on his drawing and painting, 

knowing that a life in Toronto could not compensate for Lake Superior with its wind and 

vistas. The spiritual connection with the land that feeds his artist's sou1 is the paramount 



concem here, not his identification with any particular group of people. Jim, the main 

character in Dog Rwner, fmds his place in connection with the land when he learns to 

"run" with his team of dogs and not "ride" with them. He becomes one with the dogs and 

the land through a spiritual encounter with Weesakaycha, the tnckster, who introduces him 

to his spirit guide, the wolf. In both novels, the notion of Métis heritage offers an 

opportunity to resolve non-indigenous issues. 

The benefits of rnaintaining a spiritual and practical co~ec t ion  to the land are aiso 

celebrated in a futuristic novel set in the prairies. It highlights the choices made by a 

specific Aboriginal band, emphasizing its customs and knowledge as portrayed through a 

fernale character. Monica Hughes points out in the introduction to Beyond the Dark River 

(1979) that the Ermineskin, a Cree band of 140 people, lefi the Hobbema Reserve south of 

Edmonton to live in the foothiUs of the RocQ Mountains in 1968 (viii). They 'taught the 

young ones the ways of their ancestors, and lived peacefully, respecting one another." 

Placing these people in the context of Science Fiction, Hughes creates a story around the 

hypothesis that a nuclear war destroys Edmonton, but the Ermineskin band and some 

isolated Hutterite communities and individual fami families survive. The chief premise of 

the novel is that without the medical wisdom passed down from the ancestors of the Cree 

and preserved and added to by the Ermineskin, none of these isolated survivors of the 

bomb would have managed to overcome the less widespread but equally catastrophic 

diseases that have foliowed over the ensuing years and had previously been attended to by 

city physicians. In this novel the non-Native society destroys itself and the First People are 

able to reclairn the land - such as it is. Their ways are shown to be the ones that will have 

to be adopted by the remaining population if they hope to survive, and future generations 

will Live in harmony with the land in the way of the First Nations before Euopeans arrived. 

The non-Native elernent of society will be assimilated. 

The Unmasking of 'Ksan (1986). by Eric Wilson, examines and celebrates certain 

Aboriginal cultural practices rather than the practicai ones explored in Beyond the Dark 

River; ways of healing the spirit rather than the body. Graham, a non-Native minister's 

son, lost his mother to cancer in the year before the novel begins. He has not corne to ternis 



with his grief and does not fmd the Christian moumuig process to be offering him the 

solace he seeks. M e r  participating in Gitksan funerai ceremonies in the interior of British 

Columbia, he fmds a specific ritual task building a srnail fence around his mother's grave, 

that WU give him the peace about her death that he needs. Such a modest gesnire has quite 

profound cultural implications. 

The attraction of Abonginal group ceremonies and private ntuals is a strong one for 

postcolonial non-Native wnters. The lack of substantive spintual experience and lack of 

comection with wise eldes in the hectically paced, pop culture saturated dominant 

society, is a recurfing theme in contemporary Abonginal adolescent fiction. The Ghosr 

Dance Caper (1978), by Monica Hughes, explores that theme in the world of a Métis boy 

in an upper middle-class family. Tom has everydiing he could want matenaliy but hungers 

so much for meaningful expenences that he steals a "ghost bundle" from the local museum 

so that his great-grandfather, a full-blooded Blackfoot. living on a Reserve, c m  perform a 

Ghost Dance ceremony and prepare Tom to seek his spirit guide. Hughes chooses a "spirit 

guide" for hïm who helps him corne to terms with his dual heritages without coming down 

on the side of the dominant culture, or rejecting it outright. His guide is a bat, a mixture of 

opposites; mammal with wings, bird with fur (129). From this guide Tom realizes he 

belongs to two worlds . . . "You c m  take black and white and rnix them together and get 

nothing but a dingy grey, or you can keep them clean and separate and make a beautiful 

pattern" (145). Hughes speaks here to the postcolonialists' desire to adopt aspects of 

Aboriginal culture and philosophy , and combine thern with aspects of their own non- 

Aboriginal culme in order to create the perfect hybrid Canadian - in effecf red on the 

inside regardless of the colour on the outside. After generations of the dominant society's 

attempts to achieve the opposite, taking people red on the outside and trying to make them 

white within, this form of hybridity is offered as an alternative. 

Hughes takes the same desire a step further in a science-fiction novel she wrote four 

years later, Ring-Rise, Ring-Set ( 1982). In the future world of her story a cloud of 

particles ringing the earth after a meteor collision threatens to cause aoother iceage. Lisa, a 

disaffected 'Tech" teenager living in barracks in an enclosed underground city in the Arctic, 



stows away on an expedition to the "snow fields" and gets stranded. She is rescued by 

"Ekos" (Inuit), who thuik she is a long-lost daughter, and spends most of a year with them 

learning how to live as they do and feeling a part of a family. For the fmt time in her life 

she has a sense of king important, a sense of family belonging to each other, and a feeling 

of comection to the land. In the sumrner she retums to her own people, only to discover 

that their solution to reversing the impending ice age wiU kill ail the caribou, and thus the 

Ekos. She fights to have that solution altered sufficiently to spare the caribou and then 

chooses to r e m  to her new life on the land, not knowing whether the "Techs" will 

succeed in making the necessary changes, but preferring to live in the present, lovhg the 

land and feeling its immediacy whatever the future may bring. 

Canadian adolescent Aboriginal fiction has corne fidl circle in these fmt two groups 

of novels, ail written by non-Native writerç, from trying to assimiiate the Abonginals to 

non-Aboriginal ways, to abandonkg those ways and joining the Aboriginals in theirs. 

Neither seems a satisfactory answer to the Canadian cultural dilernma for each would deny 

or absorb one of the cultures and leave all Canadians the poorer for its absence. 

ABORIGINAL VOICES 

Just as the postcolonial settlerfmvaders have moved to reject notions of empire and search 

for a way to feel native in the land they have occupied for rnany generations, so the 

Aboriginals displaced by the settler occupation also are seeking to reposition themselves in 

this country. Two different but related postcolonial literatures for adolescents are growing 

out of these desires; one, examined in the last section, is characterized by the need to fmd 

an inclusive way of belonging, and the other, to be examined in this section, by the attempt 

to reclaim a proud and rightful place coexisting with other cultures in Canada. Both these 

strands of postcolonial literature are focused on place and displacement and a sense of self 

and 'Mer." In a settler society both Abonginals and immigrants have, to different degrees 



and in different kinds, a crisis of identity rising out of a concem with the development or 

recovery of an effective identifying relationship between self and place (Ashcroft et al. 

1989, 9). 

A large part of postcolonial discourses in Canada concem thernselves with 

questions about contemporary models of coexistence between settlers and the First Nations 

of the country; between the group that exercises dominance in the society and the groups 

indigenous to the country that have k e n  socially and culturaily marginalized. The shape of 

these questions and their possible answers rise out of the role of the colonizers in Canada in 

relation to the indigenous population. Early settlerhnvaders interacted with the indigenous 

population in a complex nurnber of ways which included exteminahg the Beothuk 

peoples of the East Coast, inter-marrying with First Nations in sufficient numbers to form a 

Métis community large enough to seek the status of Nation, attempting to isolate the First 

Nations on reserves and then deciding to assimilate them through enforced attendance at 

residential schools. In spite of their eventual "ideal" of bbciviliUng" and subsequent 

assimilation, the colonizers' sense of cultural superioity meant that they continued to view 

the Aboriginals in Canada as infenor to thernselves and "to fx them into perpetual 

othemess" (Loomba 1998, 173). Out of this muddled colonial history those indigenous to 

Canada have entered the present, strongly marked by their association with those who 

invaded and settled in their land, and seeking answers to questions about the reshaping of 

patterns from one of dominance to one of coexistence. Two main choices seem to present 

themselves in this discourse: a r e m  to Aboriginal "authenticity" or the creation of a form 

of "hybndization." 

The notion of authenticity is not an Abonginal one, but one created from within the 

discipline of anthropology. Anthropologists, in their ùnperial "project of naming and thus 

knowing indigenous groups," imported to Canada "a notion of aboriginality, of cultural 

authenticity, which is now proving diffh& to displace" (Ashcroft et al. 1995,214). Yet 

the very notion of authenticity is questionable because of the inevitable changes and 

adaptions of any culture conquered by another, or at the very least exposed to the practices 

and technologies of another. For example there is no such thing as an uncontaminated 



white or European culture since ai l  have been constructed historically, culturally and 

politically over time (Loomba 176). It is not considered possible, anywhere in the world, to 

r e m  to, or rediscover, an absolute pre-colonial cultural purity or authenticity, nor possible 

'?O create national or regional fonnations entirely independent of their historical 

implications in the European colonial enterprise." The result of an attempt to return to an 

"authentic state" for First Nations peoples would be to position themselves "as the 

ultimately marginalized," forever the "other" on the edge of a society with a dominant and 

controlling non-Native core (Ashcroft et al. 2989, 195-6). Although authenticity is not a 

mode1 that would end the marginalization of the First Nations in Canada it does have 

validity as a metaphor "that permits collective self-fashioning." One rnay not, in fact, be 

able to return to the world of one's ancestors, but one cm c l a .  to be doing so, with 

political effect. Authenticity is then best regarded as a tool that can serve liberation through 

imagination (Loomba 182-3). By holding up ancestral culniral ideals, Canadian Aboriginals 

can offer a positive and healthy image to their children to counter the less positive image 

they often absorb bom the attitudes predominant at the cultural centre of the land. The 

Aboriginal adolescent fiction analyzed in this thesis that holds up ancesaal cultural ideals 

has tended to be written so far by non-Native writers with postcoloniai sensibilities. The 

noveis k ing  written by the Aboriginals thernseIves are still focused on working through 

stages of anger at the lack of seif-worth they have internahzed through years of 

mistreatment and marginalization; anger, resistance and restmcturing. As anger and 

resistance are worked through in First Nations' life and literature, a movement towards 

literary celebration should follow. 

The second choice that presents itself in the Canadian postcoionial discourse is 

hybridity. The Abonginal resisting colonization and working to restructure a new sense of 

self cannot return to authenticity but is herself a new hybrid entity, engendered by the 

encounter between the two conflicting systems of belief (Gandhi 130). While hybridity 

seems inevitable it is a complex set of conditions that need to be distinguished one from the 

other. Loomba quotes Ella Shohat's enurneration of several fonns of hybridity, most with 

negative connotations. "Forced assimilation" is one form resulting in another, "intemalized 



self-rejection." First Nations children, for example, taken from their parents and housed in 

residentid schools, were punished for using their own languages, or told to discard their 

beliefs for "better" ones, and were left with a diminished sense of self-worth. So were their 

parents, left childless because the colonizers knew better how to raise and educate their 

sons and daughters. 

John Milloy examines the residential school experience in the Royal Commission 

on Abonginal Peoples.' He descnbes the schools as more than a component in the 

apparatus of social construction and control. ''They were part of the process of nation 

building and the concomitant marginalkation of Aboriginal communities." The Aboriginal 

leader George Manuel, a residential school graduate, adds that the schools "were the 

laboratory and production line of the colonial system.. .the colonial system that was 

designed to make room for European expansion into a vast empty wildemess [that] needed 

an Indian population that it couid describe as lazy and shiftless.. .the colonial system 

required such an Indian for casual labour.. . " (Libraxus.com RCAP). 

The residential school system was an attempt by successive govemments to 

determine the fate of Abonginal people in Canada by appropriating and reshaping 

their future in the form of thousands of children who were removed from their 

homes and coxnmunities and placed in the care of strangers. Those strangers, the 

teachers and staff, were, according to Hayter Reed, a senior member of the 

department in the 1 WOs, to employ "every effort.. . against anythuig calculated to 

keep fresh in the mernories of the children habits and associations which it is one 

of the main objects of indusnial education to obliterate." Marching out from the 

schoois, the children, effectively re-socialized, imbued with the values of 

European culture, would be the vanguard of a mapificent metamorphosis: the 

'savage' was to be made 'civilized' , made fit to take up the privileges and 

responsibilities of citizenship. (Libraxus.com RCAP) 

Tragically, the future that was created is now a lamentable heritage for those 

' John Milloy has written a book on the Canadian Residential School that is in press at the tirne of the wnting of 
this thesis. John Miiioy. A National Crime: The Canadian G o v e m e n r  and the 2esiaenrial School Sysrem, 1879 to 
1986 (Winnipeg: UNV o f  Manitoba Press, 1999) 



children and the generations that came afier, for Abonginai communities and, 

indeed, for al l  Canadians. The school system's concerted campaign 90 obliterate" 

those "habits m d  associations", Aboriginal languages, traditions and beliefs, and 

iü vision of radical re-socialization, were compounded by mismanagement and 

underfunding, the provision of infenor educational services and the woeful 

mistreatment, neglect and abuse of many children - facts that were known to the 

department and the churches throughout the history of the school system. 

(Libraxus.com RCAP) 

As well as the negative hybridity of forced assimilation and intemalized self- 

rejection so strongly deveioped through the residential school system, 'cpolitical co- 

optation" and "social conforrnism" were other kinds of hybridity encouraged by the 

colonizen in Canada. Oddly another form of hybridity referred to by Shohat, cultural 

mimicry, is practised in Canada more by non-Natives seeking connection with their new 

country than by Aboriginals desiring to copy non-Native ways. Although most foms of 

hybridity have negative connotations, and cannot lead to coexistence on equd terms, at 

least one can be seen as a mode1 for healthy pluralism and coexistence within Canada; 

"creative transcendence" (Loomba 178). 

Just as authenticity is best regarded as a tool that can serve iiberation, so creative 

transcendence serves as a tool and does not defme a particular political program (Loomba 

182). It uses language appropriation for destabilizing sites of coloniai power and for 

subsequently facilitating the creation of a third hybnd postcolonial space for coexistence. 

Using the language of the dominating culture the indigenous writer is able to 

challenge that culture by "twisting old authontarian words into new oppositional meanings" 

(Gandhi 147). Aboriginal writes are thus able to protest out of and not just against the 

cultural vocabulary of colonialism, both recognizing and subveaing "the authority of 

impenal texniaiity" (148). In doing so, according to EUeke Boehmer, Aboriginal writers 

engage in "a double process of cleaving": cleaving from colonial de f~ t ions  and cleaving to 

"the ideological, linguistic, and textual forms of the coloniai power" (148). The subsequent 



hybridized colonial and indigenous ideas c m  then be used to assert a positive and 

empowered form of cultural aiterity (Loomba 176); an apartness, according to Mikhail 

Bakhtin, that stands as a precondition of dialogue, across and between differences of 

culture, gender, class and other social categones (Ashcroft er al. 1998, 12). In this space 

of hybridized colonial and indigenous ideas exists the "concept of contamination as literary 

device"; the bringing of differences together into creative contact, which is a central activity 

of postcoloniai and postmodem literature (Diana Brydon 19 1). 

The cross-cultural imagination that Brydon c d s  contamination is not, however, just 

a Iiterary device for creative transcendence, but also a cultural and even a political project. It 

can be used to draw attention to the very nature of cultural or ethnic identity. While 

ethnicity has traditionaliy k e n  used to indicate biologically and culturally stable identities. 

when it is "decoupled from its imperial, racist or national deployment it cm designate 

identity as a constructed process rather than a given essence" (Loomba 176). From this 

viewpoint all groups can be seen to be constructed ethnic groups. Dominant cultural groups 

cannot be excluded from this notion of ethnicity . Recognition of the degree to which 

ethnicity is a construct which aids some groups in maintaining positions of cultural 

dominance in relation to other groups, is a fxst step towards all groups moving to a 

position where they see themselves as one among many, al1 with legitimate clairns to exist 

and practice their cultures. 

Canadian adolescent literature, created out of the postcoloniai discourse 

surroundhg transcendental hybridity, is a powemil tool for modelling how to actively, 

consciously choose to coexist in harmony and diversity, creatùig ftom that diversity a 

national vision of cultural plurality. A third space can be created, neither colonized nor 

unacculnirated, rather, a space of communication, negotiation, translation - a space of 

hybridity (Homi £3 habba in Gandhi 13 1 ). 

Three Canadian Aboriginal leaders, Jeanette Armstrong, Duke Redbird and Mary 

Lou Fox Radulovich, each emphasize difîerent aspects of the changes necessary to reach a 

hybridized coexistence among all Canadians: to heal Abonginal peoples through cultural 

affinnation, to alter the dominant culture's historical perceptions and curent view of 



Abonginals, and to offer all Canadians the best aspects of Aboriginal philosophies in order 

for all to create a more culturally integrated and balanced country. 

Jeanette Armstrong, whose novel Slash wili be examined later, expressed her views 

in an address to the Saskatchewan Writer's Guild 1990 Annual Conference, subsequently 

published as 'The Disempowerment of F i t  North Amencan Native Peoples and 

Empowerment-" She fmt refers to the "total subjective control" over her peoples ''through 

various coercive measures" and the direct removal of "political, social, and religious 

freedoms" and then talks about the colonization process, "Our children.. .seized from 

Our.. .homes and placed in indoctrination camps unul our language, our religions, our 

customs, o u  values, and our societal structures almost disappeared. This was the 

residential school experience" (208). Out of this bleak bistory she describes a new 

Canadian order govemed by multicultural policies of equality in which "domination is not 

possible because di cultures are valued." She then specifically addresses Native writers 

telling them they cm empower their people through writing. "Although severe and 

sometimes irreparabIe damage has been wrought, healing can take place through cultural 

affirmation." Native writers may be "met with hostility from the majonty," but those whose 

thoughts are provoked may become "our greatest allies in speaking to their own" (2 10). It 

is this promotion of an ideal she says that will produce the "courage to shake off centuries 

of impenalist thought and make possible the releaming of CO-operation and sharing, in 

place of domination." She sees Native writers as having the task of examining "the past and 

culturally [affirming] a new vision for ail ow people in the future, arising out of the 

powerful and positive support structures that are inherent in the p ~ c i p l e s  of CO-operation" 

(2 10). 

Armstrong articulates a warning that is echoed by other Native leaders and 

imaginatively expressed by Native writers: it is to be "undefeatably pro-active in a positive 

sense," recognizing that "negative activism actually serves the purpose of the cultural 

impenalism practised on our people." It is not the "people that we abhor, it is the systems 

and the processors which we must attack." Change to those systems will be promoted by 

people who can "perceive intelligent and non-threatening alternatives." Armstrong's vision 



is not just to repair the damage done to her own people and to share their "principles of CO- 

operation" with the rest of Canada. She sees the responsibility of the Native writer as 

world-wide in "light of these times in which world over, solutions are being sought to 

address the failed assimilationkt measures originating out of conquest, oppression, and 

exploitation, whether under the socialist or capitalist banner." With a paradigm shift in 

cultural patemalism she ends by saying that Native writers rnust express their message 

clearly "to the people who have no way to know that there are good alternatives and that 

instead of losing control we can all grow powemil together" (210). 

Such a sentiment, although well intended, bars an uncornfortable siniilarity to the 

mandate of early colonial missionaries to various colonized indigenes. It was a certainty 

about their own superiority and rightness that aliowed the European colonizers and 

missionaries to import and impose their own social, cultural and religious practices ont0 the 

indigenes of the countries they invaded and settied. Armstrong echoes colonizing history 

when sbe says she and her fellow Native writers wili extend their message to the "people 

who have no way to know that there are good alternatives." In a more positive way she is 

describing a form of transnational cultural hybridity, where the best philosophies and 

practices of Canadian indigenes WU be offered to the colonized in other nations. 

Duke Redbird, in an excerpt frorn We are Métis (1992), also focuses on Métis and 

Aboriginal ''cultural disseminators" and, iike Armstrong, on the contribution Native 

Canadians can make to the shaping of a new "North Amencan." We Are Métis was 

written by Redbird as an interdisciplinary thesis at York University. His is a culnual 

theorist's approach, abandoning political confrontation for cultural infdtration into 

mainStream media that will present Aboriginal culture before the Canadian masses as 

something irresistible, seductive, desirable (122-6). Through this approach he offers to 

supply the vision of Abonginals described by Goldie as k i n g  created in settler-authored 

Aboriginal novels: the sort of wise person who might persuade a non-Native Canadian to 

look to the First Nations for personal role models. Redbird argues that an Abonginal media 

presence wiU result in an increased awareness of Métis heritage, and that subsequently an 

understanding of the Métis role in modem Canada wili emerge. As well, "the media 



generated by natives" wiU penetrate "into the majority culture, even into the academic world 

of the universities." He believes the revival of Native awareness wili also raise the self- 

image of Native children. 

Novels by Métis writers for a child and adolescent market are one route to arousùig 

that awareness and by placing them before the major@ non-Native population, through 

classroom use, they will raise the image of Métis and Aboriginal Canadians for the next 

generation. FinalIy Redbird asserts that, "all the races and ethnic groups in Canada are 

king integrated into the psychological and geophysical reaiity that is North America and 

that the Métis are the only ethnic group indigenous to the continent." He maintains that "all 

other races, including Indian and Inuit, came from elsewhere at sorne other time." He 

recognizes that hybridization requires movement from both the centre and the margin, 

although he does not appear to recobpize that that centre can form around wealth and power 

as weil as privileged ethnicity. "Integration is a two-way Street and the white majority 

society is reflecting the native reality more and more specifically as the years go by" (125). 

Without making ailowances for gender, he concludes by saying that what the Métis "have 

to do is go out into the world and become the manifestation of what the real North 

American is going to become - the ideal, whole man" (1 26). 

Redbird's version of hybridity is a cultural merger, indigenous and non- 

indigenous Canadians assuming one identity. Armstrong, with a more political than 

cultural agenda, would replace capitalist and socialist "systems" with Aboriginal ones. 

Radulovich's emphasis, like Redbird7s, is on culture, but as the foundation to all other 

imported cultures in the society - a vision of hybridity that leaves room for pluralism. 

Mary Lou Fox Radulovich made a public statement pertinent to Aboriginal culture 

in Canada and North Amenca, and to adolescent literature in particular, when she 

addressed the Loughborough International Seminar on Canadian wnters held in Toronto in 

August 1975. Radulovich declared that her cuIture is comrnon to all Canadians and offers a 

way to bridge cultures. She states that "the heritage of the North Arnerican Indian is the 

basic cultural strain of the Amencas," and even though the heritage of many other 

countries is 



vitally important to a multi-culnulil Society, it is the heritage of indigenous 

Amenca that is common to each and every one of us. It is this heritage - that of 

the First Americans - which rnakes all of us on thÏs continent unique. 

Unfortmately, this basic mith has never k e n  reflected in the curricula of ou.  

elernentary schools, high schools, colieges or univeaities. (66) 

If the tenet that the "hentage of indigenous Amenca is common to each and every" 

Canadian is applied to Canadian curriculum and fiterature, it will innuence the thinking of 

an entire generation and help prepare the way for an altered cultural reality that can then 

translate into daily social practice. Radulovich offers a mode1 of decolonization that 

positively acknowledges the cultures of the non-Abonginal, r e m s  the culture of the 

Abonginals to a central place of importance, and, in a generous translation of hybridity, 

offers to share that Abonginai culture with the displaced non-Natives who are seeking a 

way to identify with the foundation culture in order to feel more M y  they belong to 

Canada. Of the three models: Armstrong's healing, Redbird's merger and Radulovich's 

fowtdation, the last seerns the best for constructing an inclusive pluralistic Canadian future 

cultural identity. 

The notion of hybridity is central to the creation of Canadian Aboriginal novels. 

Just as Abonginal voices were appropnated by non-Abonginal writers to create several of 

the novels examined in the last section of this chapter, so the Aboriginal writers have had to 

appropriate the English language and English literary fonns (Ashcroft et al. 1989 38). 

They have also had to assirnilate the educational values and methods of the dominant 

midde class in order to write to it and to thernselves. The results can be found in the six 

novels by Aboriginal writers, and one by a teacher living and working with Aboriginals, 

that have stayed in print from 1970 to 1990. 

April Raintree, Slash, Renewal I and RenewaZ II and Where the Rivers Meet, 

thematicdy combine a sense of displacement with the need to redefine self and reestablish 

a cultural presence. AU but April Raintree (1983), by Beatrice Culieton, do so with the 

help of an elder. April Raintree takes the fom of a long quest to fmd a comfoaable place 



in society and to feel a sense of belonging. The main characters are Métis sisters, April and 

Cheryl. Cheryl idealizes and M y  embraces her Aboriginal heritage while living an urban 

existence in Winnipeg, but her idealization cnunbles and, unable to survive in the 

contemporary Canadian urban landscape, she commits suicide rather than allow herself to 

merge fully with the non-Native world. April, after a childhood and early adulthood of 

trying to be a successful member of the white society without reference to her Aboriginal 

heritage, finally acknowledges her ancestry and embraces iî, at the same tirne continuhg to 

Live a sububan life in Winnipeg, Although angry with the attitudes that the non-Native 

society expresses toward her heritage, April's vision of the future includes continued 

congress with it. This novel can be seen as an expression of the "merger model" 

expounded by Duke Redbird at the same time that it cautions against trying to "replace" the 

dominant and estabfished culture with an exclusively Aboriginal one. 

Slash (1985), by Jeanette Armstrong, is a surprise. Although she argued in her 

address to Abonginal writers on behalf of offering AboriginaI solutions to "replace" the 

"oppression, and expIoitation, whether under the socialist or capitalist banner," her own 

novel is a gentle pastoral expression of Aboriginal fulfilment. Slash, her protagonist, 

embarks on a "pilgrim's" progression, searchg for yean through various political 

avenues to fmd inner peace and a sense of place for himself within contemporary Canada. 

Finaily he reaches his answer by going back to the land and living quietly on his reserve, 

following his ancestral traditions, embracing his extended family, and raising his son. ". . . 1 

had to find out what things were left of the old ways in my own aibe and make it usable in 

our modem Indian lives" (2 10). "It was clear then that the only way I could work to help 

[Natives change from a system of dependency] was to set up a model or an example of 

myself' (218). Others also followed the same example until Slash codd see "young people 

. . . rebuilding a worldview that had to work in this century, keeping the values of the old 

Indian ways" (232). The novel ends with Slash's address to his infant son. He tells him: 

"You are our hope. You are an Indian of a special generation. Your world wilI be hard but 

you will grow up proud to be Indian.. . you will be the generation to help them white men 

change because you won? be fded with hate" (250). Armstrong has argued for 



'replacement' of the dominant culture in her essay, but in her novel has followed more 

closely Radulovich's model and written about ernbracing Aboriginal culture within the 

larger Canadian context and practising and sharing Aboriginal ways to bring about change 

"for the survival of what is human in an inhurnan world" (251). 

Renewal I(1985) and RenewalII (1986), Fantasy novels by Barbara Smith, also 

develop around a central character who feels displaced, but instead of seeking resolution 

for her own dilemma, the character becomes involved with a plan to completely remake the 

world order in the image of the "foundation" cultures of Canada. The solution will arise 

fiom an "uncolonized" pure Aboriginal culture living under the ocean. In a reversal of the 

Noah story , the pure under-water Aboriginals wili renew the world in Renewal III, as yet 

unwritten, after greedy capitalists have destroyed themselves and almost destroyed the earth 

Qing to domuiate the entire planet. 

The only novel in this section by a non-Aboriginal is Where the Rivers Meet 

(19881, by Don Sawyer. Like Slash and Renewal I and II, this novel facilitates its theme 

of displacement and the discovery of a renewed sense of self through a wise elder in 

prominent rhetorical counterpoint to the naive protagonist. By following the teachings and 

advice of the elder, the main character is able to embrace her Abonguial culture and become 

a leader to her people, helping them reclairn their pride in their culture and apply its 

principles to the education of their children and the running of their comrnunity. The overd 

nature of the solution in this novel would align it with the "foundation" model of 

Radulovich. The Aboriginal society in the novel will foilow their own teaching while CO- 

existing with the white community that surrounds them. 

A viewpoint that dominates five of these seven novels and grows out of 

colonization is a kind of "double vision" that does not readily occur to indigenous writers 

of cultures that have not been invaded (Ashcroft et al. 1989,26). To a large degree the 

personal identity of contemporary Aboriginals in Canada is constituted by difference. As 

they seek to defme their ideal selves, part of their definition is in relation to what they are 

not and do not want to be - reflections of the settledinvaders - dominators consuming and 

altering the land. Because of the failed nomNative attempts to assimilate Canadian 



Abonginals, the other part of their double vision stems from a sense of alienation within 

their own land. This sense of displacement creates the tension that gives urgency to their 

need to defme themselves and to participate in a larger discourse that insists that the rest of 

Canada redefme itself and move to meet in a commonly shared nidde ground. 

As if adhering to Armstrong's policy for Aboriginal writers to attack systems not 

people, none of the seven novels under discussion has vïliains from the domùiating culture, 

while ten of the twenty-eight Aboriginal novels authored by non-Natives have specifically 

white and often prejudiced viilains in conflict with the Aboriginal protagonists. These 

Aboriginally-authored novels difise instead a general anger or hstration with the 

dominant political, economic or social systems throughout the narratives. Since the novels 

are written with a didactic purpose to empower natives and to alter the perceptions of the 

larger non-Native audience, it seems politic not to antagonize targeted readers. Spirit of the 

White Bison (1985). by Beatrice Culleton, for example, is the story of the destruction of 

the bison as an expansionist econornic policy to rid the Plains Indians of their food source 

and force them ont0 reserves, thereby opening the prairies for farming and grazing. In a 

very angry and powerful novel for young readen, Culleton discreetly has a non-Native 

loner save the bison naîîator and later be saved during a stampede by the sarne bison, 

giving a non-Native reader a role mode1 with which to identiQ. 

Honour the Sun (1987), by Ruby Slippe jack, stands apart in this group of 

Aboriginal novels as k i n g  especially gentle, almost pastoral- It is a celebration of Me close 

to the land, and of progression through childhood, the seasons, and the years in a srnail 

matriarchal community dong railroad tracks in northem Ontario. It moves through the 

days, recounting the seasonal routines of berry picking, fish netting, and living as a large 

family whose main conflict seems to be coping with violent local dninks. Questions of 

identity or place do not arise and a merging of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultures is 

taken for granted as a way of Me. Tirne and the evolution of cultural history WU eventually 

reveal to what extent this kind of novel is an aberration or a new direction for Aboriginal 

novels, 

1 have looked in this chapter at Aboriginal fiction as one of the largest subsets of 



recent Canadian adolescent novels. The fact that it is  k i n g  created by more than one of the 

cultural s m d s  of the Canadian literary community. each bringing a different point of view 

to the enterprise, lends complexity and strength to Canada's evolving vision of itself. The 

emphasis of non-Aboriginal writers has divided between maintainhg the dominant culniml 

position, or atoning for it and embracing an Aboriginal world view, and the emphasis of 

Aboriginal wnters has been to recapture and celebrate their cultures while finding a way for 

all to coexist. As these writers for adolescents, with their strong sense of didactic purpose, 

create a new inclusive and equaily vaiued version of their different selves and their relations 

to one another, they help shift the perceptions of their adolescent readers away from the 

current centrist position of the midciie class and into a new cultural narrative of coexistence. 

Literary models of hybridity on their own, however, cannot take the place of social or 

political action, but when CO-opted for curricular purposes, as shall be examined in the final 

chapter, such novels c m  be used to shape the attituc!es of a new generation. 

The final chapter will examine the Ontario Ministry of Education ideological shift 

and subsequent pedagogical interest in Canadian Abonginal adolescent novels. 



ABORIGINAL LITERATURE AND CURRI[CULUM 

In the fmt chapter of this thesis 1 examined adolescent fiction fkom 1970 to 1990 and 

discovered through that process the substantial presence of novels with an Aboriginal 

focus. In the second chapter 1 specifically examined those novels with an Aboriginal focus 

and considered the intersechg historical and cultural developments out of which that body 

of fiction grew. ln conjunction with this consideration of Aboriginal context, I dso 

organized Aboriginal adolescent fiction into a three-part model: non-Native writing from the 

dominant cultural centre, non-Native writing achowledging past abuses of Natives and 

celebrating Native values, and Native writing that resists the centre's values and seeks to 

restructure Native culture. 

In this fmal chapter 1 will examine Aboriginal fiction for adolescents in the 

context of Ontario curricula for adolescents at the end of the twentieth century, but 1 will 

fmt place that curricular study in the larger context of Canadian literature, and the way it 

has been constructed and studied. Attitudes about and approaches to that study have shified 

considerably over time. developing dramaticaiiy during the twenty years covered by this 

thesis and on into the last decade of the century. Native literature has moved frorn near 

invisibility in Canadian literary studies to a position of prorninence within the postcolonial 

literary discourse, and from there into the cmicular documents that shape studies in the 

provincial public school system. Native literary power moving through this system of 

charnels may soon fmd its way into the general accepted awareness of the next generation 

of Canadians. 



CONSTRUCTIONS OF CANADIAN LITERATWRE AND CRITICISM 

The following discussion is selective and not defuiitive. My intention is to explore factors 

leading to the increased presence of Native Canadians within the ever shifting shape of 

Canadian literanire and its d e f ~ g  discourses. In doing so 1 am reading Canadian literary 

history from a postcolonid perspective. The concept of the postcolonial has been argued by 

Stephen Slemon in "Modemisrn's Last Post" (1990) as beginning in the moment that 

colonial power inscribes itself onto the body and space of those it colonizes and continuing 

into the modem theatre of neo-coloniaiist international relations. A postcolooial criticai 

discourse is, therefore, never whoily absent from colonial culture: there is always at work 

in the discourses of the colonized a network of traditions seeking to separate their identity 

from what they perceive as a dominating cultural centre (3). Accordingly, Canadian 

literanire has been constructed, deconstructed and reconstructed throughout Canadian 

literary history as shifts in thinking and subsequent alterations in perceptions have 

occurred. Part of the reason for these shifts is because literature - defined here as literary 

texts and the institutional infrastructures that fund, publish, distribute, critique, and teach 

them - serves as an important site of stniggle for self-determination, and for political, 

social, and culturai power (Seder 47). It is not until a critical mass of power is achieved, 

however, that literature c m  serve as a site of struggle. Until quite recently Abonginai 

power has been withheld, (a tenn itself redolent with postcolonial implications) by the 

dominant centre of the country, from those indigenous to it. 

The narrative tradition of those indigenous to Canada was excluded from Canadian 

literas, histones and discounes. Elements fiom that tradition were narned and catalogued 

by the invading cuiture as of Anthropological interest, but not recognized as the earliest 

literature (orature) of the country. Although Greek, Roman, Biblical, Norse and Celtic 

stones formed a foundational Literary reference for European literahue and were imported to 

Canada by European settlers, the oral narratives of the First Nations were relegated to the 

catalogues of ethnographers. Settlers looked to the Canadian landscape but did not fmd 

references to their own literary traditions there and were oblivious to the existence of Native 



stories. In the Backwoods of Canada (1836), Catherine Parr Traill writes, "As to ghosts 

or spirits they appear totally banished from Canada. This is too matter-of-fact country for 

such supernaturais to visit. Here there are no bistoncal associations, no legendary tales of 

those that came before us" (26). 

As David Arnason explains the history of neo-coIoniaiism, Canada was settled by 

"immigrants who did not regard themselves as Canadians, but as Englishmen living in a 

new land. The sense of history of this first generation of immigrants is the sense of history 

of the mother country, not of Canada" (see Hutcheon 173). As writers, these immigrants 

wote in the tradition of Britain at least until the reality of Canadian experience began to 

force alterations in the literary forms they inherited. The influx of British Loyalists at the 

time of and just after the American Revolution also reinforced the imported values of the 

British Empire (173 ). The invisibiiiq of the Native to the non-Native, the language 

baniers that were not overcome, and the yearning for recomection with "home" over 

connection with colonial space all served to foreground settler relationships with Britain 

over settler identification with Canada or relationships with First Nations. 

The history of Canadian literature has often k e n  constructed as evolving through 

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries from a srnail collection of merely imitative colonial 

texts to an irnpressive collection of what Tarnara Palmer Seiler c d s  "indigenous" texts by 

the mid-20 century (48). The quotation marks around the word "indigenous" are Seiler's 

own. They reflect her awareness of the irony of the term being used to describe these non- 

Native texts today in relation to the postcolonial discourse that has helped empower the 

ûuly indigenous and raise the profile of Native literature. 

As the body of Canadian texts grew, the impulse to define or categorize it grew as 

well and new organizing principles were sought to fmd and foster an authentic Canadian 

national voice expressive of a single national character (49). From the establishment of the 

Canada Council in 1957, throughout the 1960s and into the 1970s, Canadian literatwe 

continued to be seen by many as a reflection of national culture. During this period of 

assertive nationalism in English-speaking Canada, literature including literary criticism was 

also widely regarded as a site where the remnants of the old colonial relationship with 



Britain and the new colonial relationship with the United States could be resisted (49). This 

resistance in part developed as a repudiation of one of the "ideological elements that 

permeates Northrop Frye's "Conclusion" to the first edition of the The Literary History of 

Ca& (1965) and also his "Preface to an Uncollectcd Anthology" that is reprinted in The 

Bush Garden (197 1) - the view that "imagines the Canadian writer as an unfinished 

European or American writer" (Cameron 1 12). The notion that literature might be a site 

from which to express national culture may have gained irnpetus as a response to Frye, but, 

as Seiler says, the impulse toward a form of Canadian authenticity was long a part of a 

contiming discussion from at least the tirne of confederation to the 1970s (48). 

During the fmt decade of this thesis-study the literary branch of the Canadian 

identity discourse developed several cntical models. For the purposes of my argument three 

are particularly pertinent: thematic cnticism which sought national commonalities kom 

coast to coast: the proposed collapsing of Engiish and French dichotomies in an effort to 

mi@ the iiterary map; and regionalism as an organizing principle for parts of Canada 

geographically, culturally, and histoncally disparate. The second decade covered by this 

thesis saw criticai resistance to the fmt two of these literary models; regionaiïsm, however, 

continues as a site of literary discourse. It anticipated the desire expressed more recently, in 

postcolonial literary theory, to balance equitably the Canadian collective of multiple 

ethnicities within one sense of nation. Al1 three of these critical models foregrounded non- 

Native Canadian experience and only considered Native experience as it affected the 

narrative visions of immigrant Canadians. 

Although the thematic cntics were trying to resist European and Amencan 

influences and defme the nation, their def~t ions  of Canadians focused on the European 

settler population and excluded the indigenous one. D.G. Jones, one of the leading 

thematic cntics, in Bunefly on Rock (1970), expresses just such a limited view of Canada 

as a nation entirely represented by invaders and settlers when he says "our westward 

expansion is complete, and in the pause to refiect upon ourselves we become increasingly 

aware that our identity and our view of the world are no longer determïned by our 

experience of Europe . . ." (4). John Moss, another thematic critic, while including the 



Aboriginal presence in settler literature in Patterns of Isolation (1974)' as "a people 

ostracized in their own land" and an ernbodirnent of "our collective guilt which we continue 

to generate ehrough our treatment of them" (107), does not widen his definition of 

Canadians themselves to include the indigenous population except as "the Indian presence 

in the Canadian expenence" (108). In fact, in his second book of thematic cnticism, ïhe 

Ancestral Present (1977), in a chapter devoted to the Aboriginal presence in Engiish 

Canadian novels, "Genocide: The White Man's Burden," he opens with "Our drive to 

assimilate one dimension of Canada that somehow remains alien to us may be seen in the 

extreme appropriation of the aboriginal as an image in our literature. If we felt more at 

home here, Indians might long ago have been allowed to fade.. ." (256). With this chapter 

Moss anticipates the arguments of Terry Goldie in 'The Representation of the Indigene" 

(1995) as discussed in chapter two. 

The impulse to idenw with a specific cultural group rather than the nation as a 

whole was resisted in the literary cnticism of Ronald Sutherland. His work provides the 

second cntical mode1 pertinent to this study. He argues for a W i e d  vision of Canada in 

Second Image (1971) and The New Hero (1977); a shared "sphere of consciousness" for 

English-speaking and French-speaking Canadians (Cameron 1 14). Once again the 

Aboriginal presence was excluded fiom literary definitions of the country and the 

coloniWng majority population lay claim to a closed systern. Christ1 Verduyn points out that 

"Canadian preoccupation with the 'two solitudes' had the effect of marginaiizing the 

importance of First Nations of Canada. In particular, Native cultural production has 

frequently been ignored, misunderstood or disrnissed as simplistic" (14). This overlooking 

of the Aboriginal presence in Canada was ûue as much for Sutherland, who attempted to 

bridge the solitudes, as for those who perpetuated them. 

The construction of Canada as a bi-cultural society was also so strongly ingrained 

in the way Canada was constnicted politicdly at this time that it emerged in the official 

defintion of Canadian culture grounding national policy on Multiculturalism. Pierre 

Trudeau's vision of multiculturalism announced in October of 197 1 was of 

"Multiculniralism within a bi-lingual hework . "  Seiler explains that this phrase highlights 



the issue that has become the site of a complex process and struggle over the nature of 

Canadian identity and nationhood. Here a remnant of Canada's colonial history estabiishes 

an ethnic hierarchy, an inclusive, horizontid vision of nationhood that creates a tension 

between a binary vision of cultural expression and a multiplistic one (55). As stiaii be 

discussed later in this chapter the site of multicultural resistance, within the literary 

discourse and to the bi-cultural mode1 of Canada, has helped create the literary power base 

fiom which Native Canadians have gained cultural recognition. 

Regionalism fomis an important aspect of the Canadian literary discourse. In the 

1970s it offered a way of constructing connections between different historical, 

geographical and cultural regions in a vast country. The way the Prairies have been 

constmcted through fiterature and cnticism presents a good example of regionalism to 

examine here. The Prairies are identified by Dave Godfrey, in Dick Harrison's Unnamed 

Country: The Struggle for a Canadian Prairie Fiction (1977) as "the archetypal region of 

Canada." He says that "Quebec and Ontario were settled by the French and the English, but 

the prairie was settled by us as a people'' (xiv). This entirely Eurocentnc view of what 

Godfrey sees as a " t d y  indigenous experience" is echoed in the first paragraph of 

Harrison's preface where he introduces Prairie writing as the response of "a basicalIy 

European society spreading itself across a very un-European landscape.. . in which the 

pioneer faced two main obstacles: the new land and the old culture." He continues in a 

manner rerniniscent of Catherine Parr Traill when he says: the land was a physical and 

psychologica.liy challenge ''me all unsettled tenitory it had no human associations, no 

ghosts, none of the significance imagination gives to the expressionless face of the earth 

after men have lived and died there. The prairie, in effect, lacked the fictions which make a 

place entirely reai" (ix). As Harrison continues his examination of Prairie texts, however, 

he inchdes the way in which this settler experience develops through a range of responses 

to the Indigene. Through this process Prairie Literature in the 1970s be,@s to be 

constructed as including Abonginal values although it does not yet recognize an Aboriginal 

voice. 

In his fmt chapter "Eastern Eyes" he quotes Nellie McClung in Clearing in the West 



(1935) describing a prairie settler f?om Ontario who has given up and is tuniing back east 

in 1880. "She hated the country . . . it was only fit for Indians and squaws and should never 

have been taken fYom them." Later in the same chapter Harrison says the first settiers found 

no suitable conventions of landscape painting or description, Little architecture, Song, story, 

or social custom, and, most important for this discussion, they faiied to recognize what 

was there among the Indians and the Métis (14). By his last chapter, "Re-naming the Past," 

Harrison analyses several novels, all published in 1973, that focus on Native experience - 
Gone Zndian by Robert Kroetsch, Vanishing Point by W.O.MitcheU, and The 

Temptations of Big Bear by Rudy Wiebe. These adult novels that coincide with the 

beginning of the period covered by this thesis are a l l  examples of the kind of novels I 

included in chapter two as the second category of tex& with an Aboriginal focus; novels 

written by non-Native writers that acknowledge the value of Aboriginal culture and 

connection with the land. Harrison, as a critic, is still bound very much by a settler mode1 

of narrative, and, in his discussion of these novels, places the emphasis on the 

c'usesefulness" of the Native vision to the non-Native writer rather than for any hainsic value 

of its own. He recognizes the connections to the land through Abonginal culture king 

developed by Prairie writers, but the critical system he uses to analyse the literature is stiU a 

closed one. Harrison writes: 

1 think it is more a matter of seeing at Iast that the Indian culture c m  be useful in 

understanding their [settler] own prairie past. They identie the Indian as the one 

potential "ancestoi' who is close to the soil, organicaily and elementally 

c o ~ e c t e d  with it, and whose culture may reveal what the land has been trying to 

tell us fiom the beginning. In this view the land tends to emerge not only 

sympathetically but as an ernbodiment of darker subconscious States of the human 

mind and spirit with which we must re-establish contact.. . contemporary 

novelists are attracted to the Indian as a link with the land they have been ahenated 

from. ( 199-200) 



This evaluation of nomNative writing about Aboriginals and the land, while sîiU 

Eurocentric, also anticipates Terry Goldie and rnoves criticism in the late 1970s closer 

still to the postcolonial l i terq  constnicts that emerge strongly in the 1990s. 

During the two decades covered by this thesis, the literary rnodels k ing  constnicted 

to defme the country and the cnticism king mounted against those models continued to 

develop and shift. Histonans essentially gave up any fmed notion of a 'îvhole" society as 

the 1970s and 1980s progressed because they saw the whole as inapprehensible and in 

flux. Myma Kostash refers to this period as one where Canadian writea began to focus on 

the external challenge of cultural globakation. She refers to the uniting of disparate 

Canadian cultural groups against that common cause: feminists, immigrants, eco-guerriilas, 

Métis, gays, and lesbians (92). Criticism, too, edged away from seeing literature as an 

expression of a single national character (W.H.New xxxii). Linda Hutcheon notes, in The 

Canadian Postmodern (1988), that as the complexities of Canadian literature resisted 

unifving labels and models, a major change occurred in the general orientation within the 

field of literary studies, one that was associated with "literary theory" (vii). A consideration 

of postmodem theory in particular was making many of those involved in the creation and 

cnticism of Canadian literature self-conscious about the liberal humanist values that had 

previously seemed universal and etemal (vii). 

POSTMODERNISM AND POSTCOLONLALISM 

There are many facets to postmodemism. For the concems of this thesis Helen Ti"m's 

definition is useful. She defines it as a constmcted period following modernism and as an 

analytical process by which to consider conventions, devices, and techniques across a 

range of cultural enterprises, including fiction. She also suggests that it is a self-conscious, 

self-reflexive way of writing: a period, a theory, a style (Pas? The Last Post vii). 

Postmodem theory a f f i i  that for human beings nothing is simply there, natural, 

objective, and self-evident; that there is no identity in class, race, gender or sexuality which 



can claim automatic pnvilege. Because such categories of identifcation are so culturally 

entrenched, postmodemism seeks to expose these systems of rneaning and similarly 

entrenched discourses which operate within culture (Easthope and McGowan 2). 

Understanding the idea that we construct versions of each of these categories, and that each 

version we construct can be contested, serves to alter dramaticaliy critical ways of thinking 

about iiterature and literary history . 

Hutcheon sees Canada's own cultural history as making it ripe for the paradoxes of 

postmodemism by estabLishing and then undercutting prevailing values and conventions in 

order to provoke a challenge to the accepted unquestioned behaviours practiced in our 

culture (CP 3). Through the process of challenging those hegemonic forces that command 

the centre, as she points out in '%ircling the Downspout of History," postmodemism 

grants value to the Other; (170) it opens the way for those outside the culniral mainstream 

to participate and share cultural production, value and power. Postmodem thought enables 

the theorizing of a new plural mode1 of multiplicity to replace the idea of Canadian literanÿe 

as an expression of a single national character (Seiler 50), offering a context in which to 

understand the valuing of difference in a way that makes particular sense in Canada. 

Postmodernism, by replacing the humanist universai as a prime cultural value, creates room 

for a more inclusive mode1 of Canadian literature that accounts for Canadians who are not 

of Anglo or French origin. (Hutcheon CP ix). It offers the fmt key to destabilizing and 

deconstructing the Canadian literary enterprise that had excluded the First Nations fiom its 

definitions of Canadian culture. At the same tirne, as it moves to dismantle the old closed 

versions of culture, it invests Indigenous cultures with meaning. It is, however, still a 

theory, a new "ism" from the dominant cultural centre, still in control, withdrawing and 

reinvesting power. It is not yet an enterprise whereby a marginalized culture can build 

power for itself. Postcolonialism, which ironicdiy is "allowed" its existence through the 

theories of postmodernisrn, is such an enterprise. 

If, as Jean-Francois Lyotard says, the posmiodem condition is the breakdown of 

the ovemding narrative that has grounded collective behaviour and k e n  seen as a guarantor 

of the truth, (Easthope and McGowan 253) then postcolonialism can be seen as one 



example of an alternative narrative promoted by those who have recognized themselves as 

in thrall to the impenalist grand narrative goveming much of western behaviour in the past. 

The possibility of the postcolonial discourse grows out of the condition created by 

postmodemism: the breakdown of the primacy of the previous overriding narrative. But 

postcolonialists resist incorporation of their work within the rubric of pustmodemism on 

the grounds that its resolute undermining of the "referent of the real" diffuses their own 

very real political agendas. Postmodernist contradictions are seen as both subversive and 

reconfirmllig of traditionally oppressive systems of thought and practice (Easthope and 

McGowan 182). It is postmodernism's reaffirrning side that postcolonialism resists at the 

same tirne as postcolonialism embraces the opportunity to restructure society after the 

breakdown of the previous ovemding narrative. 

Postcolonialism also relates to postmodernism because both share a strong concern 

with the issue of marginalization. Postcolonialism, however, is more overtly concerned 

with the politics of marginalization than postmodemism. Furthermore, postmodemism is 

still exercising a cultural and intellectad hegemony in relation to the postcolonial world and 

over postcoloniai cultural production (Tif5en x). With its distinctive political agenda 

postcoloniai literature and criticism go beyond the postmodem limits of deconstnicting 

existing orthodoxies and into the realm of political and social action (Hutcheon "CDE" 

168). 

Postcolonialism is theorized as having several agendas and agencies. For the 

purposes of this Canadian literary discussion only those aspects of postcolonialism 

pertinent to literature are relevant. Helen Tiffin sees it as combining a writing identity and a 

set of discursive practices resistant to colonialism (vii). Stephen Slemon has suggested that 

it is best thought of as a transfomative reading practice rather than primarily a body of 

literatures (see Seiler 63). A reading strategy, according to Tamara Seiler, appropriate to 

our polyphonie postmodern era, in which the methodology historicaiiy linked with the 

study of English is dangerously outmoded (48). The emphasis fiom Ashcroft, Griffith, 

and Tiffin is on the overall development and study of national Literatures and criticism as 

fundamental to the whole enterprise of postcoloniai studies and as the most vital stage of 



the process of rejecting the claims of the centre to exclusivity. They also Say that without 

the comparative studies between national traditions . . . no discourse of the postcolonial 

could have emerged (EN73 17). Christi Verduyn concurs with that last point, noting that 

'there have k e n  significant developments in Canadian.. . cultural and literary discourse 

related to the work of writers of racial and ethnic minority identifications, and that this 

growth has occurred in concert with international and comparative discussions" (15). 

POSTCOLONIALISM AND CANADIAN LITERATURE 

1 have considered the nature of the postcolonial discourse and its relationship to the 

postmodem as well as the relationship of postcolonial theory to literature. I now want to 

focus on postcoloniality as it relates specifically to the Canadian experience and Canada's 

literary institution and infrastructure. 

Canada is recognized withùi the postcolonial discoune as a colonial construct on 

several levels. As portions of the land were claimed for the French and the English, 

representatives from those countries came to invade and settie the country in the name of 

their homelands. So close were their ties with their European mots that they imported their 

former culture, irnposed European names on their new geography and looked to Europe for 

validation of theû pursuits. At the same time the people who had been living in this land, 

the First Nations, were rendered invisible by being separated from the colonizers' society, 

isolated on reserves, and subjected to policies of assimilation through the forced 

abandonment of their own culnires and wide geographies, and indoctrination in the culture 

of their colonizers. So entrenched was the Canadian value system in the English system 

that Canadian cultural arbiters, until the emergence of the postcolonial discourse, showed 

no awareness that they were excluding the indigenous population from their definitions of 

Canadian identity. 

The emphasis so far has been on postrnodem and postcolonial discourse as keys 

into the recognition and validation of Aboriginal culture in Canada, but these discourses are 



equally important for the development and foregrounding of the literanire of other 

marginalized ethnic groups whose litemy empowement facilitated the nse of Abonginal 

cultural presence. Multiculturalism, according to John Wadland in "'Inter-Theoretical 

Canadian Studies?," grew out of the political response to Volume Four of the Laurendeau- 

Dunton Commission, The Cultural Conhibution of the Other Ethnic Groups (1969) 

which "led directly to the federal policy on multiculturalisrn" (14). Many of the people in 

the new wave of immigration that foilowed World War II were themselves the indigenous 

peoples of other colonized lands who had lived through or were aware of the histoncal 

devaluation of their own culture and the imposed supremacy of the culture of their 

colonizers. The same British Empire that had colonized Canada had colonized many of the 

homelands of these immigrants. A sensitivity to the importance of their native cultures to 

these immigrants, a sensitivity not demonstrated towards Canadian Native peoples, was 

apparently behind Pierre Trudeau's decision to introduce a national multiculniral policy. 

According to D o ~ a  Bennett, in 'Tnglish Canadian Postcoloniai Complexities," Canada's 

official policy of multiculturalism, instituted in 197 1. has provided these immigrants with a 

great deal more cultural autonomy than they wodd have expected previously in Canada 

(188), but initiaily at the expense of the indigenous population. 

Margery Fee argues that the pnvileges of the immigrant Canadian population were 

grounded on the "'wholesale impovenshment of the Aboriginal peoples through denial of 

their nghts in the past" (684). For over one hundred years Aboriginals had k e n  treated as 

wards of the state whose rights were a matter for federal bureaucrats to determine. Since 

each Fit Nation is ethnically distinct, ethnicity was not usehil in the struggle for equality 

so they tumed to citizenship, but the Canadian govenunent refused for a long time to gant 

citizenship rights to any Aboriginals who would not give up their Aboriginal rights, which 

equalled an exchange of landclaims and treaty nghts for Canadian citizenship (Kulchyski, 

see Fee 684). They were being denied, in their own land, privileges king granted to fxst 

generation Canadians. In 1969, however, as was discussed in chapter two, the Trudeau 

Govemment announceci a proposal to treat Aboriginals as ordinary Canadians under the 

law (684). 



There are both drawbacks and positive features to the multicultural policy. While it 

encourages understanding between cultures, it dso keeps them separate, allowing each to 

be identified as "other." Aboriginals are then included in this othemess. By 

institutionalizing mulùculniralism, Canada has encouraged identity through alterity, and in 

so doing has effectively institutionalized marginality (Bennett 193-4). There are also 

multicultural policy ramifications for Canadian literary constnicts as  these other cultures 

within Canada object to a mode1 of national cultural unity, f e h g  that defining national 

culture may erase their multiplicity and plurality of voices, resulting in another kind of 

negative intemal postcolonialism, "one in which the whole must be resisted by the parts" 

(Roy Miki see Bennett 193). 

On a more positive note, postcolonial theory, combined with muiticulturalism, has 

drawn the attention of the Canadian "centre" to the Eurocentricity of its literary values and 

brought out the relevance of the marginal, the local, and the numerous texts that do not 

"privilege master narratives" (192). Immigrants from diverse ethnic groups, as well as 

Canadian Aboriginals, have taken advantage of this new relevance. Jeannette Armstrong, 

as noted in the last chapter, describes a new Canadian order governed by multiculniral 

policies of equality in which, theoretically, "domination is not possible because di cultures 

are valued" (Armstrong 2 10). 

The literary institution is in hindamental agreement about the need to create and 

articulate a Canadian ideal that would encompass division while at the sarne time reflecting 

a sense of national community and purpose, but there are also contemporaxy critics in 

opposition to the status quo who have been "populaizing ideologies of division, margin, 

and gender" (Lecker 66). There is a resistance by these crtics to the literary institution's 

power to vaiidate texts and control the interpretations of what they admit to the canon, a 

fea. they may bend the new to their own version of national cultural gramrnar. Linda 

Hutcheon, in A Poetics of Postmodernism: History, Theory, Fiction (1988), sees the 

institution's mandate to define Canadian expenence as a ruse of "social cohesion" achially 

masking "social difference in the name of a dominant power group" (209). "Unity and 

identity at whose expense" is one of many questions king asked by the writers and critics 



who reject any definition of '%anadian" that cannot accommodate the multiplicity and 

plurality of voices, texts, and readers that do not merge into a unined whole" (Bennett 

192). Literary cntics considering Canadian literature fiom within the postcolonial 

fiamework are seeking a theory of literary hybridity that embraces cross-culturality, one 

that helps to create a vision of a national defining principle. Postcolonial critics would 

prefer to see new models of Canadian national literary culture theorized by Canadians from 

within the country; models that articulate a literary ideal that encompasses all and reflects a 

sense of national community and puipose. But if Canadians resist the identification of a 

strong national identity or national denning principle to which a l l  cm relate, an earlier threat 

returns. The neo-imperialist infiuence of transient American popular culture is still all- 

pervasive. If the children and grandchildren of non-indigenous Canadians are not offered a 

Canadian identity to complement their ethnic identities, which are bound to fade in 

Canadian t h e  and place, they may by defauit become Arnericanized; coca-colonized. 

THE PRIVILEGING OF TEXTS 

Postcolonialisrn and multicdturalism, as two ovemding political positions involveci in 

Canadian literary discourse, hold within their constituencies many marginalized groups. 

The focus of shifting literary constnicts, for the purposes of this thesis, is on Aboriginal 

Canadians, and their efforts to establish a iiterary power-base from which to establish and 

sustain identity. Aboriginal writea have been working from a position recognized in 

postcolonialist theory as a "decolonizing project" (Ashcroft et al. 1989,30). The beginning 

of the time period covered by this thesis saw Canadian English literature being consmicted 

as a site for a very non-Aboriginal vision of national identity. The Aboriginal move to 

iiterary representation is k i n g  constmcted in response to their original Ewopean 

colonizers. Theirs is a culturally ironic strategy in which they are appropnating their 

colonizers' Iiterary f o m ,  politicai and literaxy power systems, and staple elements of the 



colonial culture thmt upon them historically during their enforced assimilation in 

residential schools - the English laquage and educational systern - to position their own 

literary contributions to become privileged curricular texts. 

A consequence of the literary decolonizing project of Aboriginal and other 

marginalized groups in Canada is the increased signifkance given to literature as a medium 

through which to provoke change. According to Frank Davey in Canadian Literary 

Power (1994), as marginalized groups consmict issues as important, those issues become 

important, so literary power, because it is k ing fiercely contested as the field in which to 

consûuct those issues, is itself k ing  "constnicted as significant" (20). As Aboriginals 

increase their publishg they raise their cultural and political profile within the mainstream, 

increasing their "culture capital." Their cultures are constructed as important to the midde 

class, become important to it, and in tum ''influence what literary texts get published, how 

they are received, and which fxst enter university course-lists and challenge for status" as 

pnvileged texts (34). The university infiuences the primary and secondary educational 

policy makers and teachers who design curriculum and choose the texts to teach it. These 

educational decisions in tum influence what adolescent novels get published and continue 

to be reprinted to meet literature-based cmicular needs. As weU as af5ecting prirnary and 

secondary education in this indirect manner, Abonginal writea and presses are actively 

directing their literary power toward the marketing of adolescent novels, and in Ontario, for 

exarnple, directly lobbying the Ministry of Education for literary and cultural inclusion in 

the curriculum of the public school system. The literary canon may define and reflect 

Canadian culture, but primary and secondary educational curriculum has the power to 

shape it through motivated acts of reading, because students impoa into their extra- 

cunicular lives the vision of Canada that they are taught; they cary  it into the public sphere 

(Lecker 1 1). Through these literary and educational channels, Aboriginal Canadians are 

becomuig a potent literary power chailenging for recognition of their own special status and 

for representation in the mainstream as equal partners in Canadian culture. 

Aboriginals have promoted their challenge by using the discourse of equality to 

displace older colonial conceptions of the Canadian nation as bilingual, bicultural or 



binational (Davey 21). Davey also recognizes that one of the primary sites of this discourse 

has k e n  multiculturalism, with its argument for the equality of Canadian cultural groups. 

With the growing strength of ethnic communities the discourse of equality and equity has 

became an implicit argument that each ethnic or racial community within Canada is entitled 

to a share of arts funding at least equal to and perhaps larger than its per capita 

representation in the population (22). In fact, Davey goes on to Say that as conflicting 

constituencies attempt to affiliate their interests with equality and disaffiliate the interests of 

their rivals, the clah of individuais in recent years to receive Canada Council grans or 

serve on juries, regardless of their ethnicity, has been consû-ucted as a lesser equality than 

the nghts of visible rninonties to equal access and representation (24). Such multicultural- 

inspired literary power-base adjustments have worked to the advantage of Aboriginal 

writers. 

In the late 1970s Aboriginal writers began to construct literary power for 

themselves by establishing iiterary cornmunities and publishing ventures of their own with 

newspapers like Ontario Indian and Windspeaker, with magazines like Sweef Grass and 

Trichter, and eventually, with presses Wre Theytus and Pemmican (16). In response to the 

politics of equality, the Canadian arts council policies and their jury systems support 

magazines and presses that set out to represent a group of writers united by their sharing of 

a disadvantaged ethnicity. Literary ventures such as these were able to obtain public 

subsidy by narrowly defining their mandates as representing a special constituency. They 

were able to receive a subsidy and stay a "closed" medium, retaining theù specificity and, 

in many cases receiving their subsidy because of that specificity. Aboneg$nal writers, dong 

with other marginalized groups, also sought influence within the "umbrella organizations" 

of the Writer's Union and the Canadian chapter of PEN, and influence on the policies of 

govemment arts councils. Through these ventures, they were successfd in constnicting 

iiterary discourse as an instrument of power (2 1) to promote their particular agendas. 

Davey explains that the grounds of their contestation has not k e n  that their writers are 

more talented, deserve more money, or more publication, but that only increased writing 

and publication of their authors can put into social circulation the discursive constructions 



necessary to the equitabie treatment of their group. Once in circulation a text has the 

potential to persist in cultural memory. In particular. if it can enter the canon and the 

curriculum, it has the power to "act within the intertextual field" into which students are 

initiated during their ten to twenty years of primary, secondary and tertiary education 

(Davey 106), helping to shape the cultural ideologies of future generations of Canadians. 

But first a critical mass of Aboriginal writing needs to be published in order for it to 

become canonized (Goldie 199 1,377). Margery Fee cautions Aboriginal writers against 

emphasizing ethnicity. She points out that although such an emphasis is useful for getting 

grants and k i n g  published, First Nations' writen should not depioy race or ethnicity in 

their writing. It wouid be a self-defeating tactic, undeminhg political solidarity within the 

Abonginal comrnunity, which is ethnicaily diverse (685), and continuing the emphasis on 

the dominant "ethnic" group at the cultural centre of Canada. As Iong as ethnic difference 

rather than cultural coexistence is emphasized the centre wiil continue to hold sway. 

While receiving funcihg for publishing is helpful on a practical level, there is a 

drawback for Canadian Aboriginals to the use of multiculturai arguments for equitable 

treatment and equal inclusion in Canadian culture and canon. From a global perspective it is 

reasonable for the First Nations of Canada to be recognized as some of the multiple cultures 

that make up the societies of the world. Within Canada, however, the nghts of primacy 

insist the First Nations deserve more than the status of one group among rnany. Using 

multicultural policy arguments to gain equal access to fun& for publishing may result in the 

rise in profde of their own group to the status of equal partner with other ethnic groups in 

Canada, but will not give them the cultural recognition they deserve, nor the place they 

deserve in the ideologies behind provincial school curricula, as the founding peoples of the 

land. This was one of the key arguments of Mary Lou Fox Radulovich' s address in 

"Native People's Cultural Resurgence" (1976) rnentioned in the last chapter. While "the 

heritage of the North American Indian is the basic cultural strain of the Amencas," and 

"even though the heritage of different European countries is vitaily important to a multi- 

cultural society, it is the heritage of indigenous America that is common to each and every 

one of us" and must be reflected in the curricula of Canadian elementary and secondary 



schools, colleges and universities (66). Aboriginal arguments about equality based on a 

multicultural model need to be bdanced with the culniral authority of embodying the 

heritage of indigenous Arnenca, ""a heritage that is thousands of years older than that of the 

white man" . . . producing "a rich cultural heritage and a unique life style compatible with 

the land" (66). 

By emphasïzing their indigeneity and their relationship with the land, Aboriginals 

can offset the "one-among-equals" tendency of the multicultural modei, which still 

positions al l  "multicultures" outside the dominant Eurocentric Canadian culture. Linda 

Hutcheon, in "Emptions of Postmodemity: The Postcolonial and the Ecological," sees the 

postcolonial indigenous perspective and the ecological perspective, based on a proven 

ability to live in harmony with the land, merging for Aboriginal Canadians in their 

challenge to the dominant culture's view of Canada. '730th the native and the natural were 

named and tamed in terms of settlers' relations to them," (153) and both still "bear witness 

to the less than noble and ideal aspects of that world ordei' (147). As part of the Canadian 

postcolonial discourse the increased literary and political presence of Abonginai issues such 

as Native self-government and land rights have helped to nim Canadian land, water, fish, 

and energy interests from economic to moral issues (147). It is through the ideological mix 

of equality, indigenous culture and environmental morality that Abonginai Canadians cm 

resist becoming one of many cultural groups in Canada and instead achieve a position of 

cultural centrality, respect and moral authonty in relation to the rest of the cultural mix of 

the country. It is their unique heritage with the land that makes Canada itself unique, and 

able to stand apart from other "new world" nations, such as the Mayans or the Aztecs, 

where the indigenous populations approached their relationship with the land in 

fundarnentalIy different ways. 

THE PRIVILEGING OF TEXTS AND ONTARIO CURRI[C?JLUM 

The ideological change that Abonginal writers seek to effect on Canada's literary constnicts 



will translate into a change in the curriculum of the university. The opposite is true at the 

primary and secondary levels of education. There, the curriculum precedes and influences 

the development of the adolescent canon through pedagogical purchasing of novels for 

Literature-based curriculum. 

In the province of Ontario, approximately every ten years the Ministry of Education 

has k e n  publishing new curriculum guidelines for each division of education from 

Kindergarten to the Ontario Academic Credit. As new educational concems and values 

make thernselves felt at the ministry level, îhey are reflected in the ideologies, 

methodologies, and curricular objectives outiined in these curriculum guidelines. The 1995 

Common Cumculwn States at the beginning that it h a  k e n  developed to help those 

responsible for educational programs in Ontario to meet the leaming needs of a changing 

society (4). Since the adolescent novels under review in this thesis are appropriate for 

grades seven to nine, a cornparison of the 1987 English Cum'culum Guideline, with the 

1995 Common Curriculm that replaced it, both covering grades seven to nine, will show 

how values and perceptions deemed important for students in these grades have shified in 

the eight years between the publication of each document, and the degree to which those 

values and perceptions reflect Aboriginal values. It will also be possible to see the extent to 

which the curriculum, even in discrete English courses, precedes the choice of texts and 

novels, demonstrating the way that it can influence the privileging of adolescent texts 

through pedagogical market forces. 

The 1995 Common Curriculum replaced the 1987 English Curriculum Guideline as 

the curricular reference for the teaching of Engiish in Ontario from grades seven to nine. 

The 1987 document was exclusively for the discipline of English, while the newer one is 

interdisciplinary. A fundamental shift in methodologies has occurred in eight years even 

though in practice the different disciplines are still taught discretely. The content or more 

precisely the thematic focus is meant to merge from one discipline to the other so that 

content fiom one course directly complements that in another. 

The 1987 English Cum'culwn Guidelines described the importance of Canadian 

literature to the curricdum in the foliowing way: 



Literature continues to occupy a special place as a foundation of Canadian 

culture. It celebrates the richness, complexity, and variety of language, and it 

stimulates the imagination. Literature has the power to shape thought and 

understanding. For this reason selections should enable students '%O see men and 

women in a variety of roles, exhibithg a wide range of human behaviour, 

abilities, and emotions." The vicarious experience fiteranire offers is a subtle and 

powerfui force in building the character of a nation and its people. Literature is an 

inspiring record of what men and women have enjoyed or endured, have done, 

and have dreamed of doing. 

Canadian literature is especially powerful, for it embraces both traditional and 

contemporary Engiish literature, the nch mythology and literature of our Native 

peoples, and the emotive literature that arises fiom pioneer and immigrant 

experiences, with the additional enrichment of transIations fkom the many cultures 

that make up the Canadian mosaic. The creation and dissemination of Canadian 

literature can lead to increased understanding among our many peoples by 

establishing a deeper appreciation of one another' s experiences. (2) 

Whde the emphasis of this quotation is specifically on Canadian literature, not one novel or 

author is mentioned as important or desirable to include in the curriculum units that teachers 

wouid design fiom this document. The curricuiar stress is instead on values, "Literature 

has the power to shape thought and understanding," is a "subtle and powerful force in 

building the character of a nation and its people," and "can lead to increased understanding 

among our many people." The only other place ut the document where specific novels 

might be mentioned is in the section on "Learning Materials," but the only reference to 

books says: "include quality books and other media by Canadians who represent the 

creative and artistic talent of our nation" (32). 

Literature is found in the language section of the interdisciplinary document, the 

1995 Common Curriculum. Like the guideline it replaces, there is no reference to the 



specific texts or novels that should be used to teach the foilowing precepts. 

Literature - in both its oral and written f o m  - plays a primary role in 

developing language and literacy S U S ,  as well as values.. . . 
Literanire also helps students to examine and understand their personal 

experiences and innoduces them to new expenences. Works by women and men 

frorn various places, historical periods, and racial and cultural backgrounds 

acquaint students with a range of traditions, values, and attitudes and allow them 

to see thuigs fiom many different points of view. Literature, in short, nurtures 

students' emotional and moral developrnent, stimulates their imagination and 

curiosity, and fosters a love of language that encourages and facilitates lifelong 

leaming . 

Literature can be transmitted orally as weil as in writing. The orai tradition is 

an integral part of many cultures represented in Canada. Including Aboriginal 

cultures. Oral literature should, therefore, fom part of the school Ianguage 

program. (48) 

There is a marked difference here from the 1987 guideline in the more generic nature of this 

reference to literature. No specific mention of Canadian literature is made except for the 

final paragraph on Canadian Abonginal oral traditions. Aboriginals were not mentioned as 

such in the earlier document, although, as noted below, the word 'Native' was used twice. 

Aithough texts and novels are not specifïed in the newest guideline for the teaching 

of its curriculum, there are other statements that would direct a teacher to the kind of novels 

she shouid select when designing her English courses for grades seven to nine. The extent 

to which competing or complementary versions of Canada are represented in these 

staternents, and the extent to which these versions of Canada have shifted in importance or 

focus over the eight years represented by the two cwricular documents, will reveal the 

degree to which Aboriginal ideologies and issues have fdtered through to the Ontario 

Ministry of Education, from their raised profde in publishing, politics, and other media, to 



affect a change in the vision of Canada presented through curricular values. 

The shifts can be traced from what were called the "Thirteen Provincial Goals of 

Education," in the 1987 English Curriculum Guideline, to the goals of the new document 

and the degree to which they refiect, challenge or diverge from their predecesson. Listed 

under each goal is the way it could be achieved through an English course, thus possibly 

directing novel choice for a particular English unit of study. Four goals fiom the 1987 

document relate to versions of Canada, or ways of king Canadian to be inculcated through 

the cumculum. The most significant of these is goal ten- It includes the ody references to 

"Native Peoples" in the whole document. 

Develop esteem for the customs, cultures, and beliefs of a wide variety of societal 

groups. This goal is related to social concord and individual enrichment. In Canada 

it includes regard for: a) the Native Peoples; b) the English and French founding 

peoples; c) multicdniralism; d) national identity and unity. Literature and media 

programs portray the experiences of Native and founding peoples of Canada, as 

weli as those of the many other cultural groups that make up conternporary 

Canadian society. Such material provides students with opportunities to observe 

and appreciate the culniral mosaic unique to Canada. The supportive environment 

of the classroom . . . further encourages interculturaI understanding and an 

appreciation of the strength in cultural and racial diversity. (7) 

The definition of Canada as having European founding peoples is one of the versions of 

Canada king resisted by Aboriginals in their cultural resurgence and move to refonn the 

canonical notions of nation. Nowhere else in the 1987 guideline is there any reference to 

Aborighds. 

The 1995 interdisciplinary guideline, however, has many references and shows the 

high degree to which an Aboriginal presence has made itself felt at the level of curriculum 

developrnent in the Ontario Ministry of Education. The fmt reference to Abonginal 

Canadians in the curricular document speaks to the ideology behind the new grade seven to 



nine courses of snidy. "Exclusion of the experiences and viewpoinis of some social 

groups, such as Aboriginal and other racial and ethnocuINral groups, constitutes a 

systematic barrier to success for students from those groups and ofien produces inequitable 

[scholastic] results" (1 1). That statement is foliowed by eight specifk educational 

objectives or outcomes for students, the achievement of which would necessitate a high 

degree of Abonginal content across the different disciplines. Those outcomes are as 

follows: 

"IdentiQ and describe aspects of style that are unique to works of art . . . [such as] 

stylized animal images in totems of Canadian Northwest Coast indigenous people" 

(41). 

"Give examples of Canadian works of art that shape our sense of cultural identity 

[such as] works about Canadian subjects by such artists as Kenojuak, Daphne Odjig, 

Emily Carr" (43). 

Txplain how the cultural, professional, and gender-related perspectives of various 

people may account for different explanations of the world around them [such as] 

views about the natural worid of Abonginal peoples" (83). 

"Describe the nature of change and its potential for improving life [such as] 

liberation and resistance movements" (88). 

"Analyse and assess the methods used by some individual Canadians in the past and 

the present to brhg about changes in specific political and /or social conditions [such 

as] Louis Riel, Ovide Mercredi" (90). 

"Analyse the ways in which diverse groups have contributed to the histoncal, 

cultural, and econornic development of Canada [such as] Aboriginal Peoples" (90). 

"Analyse an issue that relates to Canada's future as a nation [such as] Abonginal 

rights" (90). 

"Present a case for a particular position on a local, national, or global issue, basing 

the case on research [such as] Aboriginal Iand clairns" (91). 



Three other goals from the 1987 guideline focussed on more general ways of k i n g  

Canadian citizens, by developing "a sense of personal responsibility in society at the local, 

national and international levels" (6), by developing "respect for the environment and a 

commitment to the wise use of resources" (7), and f m d y  by developing ''values related to 

personal, ethical, or religious beliefs and to the cornmon welfare of society.. . . Exposure to 

various points of view leads to readier acceptance of persons £rom different ethnic and 

racial backgrounds, religious groups, and social classes . . . " (7). 

The Eind reference above, to "acceptance of persons of different ethnic and racial 

backgrounds," led to the creation of "Tolerance" uni& in English departments across the 

province. How symptomatic of the Euroceneic outlook of the dominant sector of our 

culture the term "tolerance" seems now, in iight of the emphasis on equality in the decade 

since the 1987 guideline was written! The ideological shift from acceptance to equality is 

reflected in the 1995 guideline through numerous references. The first two focus on the 

Implementation of the Common Curriculum and the fact that it "must be linked to the 

development and implementation of pohcies on antiracism and ethnoculhiral equity" 

and to the 1992 amendment to the Education Act that requires all school boards to 

develop and implement antiracist and ethnoculniral equity policies (4). in accordance 

with these policies, students are to develop the values, skills, and knowledge needed 

"to live productively and harmoniously in a society that values diversity and is 

committed to equity and social justice" (8). Emphasis is placed on the fact that the 

Common Cmiculurn is designed for al l  students, and programs must reflect "all racial, 

linguistic, and ethnocultural groups" (9). The document goes on to state "the 

curriculum itself cannot be neutral about values.. . cannot ignore [the diversity of races 

and culnires] by focusing exclusively on the traditions and perspectives of a dominant 

group" (16). Students are to be taught in such a way as to "recognize and respect the 

fundamental worth of all people, particularly in view of Canada's diverse population" 

(27). One way of doing so that is given prïority is to "evaluate the fairness of the 

Canadian system of laws in upholding the principles of fainiess and justice for all (e.g., 

identiw ways of reducing inequities)" (89). 



The outmoded implications of "tolerating" others, taught in units based on the old 

cmicular document, will be changed to one of accepting others as equais based on the new 

guidelines. This shift kom a centrist view to an equal view is one example of how the 

values expressed IÏom one guideline to the next need to be reflected in the discreet 

curriculum units designed to implement the ideological changes. 

Another significant change fkom one document to the next is that a l i  references to 

religion have been removed from the 1995 Cornmon Curn'culum, but the references to the 

environment, goal twelve in 1987, "respect for the environment and a cornmitment to the 

wise use of resources," (7) have been increased. Many public schools have removed 

traditional Christian celebrations from the school day and year as a response to the 

multicultural lobby against one group's religion king given dominance over any other 

group's religion. How ironicdy that change reverberates with the closing of "Christian" 

residential schools for Canadian Abonginals, some of which were stüi  operating as recently 

as 1988. 

The secularization of the classroom has created an apparent spiritual gap. Since 

"public schools may not promote or give prirnacy to any particular religious faith," 

(Conunon Curriculum 1 13) environmental awareness can be seen to replace conventional 

religious studies, now outside the mandate of the public school system, with a new fom of 

secular spirituaiity. The Aboriginal relationship to the land is historically Canadian and is 

spiritually safe ground. It serves the need for a fom of secular spirituality that al1 creeds 

can respond to. No ethnic or religious group is likely to object to an environmental 

ideology that holds reverence for the land, and all creeds can "worship" together in school. 

The environmental references in Ilcie 1995 Common C ~ ~ c u l u m  are found in the 

ideological portion of the document and in the methodologies to be employed to achieve 

them. The ideological section of the curriculum states that "in a world in which people are 

environmentally . . . interdependent, it is no longer possible to plan for a future without 

looking at options and issues from a global perspective." It is through a global education 

that "students will be made aware of planetary issues.. . taking responsibility for the welfare 

of others and the survival of Me on the planet" (7). Students also need to recognize the 



"interdependence of human beings and the environment" (17) and "emphasise respect and 

concern for self, othea, and the environment (25)." The development of environmental 

awareness and the valuing of its protection are to be achieved through the following 

me thodologies: 

Evaluation of "the interdependence of local, national and global comunities and 

their dependence on the environment" (27). 

Leaming "the roles, rights, and responsibilities of citizens in Canada, including the 

responsibility of idenwing and challenging inequities and improving the 

environment" (28). 

Assessing "some of the effects of technologies on environments and societies, 

indicate whether these effects are positive or negative, describe related ethical issues, 

and predict the consequences of the continued use of these technologies" (78)." 

Explaining "how the cultural . . . perspectives of various people may account for 

different explmations of the world around them [such as] views about the natural 

world of Aboriginal peoples and other groups; views about environmentai issues of 

scientists and business people" (83). 

Analyzing "the attitudes of vatious groups towards the naturai environment, and 

assess the impact of those attitudes [such as] views on lurnbering held by early 

settlers, Aboriginal peoples, environmentalists" (89). 

Evaluating "the response of Canadian governrnents and businesses to various global 

and environmental issues" (94). 

Analyzing "the interconnections among natural and humanmade aspects of a 

system or process, and suggest ways in which changes to any aspect will affect the 

other aspects [such as] the relation among resources, population distribution, and 

environmental quality" (94). 

Taken together, the preceding quotations, all of which promote Abonginal cultural 

and environmental perspectives and multicultural policies of equality, suggest the extent to 



which Abonginal issues, valorized through a mul t icul~al  emphasis on equaüty, have 

achieved prominence at the elementary and secondary cunicular level. And the extent to 

which novel selection, for interdisciphary literature-based cdcu lu rn  in grades seven to 

nine, would need to become more subject and/or theme specific, than it was in the previous 

guidehe, to reflect the Ontario Ministry of Education's changing vision of Canada 

CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION AND THE PRIVILEGING OF TEXTS 

As do the people in any country, Canadians edit their d e f ~ t i o n  of themselves through the 

literature they keep in print, how they read that literature, and what they allow to atrophy. 

They shape the image by which they wish to represent themselves when they choose to 

read, buy, or teach one group of self-referential texts over another. Publishers attuned to 

educational trends need to be ready with the right sorts of titles to sell to the public and to 

teachers, who "hold many of the keys to the ways in which a culture is represented" (John 

Guillory, see Lecker 174). Because Canadian Abonginal literature is unique to this 

country, Aboriginal book pubiishers, and publishers with Aboriginal titles, are guaranteed 

a market now as literature-based curriculum focuses on Aboriginal subjects. "Literary 

history is often written by the marketplace" and the privileging of texts centres on what can 

be bought and sold responding "to pressures that have to do with promoting certain kinds 

of books, to certain audiences, at certain times, for certain financial ends" (172). 

Book sales are necessary to keep a book in print; without staying in print a book 

cannot become privileged. Therefore, positioning in the market to appeal to consumers 

becomes a chief factor influencing the eventual privileging of any novel. Adolescent novel 

consumers fail into two main categones; those who acquire novels to be read for pleasure 

and those who acquire novels for an academic cumiculum. The first consumer is usually a 

librarian, a parent or an adolescent reader herself. The novels chosen by this fmt group 



WU faU into the category of books that adolescent readers have already tested for achieving 

the desired form of pleasure: a fantasy escape, a science fiction hypothesis, a stimulating 

adventure or horror experience, a romance to enjoy, or a mystery to solve. Such genres 

offer an already understood formula that the reader is anticipating in advance and that will 

not be a surprise. Even in these unreaiistic and entertainhg novels a strong protagonist is at 

the centre and can be expected to behave bravely, resist the forces of evil, make the 

necessary discoveries and ultimately bring about the resolution of each book's conflict - ail 

by c u l M y  approved (orthodox middleclass) means. AU such books c m  also be expected 

to end happily. This view is supported by Noxma Rowan (6) who says there is an almost 

universal stress placed by critics and cornmentators on the need in children's literature for a 

happy ending, for the successful solution of difficulties by the child protagonist The 

assurance of a happy resolution enables the young reader to work through the middle of the 

text where the matenal, even in these genres, may be painfbl and mcult, giving young 

readers an element of hope to take away, and helping them confront the battles of red M e  

with energy and heart. 

The Aboriginal novels from this study that fall into the pleasure-reading category 

divide into two groups: those that would be selected by an adolescent reader and those that 

would appeal more to the parent, librarian or teacher buyer. Both sorts of novels have a 

place in a literature-based curriculum. And both sorts of novels can be found with a bias 

towards the dominant element of Canadian culture or with a bias towards a pluralistic 

vision of Canada. AU the books in question corne in a paperback format. Their illustrated 

covers are designed as an enticement to potentid readers and purchasers, some more 

successfully so than others. The cultural bias, however, is not necessarily depicted in the 

cover illustrations. An adolescent reader browsing for a book for pleasure reading would 

initially be influenced by the cover and the title. Words that suggest rnystery, suspense or 

thrilling adventure combined with pictures that back up those suggestions wodd be the fmt 

to take her interest. Fiifteen of the thirty-four books of Aboriginal fiction would fall into this 

group. Two titles have the word "ghost" in them: The Ghost Dance Caper and Five 

Duys of the Ghost. Three mysteries have cover art that shows characters ninning away in 



terror from somethùig unspecified, while a fourth depicts charactea k i n g  stalked by a 

polar b a r ,  and a fifth shows young teens tnpping a thief in a woods. One novel with the 

words 'Wild Man7' in the title also shows characters fleeing through a forest surrounded by 

large masks hanging fiom the trees. Two Arctic adventure stones are subtitied "a tale of 

courage" and "an underwater adventure," while a third shows a girl crouching in disbelief 

before what appears to be an abominable snowman. Beyond the Dark River, a classic 

gothic titie, has a classic gothic cover with a girl portrayed in an innocent pastoral pose in 

the foreground at dusk, looking over her shoulder at a male rider, aü in black, mounted on 

a great white horse. Winners shows a teen rider galloping across the prairie. The cover of 

Log J .  tries to attract the reader in two ways: the picture suggests romance in the 

wildemess at a remote camp site and the back cover text tells you it is a "psychological tale 

of suspense." False Face shows a teenage girl, a look of horror on her face, holding up 

her arm to ward off the influences of a larger-than-life false face mask. The onIy books 1 

would put in this fmt group that do not have irnrnediately provocative covers or titles 

would be Barbara Smith's fantasy pair, Renewal I and Renewal II. They are packaged in 

serene cover designs by a North West Coast Native Artist. 

Although fantasy as a genre often relies on sensationai covers, there is aiso a 

tradition of depicting the nature of the fantasy world to be encountered in the book. Those 

familiar with the genre and familiar with its stylistic aspects wouid therefore recognize the 

point that the cover art is making and be just as intrigued by the possibiiities of the world 

depicted, an undenvater one, as readers of other genres would be by the more sensational 

art on the covers of their book choices. All of these books have been physicaily designed to 

attract the consumer, regardless of the text inside their covers, which is sometimes at 

considerable variance with the cover and title outside. 

The second group of books in the pleasure-reading category would probably appeal 

more to the parent or librarian buyer choosing books for adolescents to read for pleasure. 

There are six books in this group in total. Four are historical fiction, the other two 

contemporary. At the same time as these books are romances and adventures they recreate 

aspects of Canadian history in different regional settings across the country, and they deal 



with moral dilemmas adult buyers would find hard to resist o f f e ~ g  to adolescent readers - 

even those seeking a recreational novel. Of the works of histoncd fiction one, White Mist, 

is a fantasy that transports modem descendants of the Potawatomi to Lake Michigan in the 

1830s and the destruction of the forests and forced migration of the Potawatomi, and back 

again to the present day to become the leaders of an environmentai cleanup of the lake. 

Two other historical fictions by Jan Hudson, Dawn Rider and Sweetgrass, are about 

Blackfoot girls in the Alberta prairies of 1730 and 1837 de@ their traditional place in 

society and successfdly master roles usually preserved for males only, in the process 

winning the hearts of the partners they desire. Another historical novel is about the Métis 

Rebellion in Saskatchewan. Rebellion follows the adventures of an English boy who ends 

up acting as a double agent for the Métis. The final pair, Let it Go and Nobody Said it 

Would Be Easy, are contemporary realistic novels that use dmg deaiing, knife fights and a 

plane crash to fom the excitement in stones exploring strong mord dilemmas and the effort 

it takes to make the "right" choices. Since the publishers of these books apparently know 

they are assured of an adult consumer because of their novels' content, l e s  effort has been 

made to make the covers attractive or the titles exciting. The art work is less sophisticated, 

the compositions static. At the same time as these books are appeaiing to the home market, 

their overtly didactic quaiities position them for the school c ~ c u l a r  market, their 

Aboriginal charactes and themes conceming the environment, ferninism, national loyalty, 

and tough moral decisions, assuring them of sales. 

In a literature-based English curriculum students usually snidy a "core" novel as a 

whole class with a teacher's guidance in order to learn specific curricular objectives or, in 

the temrinology of the new cunicuIar guideline, to acquire specific "outcomes" fiom their 

leaming. These outcomes fall into one of three categories: acquiring new knowledge, 

acquiring new skills, or helping to shift or awaken attitudes and values. Afier acquiring the 

curricular outcomes, identified for a particular unit of study from the core text, students 

would go on to read novels they selected themselves in order to M e r  their acquisition of 

outcomes or to demonstrate their facility with the initial outcornes they learned. 

As attractive as The 1995 Cornmon Curriculm's ideology may be, the process 



necessary to take it from directive to pedagogical practice is not without potential pitfalls. It 

is not enough for teachers to begin emphasizing materials with Abonginal content if that 

content is written from the dominant cultural centre and not from an attitude of equality. 

Traditionally privileged texts, reflective as they are, for the most part, of the midde-class 

values they enshrine, by their unchallenged use, would continue to shape their readers fiom 

the dominant middle-class viewpoint. An English teacher, needing to translate the Common 

Cumculwn principles into classroom practice, would thus have to begin by setting aside 

the maùistream privileged texts that ernphasise those traditional backgrounds and 

viewpoints, and search out tities that will allow her to be sensitive to and teach to diverse 

backgrounds, experiences and visions. Her methodology, that is, approach to the texts, 

must also be sensitive and inclusive. Moore points out that texts are ofien "delivered with 

readings attached" (422). It would be possible to select novels with Aboriginal content, 

thinkùig you were W i g  the guidelines, but actuaily to continue "teaching to" the stanis 

quo. Such novels would corne from the fust category explored in the last chapter, those 

novels with Aboriginal topics, but white middle-class points of view. For example six of 

the top ten best-selling adolescent novels from 1970 to 1990 have Aboriginal characters; 

however, three of these best-seilïng novels have Abonginal characters who have either 

k e n  assimilated into white society, or who act as a humorous sidekick to the main white 

character. Caution and discretion must be practised in novel selection by teachers because 

inherent in the structure of the curriculum is the possibility of fulfiIling, but also of 

violating, its intent. 

The novel False Face (1987), by Welwyn Wilton Katz, is a good case to consider. 

Through the method of delivery, promptings from the teacher, and kinds of questions 

asked, it would be possible to teach a novel such as False Face either fiom a dominant 

cultural point of view, agreeing with the author's decision to have her Aboriginal character 

give up his Native heritage and assimilate into her version of a hentage-blind, 

homogenized, contemporary society, or to point out the imposition of the dominant 

society's viewpoint on the rights and desires of the Aboriginal character to celebrate and 

practice his own culture. This example demonstrates the fûtîlity of adjusting privileged texts 



without a coextensive and radical adjustment of the curriculum, (422) which is the function 

of the renewal of the Ontario Mùiistry guidelines. 

A second pitfd to be avoided is the potential g d t  that "settlei' students might feel 

towards too strong a condemation of their own historical presence in Canada. Leslie 

Roman concludes in 'White 1s a Colour!" that settier students must be encouraged to see 

how they fit into narratives of culturally constructed racism without becorning paralyzed by 

guilt or immobiiized by defensiveness. Teachers and students may h d  thernselves seeking 

ways to be included in narratives of racial oppression and identeing with its 

disadvantaged victim. Rather, they need to û-ansform that desire into a willingness to be 

included in narratives which M y  account for the daily ways they benefit from conferred 

racial privilege, as well as from unconscious complicity in the often invisible institutional 

and stnictural workings of racism (84). They also need to envision and participate in a new 

harmonious and hybrid coexistence with al1 other cultural groups in Canada. 

Whde the majority of the novels purchased to Mfd the new curriculum shouid 

thematically reflect these plural values, the possibitity of misguided classroom purchases 

and misguided instruction could result in a continuation of current pedagogical practices. 

To ensure the paradigm shift necessary in classroom teaching to fulfd the new guidelines it 

may be necessary to provide retraining for classroom teachers. A prirnary function of the 

retraining would be for teachers fmt to teach the new cunicular attitudes against the old, 

and then to have the students evaluate the merits of individual novels, both those that reflect 

the status quo and those that challenge it. In fact, this pedagogical approach, that of 

"facilitating students' learning" instead of "teaching the text" to hem, is the direction 

teaching is ideaUy moving towards in the senior grades. Students then "return to the world" 

not only as receivers of their nation's values, but also as citizens able to criticaUy evaluate 

their environment, make appropriate responses to the situations they encounter, and 

promote changes in inequities. 

Benedict Anderson descnbes nations as existing in the imaginations of their 



citizens, making culturaI artifacts more important than empincal and scientific entities. 

Nations are "irnagined into coherence because the members of even the srnaliest nations 

never know most of their fellow-members. -. yet in the mind of each lives the image of their 

communion." The novel, in this curricular context, is one of the principle print forms most 

innuential with adolescents, capable of containing and representing, in one place, the 

impossible diversity that is the Canadian nation (see Gandhi 15 1). Literature is one of the 

ways we make meaning in the world. As Ngugi wa Thiong'o writes, literature is "duty- 

bound to illuminate the spirit animating a people" (146). By offering the best irnagined 

versions of Canada to its young people, Canadian writers and teachers can help them 

imagine into k i n g  a country that honours its me founders and their values as weU as the 

cultures and contributions of those who have followed. 



CONCLUSION 

1 began this project as an examination of Canadian Adolescent fiction in EngIish from 1970 

to 1990 with the intention of producing a database for use in designing iiterahire-based 

curriculum for Ontario public schools. During that process I discovered a sizable 

Aboriginal focus in the fiction for adolescents. In consequence, my interest tumed to an 

examination of the Aboriginal fiction which I organized into a three-part mode1 that 

accounts for the different ways Aboriginals are presented and present themselves in that 

literature. In tandem with the exploration of the fiction, I investigated the factors that could 

account for both the increase in Aboriginal focus and the attitudes behind the different 

categones identifïed in the mode1 1 had created: histoncal events, political changes, and 

shifts in cultural attitudes. As I moved through this work, inductively as a process of 

discovery, 1 found that the vocabulary necessary to discuss my fmdings arose out of the 

postcolonial discourse. 

Accordingly, when 1 began the fmal phase of my investigation, 1 did so from within 

the frarnework of postcoloniality. 1 identified the Abonguial absence and presence over 

time in the discursive practices of Canadian literature with particular emphasis on the years 

covered by this thesis. 1 considered the key importance of postmodernism and its influence 

on the nse of postcolonialism, showing how postcoloniaiity is used culturaily to promote 

political change and politically to promote cultural change. I then demonstrated how, from 

the site of postcolonialism, and in response to Canada's multicultural policy, First Nations 

are empowering their voices to resist the hegemony of the centre and assert their place as 

tbe founding peoples of the country. 

The thesis concludes by acknowledging the university as the dominant site of 

critical pedagogical discourse shaping public attitudes and policy as they move out into the 

mainstream through the media and curricula and into the schools. That process is 

demonstrated through a cornparison of the Iast two Ontario Ministry cunicular guidelines 

covering the teaching of literature to adolescents, and documenthg the decolonizing of 



attitudes together with the upsurge in Abonginal emphasis toward this subject. 

A variety of other projects could be mustered from the ba i s  of this thesis. The 

information contained in the database created at the start of this project is a nch source for 

the exploration of other aspects of Canadian adolescent fiction. Currently the database stops 

at 1990, but by adding to it in either direction on the timeline it codd be made a usefd 

resource for fuaher research. Following on specifically kom the interests of this thesis 

could be a new project that considers all the Aboriginal fiction in print today, including 

novels remaining in print from before 1970 and those novels written since 1990. A 

revamped database could productively address the question of how the body of Aboriginal 

novels is being added to, and whether the more recent titles reinforce the model theorized in 

this project, add cornplexity to it, or challenge it. 

Another project might be to gather al1 the Aboriginal novels published in Canada 

regardless of their current print stanis. A cornparison of the in and out of print novels might 

yield valuable insights into their quality and cultural content. The body of Métis Literanire 

for adolescents is also large enough for a separate study. A similar project to this one, but 

focused instead on rnulticultural novels would gather usefd information and might develop 

into a very different model of organization. Such a project could then be followed by a 

comparative study between this Abosginal model and the multicdtural one to move closer 

to an articulation of Canadian culture. 

The database could also be used, in combination with this thesis as a model, for a 

similar study of Australian adolescent fiction with an Aboriginal focus, and a subsequent 

comparative study with this Canadian one. Australian cMdrenYs literature studies can be 

pursued through such excellent resources as the rnonthiy trade magazine Magpie: Talking 

About Books for Children, and the comprehensive Australian chiidren's Fiction: The 

Subject Guide (1993) by Kerry White and its supplement Ausfralian children 's Fiction: 

The Subject Guide . . . update (1996 ). Research in this direction that 1 carried out in 1996 

and 1997 shows that the number of Abonginal-focused adolescent novels published in 

Auseralia matches very closely the number produced in Canada, and those novels, fkom the 



dozen 1 read, fall into similar categories to the ones identified in this study. Ausnalian 

multiculturalism could also be developed and compared, both to Australian and Canadian 

Aboriginal models. 

The database codd also be used to identify and examine examples of postcoloniai 

resistance in novels outside the Aboriginal sphere, or used to identi@ evidence of 

decolonizing fiom within the centre. Other topics entirely such as class representation in 

adolescent fiction, developments in historical fiction, and regional fiction, or feminism and 

other gender related issues might also be investigated using the database as a resource. 

Information in the database ako lends itself to more economically focused studies 

of publishing and could address questions about what is happening to Canadian publishen 

in the afterrnath of sizable cuts in feded funding as a response to national debt; how these 

cutbacks have translated into the capacity of publishers to offer new publications; and 

whether there is a trend to resurrecting more cost effective back lists which then irnpinge on 

new publications because of the difference in production costs. What of the publishg 

houses themselves? The database could aid in creating a profile of the dflering kinds of 

cultural production favoured by the different houses. Both the "Bibliography of Publishing 

History" created for this thesis and the database would be useful in determining 

developments in pubIishing houses since 1970. 

Since the writing of this thesis, the new curricular documents to support the 1995 

Common Cum'culm Guideline have been released. There are a total of nine different 

courses offered in Native studies from grade seven to grade twelve. One of hem is an 

entire course on Contemporary Aboriginal Authors. The following paragraph is from n e  

Ontario Curriculum Grades 9 and I0:Native Studies ( 1999). 

The diversity of cultural, linguistic, racial and religious groups is a valuable 

characteristic of Canadian society, and schools can help prepare aU students to 

live hamioniously in a multicultural society in the interdependent world of the 

twenty-fust century. Canada is the land of ongin for Aboriginal peoples, and the 



history of Canada begins with them. As the fxst people of Canada, Abonginal 

peopie are unique in Canada's mosaic. Thus exploration of the development and 

contributions of Aboriginal societies is central to an understanding of the social 

fabric of this country. 

This statement demonstrates how quickly the changes recognized in this thesis are moving 

into the Ontario Minisûy of Education. While this statement directs us to curriculum 

designed for a major reshaping of cultural awareness, as was mentioned in Chapter Three, 

a huge gap exists between the existence of these cumcular documents and the realization of 

their mandate in the classrwms of Ontario. The centrist vision so dominant arnong many of 

the teachers and administrators in the province prevents such courses as these fiom being 

offered except in Aboriginal cornmunities. These documents and those that stress 

multiculturalism are being overlooked by largely non-Native Ontario school boards who do 

not recognize a need for their students to be exposed to curriculum outside their own 

cultural production. Therefore another direction for future scholarship in the same field as 

this thesis would be in the preparation of curricular guideline supplements, teacher in- 

service courses, and teacher trainhg courses to direct teachen from a variety of non-Native 

cultural spaces towards a cntical practice that hem the diverse iiterary voices in 

contemporary Canada and seeks to share them with their students. It is necessary to break 

the habit of mind that thùiks multicultural Literature is only needed in a major metropohtan 

centre like Toronto, and that each teacher shouid only teach to her own demographic their 

own literature. Teachers must be given a reason for teaching the full nch tapestry and 

complexity of Canada's ethnic and culturai mix. They must be moved to stand back and 

take in the whole rather than looking only from the centre to its edges. Teachers thernselves 

need to be decolonized. 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 
1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title Chapter One 

A u t h o r  Alderson. Sue Ann 

P u b l i s h e r  General Paperbacks 

Date Published 1990 

Publishing Division or Series Gemini 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Toronto: General Paperbacks, 1990 

Repr in ts lEdi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

6-7 

Contemporary - Identify 

Growing up . true friendship 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Fernale 

Setting in Tirne Con tempora ry  

Setting by Region/Place British Columbia Vancouver 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title The Queen's Silver 

A u t h o r  Alexander Wilma E. 

P u b l i s h e r  G e n e r a l  

Date Pubrished 1990 

Publishing Division or  Series Junior Gemini 

Place of Publication Toron to  

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Toronto: General Paperbacks, 1990. 

5 

Mys te ry /Abor ig ina l  

Accepting Mohawk Heritage 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Mètis 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time Con tempora ry  

Setting by Region/Place Ontario Tyendinaga Reserve 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title SIash 

Author  Armstrong Jeannette  

P u b l i s h e r  Theytus Books 

Date Published 1985 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Pen t i c ton  

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Penticton: Theytus Books, 1985, 1988, 1990, 
1992 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

Genre  

Theme 

9 

Contemporary/Aboriginal Literature 

Recognising the importance of belief in 
your own Native values and customs - Pnde 

Ethnicity of Protagonist O kanagan 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Tirne Contemporary  

Setting by RegionIPlace British Columbia 

Published Teaching Aids 



Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 
1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title Crabbe 

A u t h o r  Bell William 

Publ i she r  I r w i n  

Date Published 1984 

Publishing Division or Series Ge rn i n i 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada Denmark 

Translat ions Danish. French 

Publishing History lrwin 1986; 

General 1989; 

S toddart 1992; 

trans. Kurt Strandberg, Copenhagen: 
Munksgaard, 1988; 

Reprints/Edi t ions 

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Trans. Paule Daveluy. Saint-Laurent Queb 
Editions P-Tisseyre, 1994. 

Contemporary - Issues 

At risk adolescent heaIed through a 
wi lderness experience 

Ethnici ty of Protagonis t White 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time Contemporary  

Setting by Region/Place Ontario Southern 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title Absolutely invincible 

A u t h o r  Bell, William 

P u b l i s h e r  Genera l  

Date Published 1988 

Publishing Division or Series Ge  m i n i 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts IEdi t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Awards lcommenda t ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Published as The Cripples' Club Irwin 1988; 
S toddart 1 992, 1 993. 

4 

Contemporary - Issues 

Dealing with disabilities 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Asians, African Americans 

Gender of Pro tagonist Male and Female 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegiodPlace Ontario Toronto and Algonquin Park 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title Forbidden City 

A u t h o r  Bell, William 

P u b l i s h e r  S toddar t  

Date Published 1990 

Publishing Division or Series G e  m i n i 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing Histo ry 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicit! 

Level 

i of Protagoni 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by Region/Place 

Published Teaching Aids 

T o r o n t o  

Sweden. Germacïy. United Kingdom 

French. German. Swedish 

Toronto: GerninUStoddart, 1990. 

Trans. Paule Daveluy, Montreal: Editions 
P-Tisseyre, 199 1 .  

Trans-Cornelia Krutz-Arnold,Wein: Jugend & 
Volk. 1991. 

Trans.Janne Carlson, Stockholm: Bonniers 
Junior. 199 1 - 

London: Transwortd Publishers Ltd, 1991. 

5 

038525379 

1992 Belgium Youth Book Award; Ontario 
School Li brarian's Association Award 1992; 
Ruth Schwartz Children's Book Award 1991 

Contemporary historical event 

Political Uprising 

White Canadian 17 year old 

M a l e  

1989 

China, Tian An Men Square 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title 

Author  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History 

Reprin ts /Edi  t i ons  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Five Days of the Ghost 

Bell, William 

Stoddart Publishing Co. Limited 1992 

1989 

Junior Gemini 

Toron to  

S weden 

S w e d i s h  

Toronto: Junior GeminilS toddart. 1989, 1992. 
Trans. Kersti Wittbom, Falun: Wahtstroms 
1990. 

Awards / commenda t ions  Manitoba Young Readers' Choice Award, 1992 

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegiodPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

6 

Mystery/Aboriginal Li terature 

Being at peace with a death, Aboriginal and 
White use and abuse of the land and each 
o t h e r  

White, First Nations 

Female  

C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Ontario Orillia 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Stiil in Print 
Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing His tory 

Repr in t s /Ed i  t i ons  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

HoIy Joe 

B lakeslee. Mary 

Stoddart Publishing C o .  Linited 

1990 

Irwin Young Adutt Fiction 

Toronto  

Toronto: Stoddart. 1990 

6 

Contemporary - Identify 

Se i f -knowledge  

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi t e  

Gender of Protagonist M a  1 e 

Setting in Time Con tempora ry  

Setting by Region/Place Generic North American Town 

PubIished Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Ti t le Say Cheese 

A u t h o r  B lakeslee, Mary 

P u b l i s h e r  Scholast ic  

Date Published i 989 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Richmond Hill: Scholastic, 1989 

Repr in ts lEdi  t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

5-6 

Contemporary - Identify 

Self-discovery 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Female 

Setting in Time Contempora ry  

Setting by RegiodPlace Generic highschool 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Ti t le  

A u t h o r  

P u b I i s h e r  

Date Published 

The Haunting at CIiff House 

Bradford, Karleen 

Scholas tic-TAB 

1985 

Publishing Division o r  Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill, Ontario 

Published outside Canada Norway 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History 

R e p r i n t s l E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

Genre  

T h e m e  

Norweg ian  

Richmond Hill: Scholastic-TAB, 1985, 1986. 

Stravanger: Tuppen og  Lillemor-Klubben 
1987. 

7 

M y s t e r y  

S u s p e n s e l m y s t e r y  

Ethnicity of Protagonist Canadian White 

Gender of Protagonist Fernale 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegionIPlace W ales 

Published Teaching Aids Educational Kit 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Ti t le  I Wish There Were Unicorns 

A u t h o r  Bradford, Karieen 

P u b l i s h e r  Gage 

Date Published 1983 

Publishing Division or Series Jean Pac Paperback Original 

Place of Publication Toron to  

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Toronto: Gage, 1983 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

4 

Contemporary - Issues 

Self-discovery after parental divorce 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Fernale  

Setting in Time Concemporr i ry  

Setting by RegiodPIace Ontario North of Toronto 

Published Teaching Aids Teacher's Notes 
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Database of  English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title The Nine Days Queen 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Bradford, Karleen 

Scholastic-TAB 

Date PubIished 1986 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill 

Published outside Canada Tokyo 

Trans l a t i ons  

Publishing Wistory 

Repr in t s jEd i t i ons  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

J a p a n e s e  

Richmond Hill: Scholastic-TAB, 1986, 1989. 

Tokyo: Suga Shobo, 1991. 

3 

0-590-7 16 17-4 

Canada Council 

1 O 

His torical Fiction 

Struggle for power within royalty 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Eng l i sh  

Gender of Protagonist Female  

Setting in Time 1554 

Setting by RegiodPIace  London. England 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 
1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Ti t le  

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Pubiishing His tory 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Tinderbox. The 

Brandis  Marianne 

The Porcupine's Quill 

1982 

Young Adult 

E r i n  

Erin: The Porcupine's Quill, 1982 

9 

0-88984-064-4 

Canada Council ; Ontario Arts Council 

7 

Historical Fiction 

Surv iva l ,  fr iendship 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Pioneer English 

Gender of Protagonist Female 

Setting in Tirne 1830's 

Setting by RegiodPlace  Upper Canada 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

19704990 and Still in Print 

Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division o r  Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

T rans  t a t i o n s  

PubIishing History 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading LeveI 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Sign Of The Scales, The 

Brandis ,  Marianne 

The Porcupine's Quill. Inc. 

1990 

Young Adult 

E r i n  

Erin: The Porcupine's Quill, 1990 

I 

0-88983- 103-9 

Canada Council; Ontario Arts Council 

Historicat Fiction 

Right and wrong, conscience, self-discovery, 
s t r u g g l e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist White Canad iadBr i t i sh  

Gender of  Protagonist Fernale 

Setting in Time 1832 

Setting by RegiodPlace  Upper Canada - York 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title Quarter-Pie Windo W. The 

A u t h o r  Brandis, Marianne 

P u b l i s h e r  The Porcupine's Quill, Inc. 

Date Published 1985 

Publishing Division or Series Young Adult 

Place of Publication E r i n  

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Erin: The Porcupine's Qui l l ,  1985 

ReprintsfEdit ions 

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Levei 

Genre  

T h e m e  

7 

0-88984-085-7 

Canada Council; Ontario Arts Council 

9 

Historical Fiction 

Surviva l  

Ethnicity of Protagonis t Pioneer English 

Gender of Protagonist Female 

Setting in Time 1830's 

Setting by  RegionlPlace Upper Canada 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title Nobody Asked Me 

Author Brochmann. Elizabeth 

Publisher James Lorimer 

Date Published 1984 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Translations 

Publishing History 

Reprints/Editions 

IS B N 

Grants 

Reading Level 

Genre 

Theme  

Toronto: James Lorimer, 1984 

4 

Contemporary - ldentify 

Identity. Growing Up 

Ethnicity of  Protagonist White 

Gender of  Protagonis t Female 

Setting in Time Con temporary 

Setting by Region/Place British Columbia, Vancouver 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title Superbike!  

Author  Brown, Jamie 

Pub l i she r  C Ia rke / I rw  i n  

Date Published 198 1 

Publishing Division or Series Ge  m i ni 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada U.K. 

Transla t ions  

Publishing His tory Toronto: Clarke Irwin. 198 1 ,  f 99 1, 

London: Heinemann. 1982. 1984. 

Repr ints /Edi t ions  

IS B N 

Grants 

Reading Level 

Genre  

Theme 

7-8  

Contemporary - Identify 

Self-discovery 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White 

Gender of Protagonist M a l e  

Setting in Time Contemporary  

Setting by Region/Place Quebec Montreal 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title Who 1s Frances Rain? 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Buffie, Margaret 

Kids Can Press Ltd. 

1987 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada Sweden. Denmark 

Trans la t ions  French. Swedish, Danish 

Publishing History Toronto: Kids Can. 1987. 

Trans. Niels Krohn. Copenhagen: Tellerup, 
1989. 

Trans. Martine Gagnon. Montreal: Editions 
P. Tisseyre, 199 1. 

Trans. SchuItz, Falun: Wahlstroms, 1996. 

Repr in ts IEdi t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Awards lcommenda t ions  Canadian Young Adult Novel Award 

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Mys te ry  

A teenage girt's research of history & family 
& herself 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of Protagonis t Female 

Setting in Time Cottage Country 

Setting by RegionIPlace Mani toba  

Pubtished Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Ti t l e  

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans Ia t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i t i ons  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Awards l commenda t ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Degrassi Junior High: Spike 

CasteIlarin, Loretta and Roberts, Ken 

James Lorimer & Company 

1988 

Degrassi Series # 1 1  of 

Toronto  

Australia, Germany 

French. German 

Toronto: James Lorimer, 1988. 

Trans. Louise Binette. Saint-Lambert: 
Héritage. 1990. 

Trans. h g e  M. Artl, München: Goldmann, 
1991. 

4 

Contemporary - Issues series based on TV 

Teen-age pregnancy 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White North American 

Gender of Pro tagonist Fernale 

Setting in  Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegionIPlace Ontario Toronto 

Published Teaching Aids 



17 1 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title S kateboard Shakedown 

A u t h o r  Choyce, Lesley 

P u b l i s h e r  Formac Publishing Company Limited 

Date Published 1989 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Halifax 

Published outside Canada Denmark 

Transla t ions  Danish  

Publishing History Halifax: Formac. 1989. 

Trans. Tom Havemann, Copenhagen: 
Thorup, 1990. 

Reprints /  Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme  

Nova Scotia Department of Tourism and 
C u l t u r e  

Contempoary - Identity High Interest, Low 

Skateboarding 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Procagonist Male 

Setting in Time Contemporary 

Setting by RegiodPlace Unspecified (Canadian Small City) 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Ti t le WiId Man of  the Woods 

Author  Clark Joan 

P u b l i s h e r  Viking Kestrel 

Date PubIished 1985 

PubIishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication M a r k h a m  

Published outside Canada 

Translat ions 

Publishing History Markham: Viking Kestrel. 1985. Markham: 
Puffin Books, 1985. 

Reprints /Edi  t i o n s  

ISBN 

Grants 

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegiodPlace  

Published Teaching Aids 

Runner up for the 1986 Canadian Library 
Association Book of the Year for Children 
Award 

Learning to deal with bullies and inner 
Dernons 

W h i t e  

.Male 

C o n t e m p o r a r y  

British CoIumbia 



Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 
1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Tit Ie The Hand of Robin Squires 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Clark Joan 

S toddart 

1977 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada United Kingdom 

Trans la t ions  F r e n c h  

Publishing History Toronto: S toddart, 1977. 198 1, 1986, 1994; 

Markham: Penguin Books Canada, 1986; 

London: B lac kie, 1979. 

Trans. Claude Aubry, Montreal: P.Tisseyre, 
1983. 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran ts  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

7 

Historical FictionIMystery 

Historical Fiction 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Engl ish  

Gender of Protagonist M a  1 e 

Setting in Time 1795 

Setting by Region/Place Nova Scotia 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still i n  Print 

Tit le  Land of the Wild Hawk 

A u t h o r  CoIeman. Thelma 

P u b l i s h e r  Borealis Press 

Date Published 1980 

Publishing Division o r  Series 

Place of Publication Ottawa 

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History Ottawa: Borealis Press. 1980 

Repr in t s /Ed i t i ons  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

1 

0-88887-033-7 

Canada Council; Ontario Arts Council 

6-7 

Contemporary - Issues 

Acceptance in a n  adopted family 

Ethnicity of Protagonis t Whi te  

Gender of Pro tago nis t Female 

Setting in Time Contempora ry  

Setting by Region/Place Ontario - Sioux Lookout 

Published Teaching Aids 
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T i t l e  W i n n e r s  

Author Collura, Mary-Ellen Lang 

P u b l i s h e r  Western Producer Prairie Books 

Date Published 1983 

Publishing Division or Series 

PIace of Publication Saska toon  

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s  t a t i o n s  

Publ ishing History 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender  of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Set t ing by Region/Place 

Published Teaching Aids 

Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 
1984. 

Douglas & McIntryelGrey Stone Books 1993 

2 

1-55054-223-0 

Canada Council 

IODE 1984 The National Chapter of Canada 
Book Award; 1985 Young Adult Canadian Book 
A w a r d  

Conternporary /Abor ig ina l  L i te ra ture  

Struggls for acceptance and pride in 
h e r i  c age  

First Nation 

Mate  

C o n t s m p o r a r y  

A l b e r t a  
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1970-1990 and Still in Print 
TitIe The Hiding Place 

A u t h o r  Cook Lyn 

P u b l i s h e r  Lester PubIishing 

Date Published 1990 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing Ristory 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegiodPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

Toronto: Lester Publishing, I W O ,  1994. 

Toronto: S toddart, 1 996 

3 

0-7737-5838-0 

Canada Council; Ontario Arts Council 

Lyn Cook holds the Vicky Metcalf Award for 
her Body of Work 

Historical Fiction/Aboriginal Literature 

Survival in the wilderness and befnending 
an Iroquois 

French Canadian 

Fernale 

1650 

New France 
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Title Stone Dead 

A u t h o r  Crook, Marion 

P u b l i s h e r  Crook Publishers 

Date Published 1983 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication William Lake 

Published outside Canada Norway  

Trans la t ions  Norwegirin 

Publishing History 

Repr in ts lEdi  t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Awards lcommenda t ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

William Lake: Crook Publishers, 198 

Toronto: Overlea House, 1987. 

Trans. Kai Holtan. S travanger: Ty Klubben, 
1994. 

4-5 

M y s t e r y  

I n d e p e n d e n c e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonis t Female  

Setting in Time Con tempora ry  

Setting by Region/Place British Columbia - Cariboo 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Payment In Death 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Crook. Marion 

Overlea House 

1987 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

PubIishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi  t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Toronto: Overlea House. 1987. 

Grolier 1987 

6 

M y s t e r y  

Probtem Solving 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi t e  

Gender of Protagonist Female  

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by Region/Place British Columbia - Chiiliwack 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Spirit of the White Bison 

A u t h o r  CuIlenton Beatrice 

P u b l i s h e r  Pemmican Publications 

Date Published 1985 

PubIishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication W i n n i p e g  

PubIished outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Winnipez: Pemmican, 1985 

Repr in t s IEd i  t i ons  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

A w a r d s l c o m m e n d a t i o n s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegionIPIace 

Published Teaching Aids 

1 

0-9 19 133-40-7 

Manitoba Arts Council and Canada CounciI 

Historical FictionIAboriginal Literature 

SIaughter of the Bison by the Canadian 
M i l i t a r y  

Personified Plains Bison 

F e m a I e  

c. 1880 

P r a i r i e  
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Title April Raintree 

Author  Culleton. Beatrice 

P u b t i s h e r  Pemmican Publications Inc. 

Date Published 1983 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Pubtication W i n n i p e g  

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Winnipeg: Pemmican 1983 In Search of 
Apri l  Raintree; Apr i l  Ra inrree ;  , 1984, 1986, 
1987, 1988. 1989. 1991 

Peguis: 1 992, (Culleton/Mosionier) 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonis t 

Setting in Time 

Setting by Region/Place 

Published Teaching Aids 

8 

0-9 19 143-03-2 

Manitoba Arts Counci 1; Canada Council; 

ContemporaryIAboriginal  Li terature 

Search for identity and acceptance of 
Her i  tage 

Metis 

Fe male  

Con tempora ry  

Man i toba  
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Title Round the Bend 

A u t h o r  Dale. Mitzi 

P u b l i s h e r  Douglas & McIntrye 

Date Published 1988 

Publishing Division or Series Groundwood Books 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada New York 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History Toronto:Douglas & McIntyre, 1988; 

New York: Delacorte Press, 1991. 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme  

8 

Contemporary - issues 

PsychologicaI Control 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White  

Gender of Protagonist Fernale 

Setting in Time Con temora ry  

Setting by RegiodPIace Generic - Suburbs group home/hospital on 

Published Teaching Aids 



Title 

A u t h o r  

182 
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1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Smoke Over Grand Pré 

Davison Marion & Marsh Audrey 

P u b l i s h e r  B r e a k w a t e r  

Date Pu blished 1983 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication St. John's 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

St .  John's: Breakwater, 1983 

2 

0-9209 1 1 - 1 1-0 

Canada Council 

8 

Historical Fic tion/Aboriginal Literature 

Enzlish Acadian Conflict 

Ethnicity of Protagonist French and Souriquois 

Gender of Protagonist M a l e  

Setting in Time 1750's 

Setting by RegionPlace Nova Scotia 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title You Can Pick Me Up At Peggy's Cove 

A u t h o r  Doyle. Brian 

P u b l i s h e r  Douglas & McIntyre 

Date Published 1979 

Publishing Division or Series Ground wood 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

F r e n c h  

Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1979. 

Trans. Claude Aubry, Montreal: P-Tisseyre, 
1982. 1991. 

6 

Contemporary - Identify 

Lonet iness  

Ethnicity of Protagonist W.A.S.P. 

Gender of Protagonist Mate  

Setting in Time Contemporary  

Setting by Region/Place Nova Scotia 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Easy Avenue 

A u t h o r  Doyle, Brian 

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Douglas & Mcntyre 

1988 

Publishing Division or Series Groundwood Books 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Reprin t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

Genre  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegiodPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

F r e n c h  

Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre. 1988, 1990, 
1992. 1995. 

Trans. Michelle Robinson, Montreal: 
Editions P-Tisseyre, 199 1. 

Canadian Library Association Book of the 
Year  

6 

Historical Fiction and Humour 

Growing up poor and resourceful 

W h i t e  

Male 

1950's 

Ontario Ottawa 
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Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication 

PubIished outside Canada 

Trans l a t i ons  

Publishing Hi s tory 

Repr in t s /Ed i t i ons  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegiodPlace  

Published Teaching Aids 

Covered Bridge 

Doyle, Brian 

Douglas & McEntyre Inc. 

IWO 

Groundwood Books 

Toronto  

Douglas & McIntyre Inc., 1990. Paperback 
1993 

3 

0-88899- 190-8 

Ontario Arts Council; Canada Council 

Mr. Chrisitie's Book Award; Vickie Metcalf 
Award for a body of work 

1 

Historical Fiction 

Heri tage preservation; search for truth 

White. Englis h-speaking, ruraI Quebecers 

Ma le  

I95O's 

Quebec Gatineau Hill 
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Title Up to Low 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Doyle. Brian 

Douglas & Mclntyre 

Date Pub lis hed 1983 

Publishing Division or Series Goundwood Book 

Place of Publication Vancouver  

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  F r e n c h  

Publishing History Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre. 1982, 1989, 
1992. 1986. 

Trans. Claude Aubry, Montreal: P-Tisseyre, 
1956. 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  5 

ISBN O-38899-088-X 

Grants  

Awards /commendat ions  Canadian Library Association Book of the 
Year  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

6-7 

Historical Fiction 

L i k  and Death 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time 1950 

Setting by RegionlPlace Ontario Ottawa. Gatineau Hills 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Ti t le Angel Square 

A u t h o r  Doyle, Brian 

P u b l i s h e r  Douglas & McIntyre 

Date Published 1984 

Publishing Division or  Series Groundwood Books 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada New York 

Trans la t ions  

Pubiishing History Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1984; 

New York: Bradbury Press. 1986. 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  1 O 

ISBN 0-88899-070-7 

Grants  

Awards /commenda t ions  Vicky Metcalf Award for a body of work 1991 

Reading Level 

Genre  

T h e m e  

5 - 6  

Historical Fiction 

Racism 

Ethnicity of Protagonist French, Catholic. Jews 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time 1945 

Setting by Region/Place Ontario Ottawa 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Harbour Thieves 

A u t h o r  Frrieman, Bill 

Publ i s f i e r  James Lorimer 

Date Published 1984 

Publishing Division o r  Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publ ishing History Toronto: James Lorimer. 1984 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

IS B N 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

4-5 

Historical Fiction 

Poverty and Child Labour 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of  Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time 1875 

Setting by Region/Place Ontario Toronto 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Titte Shantymen of Cache Lake 

Author Freeman, B i I l  

P u b l i s h e r  James Lorimer and Co. 

Date Published 1975 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

PubIished outside Canada Denmark 

Trans  t a t ions  D a n i s h  

Publishing History Toronto: James Lorimer and Co., 1975. 

Trans. Kurt Strandberg, Denmark: 
Munksgaard, 1985. 

Repr in ts /Edi  t i ons  

ISBN 

Grants  

Awards /cornmendat ions  1976 Canada Council Award 

Reading Level 

Genre  

Theme 

6-7 

Historical Fiction 

Working Conditions - Unionization 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White Canadian 

Gender of Protagonist Male and Female 

Setting in Time 1870's 

Setting by Region/Place Ontario Ottawa Valley 

Published Teaching Aids Teaching Guide 
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Tit le  Trouble at Lachine Mill 

A u t h o r  Freeman, Bill  

P u b l i s h e r  James Lorimer and Co. 

Date Pub lished 1983 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of PubIication Toronto  

Published outside Canada D e n m a r k  

Trans l a t ions  D a n i s h  

Publishing History Toronto: James Lorimer and Co., 1983. 

Trans. Kurt Strandberg, Denmark: 
Munksgaard, 1986. 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading LeveI 

G e n r e  

Therne 

7 

HistoricaI Fiction 

industrial worker exploitation 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White Bilingual 

Gender of Protagonist Female 

Setting in Time 1870 

Setting by RegiodPlace Quebec Montreal 

Published Teaching Aids Teaching Guide 
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Ti t l e  A Breed Apart 

A u t h o r  German. Tony 

P u b l i s h e r  McCIeltand & Stewart 

Date Published 1985 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication T o r o n t o  

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  F r e n c h  

Publishing History Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1985, 1989. 

Trans. Maryse Coté. Montreal: P. Tisseyre, 
1988. 

R e p r i n t d E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

5 

HistoricaI Fiction/Aboriginal Literature 

Accepting and celebrating a Métis identity 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Scortish and Cree 

Gender  of Protagonist M a l e  

Setting in  Time carIy 1800's 

Setting by  Region/Place Lower Canada 

Pubhshed Teaching Aids 
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Title 

Author  

P u b i i s h e r  

Date Published 

Pubtishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Transla t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran ts  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by Region/Place 

Published Teaching Aids 

Fire! Fire! 

Godfrey Martyn 

ColIier Macmillan Canada 

1985 

Series Canada 

Don Mills 

Don bfills: Collier Macmillan Canada, 1985 

3 

Adventure/High Interest Low Vocabulary/ 

Native Fire Fighters survive being trapped 
i n  a serious blaze: males accepting fernates 
in traditionally male kinds of work 

Firs t Nations 

Female 

Contemporary  

Ontario Northern 

Teacher's Guide 
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1970-2990 and Still in Print 
Title Mystery in t he  Frozen Lands 

A u t h o r  Godfrey. Martyn 

f u b I i s h e r  James Lorimer & Company 

Date Published 1988 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History 

Rep r in t s /Ed i t i ons  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Toronto: James Lorimer & Company, 1988. 

1 

1-55028- 137-2 

Alberta Foundation for the Literary Arts 

7 

His torical Fic tion/Aboriginal Literature 

Serirch for Franklin 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Enzlish. Greenland Inuit 

Gender of Protagonist Male - 14 

Setting in Time 1857 

Setting by RegionPlace  Arc t i c  

Published Teaching Aids 
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19704990 and StilI in Print 
Title A Question of Loyalty 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Greenwood Barbara 

Scholastic 

1983 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond HiIl 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Reprints/Edit ions 

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

Genre 

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonis t 

Setting in Time 

Setting by Region/Place 

Published Teaching Aids 

Richmond Hill: Scholastic. 1984 

3 

Historical Fiction 

Rebellion against opression 

White 

.Male and Female 

c. 1810 

Upper Canada 

Novel Study; Teaching Kit; Literature AIive 
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Title We're Friends, Aren't We? 

A u t h o r  Gunnery, Sylvia 

P u b I i s h e r  Scholastic Canada Inc, 

Date Published 1986 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond HiII 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Richmond Hi 11: Scholastic, 1986 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

6 

Conternporary - Issues 

Dea th  

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Male and FemaIe 

Setting in Tirne C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by Region/Place N o v a  Scotia? Generic Highschool 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title I'm Locker 145. Who Are You 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Gunnery, Sylvia 

Scholast ic  

Date Published 1984 

Pubiishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Awards lcommenda t ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme  

Richmond Hill: Scholastic, 1984 

4 

Contemporary - Identify 

Moral decisions 

Ethnici ty of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Fernale 

Setting in Time Contemporary 

Setting by RegionIPlace Unspecified City 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Let it Go 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Pub 1 is hed 

Halvorson. Marilyn 

General 1985 

1985 

PubIishing Division or  Series Gem i n i 

Place of Publication Toronto 

PubIished outside Canada New York. U.K.. Sweden 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

Genre  

Theme 

French. Swedish 

Toronto: Gcmini/General. 1985, 1991; 

New York: Delacorte, 1985; 

London: Armada, 1985. 1989. 

Trans. Marie- André Clermont. Montreal: 
Fides. 1987. 

Trans. Gunor V. Blomqvist. Sweden: Opal, 
1985. 1988. 

3 

Contemporary/Aboriginal Literature 

Divorce and parent/teen relationships 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White. Half Cree and White 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time Contemporary  

Setting by Region/PIace AIberta 

Published Teaching Aids Question and writing ideas 
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Ti t le  Nobody Said It woutd B e  Easy 

A u t h o r  Halvorson. Marilyn 

P u b l i s h e r  Irwin Publishing Inc. 

Date Published 1987 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication T o r o n t o  

Published outside Canada New York. U.K., Sweden 

T r a n s I a t i o n s  S w e d i s h  

Publ ishing History Toronto: Irwin. 1987, 1992, 1993; 

London: Armada, 1987. 198% Published as: 
HoId on Geronimo. 

New York: Delacorte. 1987, 1988. 

Trans. Gunor V. Blomqvist, Sweden: Opal. 
1989. 

R e p r i n t s I E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegionIPIace 

Published Teaching Aids 

6 

ContemporaryIAbor ig ina l  L i t e r a t u r e  

Facing death, dealing with the abandonment 
of a parent. having a goal in Iife and 
breaking al1 odds to reach that goal 

White. Half Cree and White 

Male  

C o n t e r n p o r a r y  

Al berta Alderton 

Questions and Writing Ideas 



Ti t le 

Author 
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1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Cowboys Don't Cry 

Halvorson. Mari lyn 

P u b l i s h e r  Clarke/Irwin S toddart  

Date Published 1984 

Publishing Division or  Series Gemini Books 

Place of Publication T o r o n t o  

Published outside Canada New York. Sweden 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publ i sh ing  History 

S w e d i s h  

Toronto: Clarke/Irwin, 1 984; 

Toronto: Stoddan, 1987. 1993; 

New York: DeIacorte Press, 1984; 

New York: DeII, 1986. 

Trans. Helen Vigil. Stockholm: Nonstedts, 
1985. 

ISBN 0-7736-7394-6 

G r a n t s  

Reading LeveI 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Canada Counci 1; Ontario Ministry of Culture 
and Communication; Ontario PubIishing 
Centre  

6 

Contemporary - Issues 

Coping with death and sorrow 

Ethnicity of  Protagonist W hi te 

Gender of Protagonis t iM a 1 r 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Sett ing by RegiodPlace  Alberta "rodeo country" 

Published Teaching Aids Li te rature Ali ve  Programme, Questions and 
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Title Dare 

A u t h o r  Halvorson, Mari l y n  

P u b l i s h e r  I r w i n  

Date Published 1985 

Publishing Division or Series Gern i ni 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada Denmark 

Trans la t ions  Danish  

Publishing History Toronto: Irwin. 1985. 1988. 

Trans. Wenzel Andreasen. Copenagen: 
Thorup. 1990. 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

6 

Contemporary - Issues 

Death. guilt 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W-A.S.P. 

Gender of Pro tagonist Male 

Setting in Tirne Conternporary  

Setting by Region/Place Al ber ta  

Published Teaching Aids 
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1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title When Spring Cornes 

Author 

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Hargrave. Lynda 

Overlea House 

1987 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Toronto: Overlea House. 1987 

Awards /commendat ions  The Canadian Children's Book Centre Choice 

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

7 

Contemporary - Issues 

StruggIing with family illness 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Pro tagonist Femrile 

Setting in Time Con tempora ry  

Setting by Region/Place Prairies (Ri  verview) 

Published Teac hing Aids 
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Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s  h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

PIace of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Translations 

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Even If It Kills Me 

Harris, Dorothy Joan 

Scholastic Canada Ltd. 

1987 

Richmond Hill, Ontario 

Richmond Hill: Scholastic, 1987 

6 

Contemporary - Issues 

Control - Anorexia 

Ethnici ty of Protagonis t W h i t e  

Gender of Protagoni st Fernate 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegiodPlace Unspec i f i ed  

Published Teaching Aids Teaching Kit 
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Ti t le  Don't Cal1 Me Sugarbaby 

A u t h o r  Harris, Dorothy Joan 

P u b l i s h e r  Scho lastic Canada Ltd. 

Date Published 1983 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill, Ontario 

Published outside Canada D e n m a r k  

Trans l a t ions  Dan i sh  

PubIishing History Richmond Hill: Scholastic, 1983. 

Trans. Hjardis Varmer, Copenhagen: 
Munksgaard, 1984. 

Repr in t s /Ed i  t i o n s  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

6 

Contemporary - Issues 

coping with diabetes 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of Protagonist Fe rn a 1 e 

Setting in Tirne C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by Region/Place Generic North American Suburb 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Tit le  One Proud Summer 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Hewitt, Marsha Claire Mackay 

Womens Press 

1981 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  F r e n c h  

Publishing History Toronto: Women's Press, 198 1; 

Markham: PuffidPenguin 1988; 

Trans. Francine Pominvilie, Montréal: 
Éditions du Remue-Ménage. 1989. 

Repr in t s fEd i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

6 

His torical Fiction 

Community tom by Striking Workers 

Ethnicity of Protagonis t Quebecois 

Gender of Protagonist Female 

Setting in Time 1946 

Setting by Region/Place Quebec Montreal 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Tit le  Paul of Porcupine 

A u t h o r  Hortie, Car1 

P u b l i s h e r  Borealis Press 

Date Published 1980 

Publishing Division o r  Series 

Place of PubIication Ottawa 

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s lEd i t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Awards l commenda t ions  

Reading Leve 1 

Genre 

T h e m e  

Ottawa: Borealis Press. 1980 

1 

0 -88887-085~ 

Canada Council; Ontario Arts Council 

5-6 

Historical Fiction 

Growing up; making decisions; facing death 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time 1932 

Setting by RegionfPIace Ontario - Canadian Shield 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Whi teout  

A u t h o r  Houston. James 

P u b l i s h e r  Greery de Pencier 

Date Published 1988 

Publishing Division or Series Gemi  n i  

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Toronto: Greery de Pencier, 1988- 

Toronto: GerninUGeneral, 199 1 

Reading Level 5 

G e n r e  Contemporary /Aboriginal Literature 

Theme Growing through facing challenges in an 
isolated Inui t  Comrnunity 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White 'city boy' 

Gender of Protagonist Male - 17 

Setting in Time Contempora ry  

Setting by RegionfPlace Arctic Baffin Island 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonis t 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Tirne 

Setting by RegionIPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

Ice Swords, An Undersea Adventure 

Houston, James 

McCle1 land and Stewart 

1985 

M&S Paperback 

T o r o n t o  

New York, Germany 

G e r m a n  

Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1985 cloth; 
1986. 1989, 1993 paperback. 

New York: Atheneum. 1985. 

Trans. Thomas Lindquist, München: C. 
Bertelsmann Jugendbuch, 1987, 199 1, 1995. 

7 

AdventureiAboriginal  Li te ra ture  

Contrasting environmental and Inuit needs 
with an American desire to possess and 
d o m i n a t e  

American Wasp, Inuit 

M a l e  

Con te rnpora ry  

Arctic Baffin Island 
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Ti t l e  Frozen Fire 

A u t h o r  Hous ton, James 

P u b l i s h e r  McCIelland and Stewart  

Date Pub lished 1977 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication T o r o n t o  

PubIished outside Canada New York. Li-K,, Gennany 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publ ishing History 

R e p r i n t s I E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegionIPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

G e r m a n  

New York; Harmondsworth: Atheneum, 1977. 

Markham: Puffin Books, 1979. 

Trans. Hans J. Schultz. München: C. 
BerteIsmann Jugendbuch, 1979. 

7 

Adventure/Aboriginal Li terature  

Survivaf on Baffin by using 'Yankee' 
ingenuity, Inuit skill and an aduIt search 
P a r t y  
Inuit and American 

Ma le  

C o n t e r n p o r a r y  

Arctic Baffin Island 
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Tit le  Dreamspeaker  

A u t h o r  Hubert, Cam 

P u b l i s h e r  Clarke. Irwin 

Date Published 1978 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada New York 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Clarke. Irwin & Company Ltd.1978; 

New York: Avon Books, 1980. 

Toronco: Generai f aperbacks 1989 

Repr in ts IEdi t ions  4 

ISBN 0-7736-7230-3 

G r a n t s  

Awards /commendat ions  Gibson Literary Award 

Reading Levei 

G e n r e  

Theme 

9 

Contemporary/Aboriginal Literature 

Misunderstanding and freedom 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White boy and adult Nootka Natives 

Gender of Protagonist Male  

Setting in Time Con tempora ry  

Setting by RegiodPiace British Columbia 

Published Teaching Aids 
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TitIe S weetgrass  

A u t h o r  Hudson Jan 

P u b l i s h e r  Tree Frog Press 

Date Published 1984 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading LeveI 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonis t 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Tirne 

Setting by RegiodPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

Edmonton 

USA. England, New Zealand, Sweden, 

S wed ish, Danish, Norwegian, German. Dutch, 

Edmonton: Tree Frog, 1984. 

New York: PhiIomel Books, 1989. 

Trans. Erik JuuI Clausen, Randers: Thodes, 
1987. 

Trans. S ybel Ie Bock, Heemstede: Elzengia, 
1986. 

Trans. Eri ka Stopper, Berlin: Elefanten 
Press, 1987. 

1 i 

0-88967-076-5 

CanaddAlberta Agreement on the cultural 
i n d u s t r i e s  

Canada CounciI Children's Literature Prize 
1984; Canadian Library Association Book of 
the Year for Children 

Historical Fiction/AboriginaI Literature 

Coming of Age -surviving small pox 

Blood of the BIackfoot confederacy 

Fernale 

1837- 1838 

Alber ta  south-central 
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Tit le  Dawn Rider 

A u t h o r  Hudson, Jan 

P u b l i s h e r  Harper Collins 

Date Published 1990 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada New York 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Toronto: Toronto: Harpercollins, 1990, 1992. 

New York: Philomel Books, 1990. 

Repr in t s /Ed i t i ons  

IS B N 

G r a n t s  

A w a r d s l c o m m e n d a t i o n s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Pro tagonist 

Setting in Tirne 

Setting by RegionlPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

Writer's Guild of Alberta Children's Lit, 
Award: seiected as a notable book by the CLA; 
named to the American Library Association 
list of best books for Young Adults; Narned an 

Historical FictionIAboriginal Literature 

S tereotypes and inequality 

Blackfoot Nation 

Female  

1730-40's 

Al berta, Saskatchewan 
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Ti  t le Log Jam 

A u t h o r  Hughes Monica 

P u b l i s h e r  S toddart  

Date Published 1987 

Publishing Division or Series G e  m i ni 

Place of Publication Toron to  

Published outside Canada Sweden, Germany, France 

Trans l a t ions  Swedish, Gerrnan, French 

Publishing History Toronto: S toddart, 1987. 
Toronto: HarperCollins, 1989. 
Toronto: Stoddart, 198% 1989. 
Trans. Karel Verleyen, Apeldorn: Altiori- 
Averbode, 1988. 
Trans. Elizabeth Epple. Würzburg: 
Benzinger Editions im Arena Verloag, 1988. 
Trans. Marie-José Lamorette, Paris: 
Hachette, 199 1 

ISBN 0-7736-7446-2 

Gran t s  

Awards lcornmendat ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Canada Council. Ontario Ministry of 
Citizenship, Cultural and Recreation, Ontario 
Arts Council, Ontario Publishing Centre 

5-6 

Con temporarylA boriginal Li terature 

Self discovery and seIf assertion 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White and First Nations 

Gender of Pro tagonist Female  

Setting in Time c o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by Region/Place Alberta Rockies 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Tomorrow City, The 

A u t h o r  Hughes, Monica 

P u b l i s h e r  Julia -MacRae Books 

Date Published 1975 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication U.K. 

Published outside Canada U.K.. France 

Trans Ia t ions  F r e n c h  

Publishing History London: Harnish Hamilton, 1978. 

London: Magnet 1982. 

Edmonton: J.M. LeBel Enterprises. 1982. 

London: Mammoth 1992. 

Toronto: Reed Books Canada, 1994. 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Trans. André Romain, Montréal: Lidec; 
Paris: Duculot, t 979. 

6-7 

Science Fiction 

Technology taking over 

Ethnicity of  Protagonist Whi t e  

Gender of Protagonis t Female 

Setting in Time F u t u r e  

Setting by Region/Place Earth City 

Pubtished Teaching Aids 
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Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Divisi 

Place of Publication 

E a r t h d a r k  

Hughes, Monica 

Hamish Hamilton 

1977 

or Series 

U.K. 

Published outside Canada U.K. 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History London: Hamish Hamilton, 1977. 

London: Magnet, 198 1. 

Toronto: Reed Books Canada, 1994. 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading LeveI 

G e n r e  

Theme 

5 - 6  

Science Fiction 

Good against Evil 

Ethnici ty of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Pro tagonist M a l e  

Setting in Time F u t u r e  

Setting by RegiodPlace M o o n  

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Blaine's Way 

Author Hughes, Monica 

Pub l i she r  Irwin Publishing Inc. 

Date Published 1986 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada Denmark  

Translat ions Danish, French 

Publishing History Toronto: Irwin, 1986. 

Toronto: Totem. 1988. 

Toronto: S toddart. 1996. 

Trans. S teffen Rosenmeier, Copenhagen: 
Forum, 1987. 

Trans. Marie-André Clermont, Montrdal: 
Éditions P. Tisseyre, 1989. 

Reprints/Edit ions 

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

Genre  

Theme 

6 

Historicai Fiction 

Self-discovery 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Canadian White 

Gender of Protagonist M a  1 e 

Setting in Time Depression to WWII 

Setting by Region/Place Ontario - Rural 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title 

Author  

Pub l i sher  

Date Publis hed 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Pubiication 

Published outside Canada 

Translat ions 

Publishing History 

ReprintsIEditions 

ISBN 

Grants 

Reading Level 

Genre  

Theme 

My Name is Paula Popowich! 

Hughes, Monica 

James Lorimer & Company 

1983 

Time of Our Lives Series 

Toronto  

Toronto: James Lorimer & Company, 1983 

5-6 

Con temporary - Identify 

Iden t i ty  

Ethnicity of Protagonist Ukranian Canadian 

Gender of Protagonist Female 

Setting in Time Con temporary 

Setting by Region/Place Alberta Edmonton 

Published Teaching Aids Teacher's Guide 
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Title Devil On My Back 

A u t h o r  Hughes, Monica 

P u b l i s h e r  Julia McRae Books 

Date Published 1984 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication U.K. 

Published outside Canada U.K., USA, Denmark, Finland, Germany 

Transla t ions  Danish. Finnish, Gerrnan 

Publishing History 

Reprints/Edit ions 

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

London: McRae, 1984, 1985. 
New York: Atheneum, 1985. 
London: Methuen Children's Books, 1985, 
1986. 
Toronto: Reed Books Canada, 1994. 
Trans. S teffen Rosenmeier, Copenhagen: 
Forum, 1986. Sami-Liisa Laatunen, Porvoo: 
Soderstrom, 1986. 
Trans. Cornelia Krutz-Arnold, Frankfurt Am 
Main: Alibaba, 1989. 

5 -6 

Science Fiction 

Tyanny of Technology 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Male  

Setting in Time F u t u r e  

Setting by Region/Place City on a Future PIanet 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Ghost Dance Caper 

A u t h o r  Hughes. Monica 

P u b l i s h e r  Thomas Nelson 

Date Published 1978 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada U.K.. Germany 

TransIat ions German  

Publishing History Toronto: Thomas Nelson. 1978. 

London: Hamish HamiIton. 1978. 

Toronto: Methuen, 1986. 

Toronto: S toddart, 1993. 

Trans. Marlies Single and Werner J. Egli, 
München: C .  Bertelsmann Verlag, 1980. 

ISBN 0-331-10021-6 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by Region/Place 

Published Teaching Aids 

Canada Council; Ontario Ministry of Culture, 
Tourism and Recreation; Ontario Arts Council; 
Ontario PubIishing Centre 

Contemporary/Aboriginal Literature 

Clashing Native and White Cultures, Self- 
discovery 

First Nations and White 

MaIe 

Contemporary  

Alber ta  
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Title Hunter in the Dark 

A u t h o r  Hughes, Monica 

P u b l i s h e r  General 

Date Published 1982 

Publishing Division or  Series Gem i ni 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Pubtishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Awards l commenda t ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Pr otagoni 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegiodPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

Toronto  

USA, UK. Germany, Japan, Sweden 

French. German, lapanese. Swedish 

Toronto: GerninUGeneraI, 1983. Toronto: 
CIarke Irwin, 1982. Toronto: General 
Paperbacks, 1989. Toronto: Stoddart, 1993. 
London: J. MacRae Books, 1985. London: 
Collins Educationat, 1987. New York: 
Atheneum. 1983. New York: Avon Books, 
1984. Trans-Fred Schmitz, München: 
Deutscher Tasch enbuch Verlag, 1988. 
Trans. Koike Naoko, Tokyo: Sugu Shobo, 
1994. Trans. Paule Daveluy, Montréal: P. 
Tisseyre, 1985. Trans. Line Ahrland, 
Stockholm: Bonniers Junior FgorIag, 1992. 

14 

0-7736-7227-3 

Bay Beaver Award 1980; 1980 Clarke Irwin and 
Alberta Culture Writing for Young People 
Award; 1982 Canada Council Prize 

Contemporary - Issues 

Survival, Self-discovery, Physical lllness - 
c a n c e r  

White 

Male  

Contempora ry  

A l b e r t a  

Questions and writing ideas 
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Ti t le  

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

PubIishing Division or Series 

Place of Pubiication 

PubIished outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s lEd i  t i o n s  

IS B N 

G r a n t s  

Awards l commenda t ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegionIPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

Ring-Rise, Ring-Set 

Hughes, Monica 

Franklin Watts 

JuIia MacRae 

Toronto  

Great Britain, Germany, Denmark, Japan 

German, Danish, Japanese 

Toronto: Franklin Watts of Canada; London: 
Macrae Books. 1982. 
London: Magnet. 1983. London: Mammoth, 
I991, 1992. 
Toronto: Reed Books Canada, 1994. 
Trans-CorneIiri Krutz-Arnold. Ravensburg: 
O. Maier, 1985. 
Trans. Steffen Rosenmeier, Copenhagen: 
Forum, 1984. 
Trans. Nohara Yukio, Tokyo: Yugakusha, 
1987. 

Runner up for the Guardian Award 

8 

Science FictionlAboriginal 

Balancing the destruction of the caribou and 
traditions of Inuit (Ekoes) against the need to 
reverse an impending ice age 

W h i t e  

Female  

F u t u r e  

Arctic -Western Arctic 

Literature Aiive Program 
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Ti t le  

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History 

R e p r i n t d E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

S a n d w r i t e r  

Hughes, Monica 

Julia MacRae Books 

1985 

L o n d o n  

U.K.. Germany 

G e r m a n  

London: J.  MacRae Books, 1985. 

Toronto: S toddard. 1993. 

London: Methuen Children's Books, 1986. 

Trans. Anne Uhne, Zurich: Benziger, 1986. 

5-6 

F a n t a s y  

Political intrigue 

Ethnicity of Protagonist P r i  n c e s s  

Gender of Protagonist Fernale  

Setting in  Time Other worldly tirne 

Sett ing by Region/Place Desert Island 

Published Teaching Aids 
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T i  t le Crisis On Conshelf Ten. 

A u t h o r  Hughes, Monica 

P u b l i s h e r  CoppClark 

Date  Published 1975 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication V a n c o u v e r  

Published outside Canada U.K., France 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  F r e n c h  

Publ ishing History Vancouver: CoppCIark. 1975. 

London: Octopus Pub. Mandarin, 1975. 

London: H. Hamilton. 1975. 

London: Magnet, 198 1. 

Toronto: Reed Books Canada, 1994. 

R e p r i n t s I E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

A w a r d s l c o m m e n d a t i o n s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Trans- A. Romain, Montréal: Lidec; Paris: 
Duculot. 1978. 

13 

0-7497-02 13-3 

6.7 

Science Fiction 

Cultural Identity. Geopolitics, Technology 

Ethnicity of Protagonist A m e r i c a n  

Gender of Protagonist Ma le  

Setting in Time 2000AD 

Sett ing by Region/Place Moon and Ocean off USA 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts IEdi t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Awards lcommendat ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Beyond The Dark River 

Hughes, Monica 

S toddart 

1979 

Irwin Junior Fiction 

Toronto  

U-K- . France, Germany 

French. German 

Toronto: Irwin Junior/S toddart, 1979, 1992. 

Don Milis: T. Nelson. 1979. 

New York: Atheneum, 1981. 

London: H. Hamilton, 1979. 

Trans. J. L a  Gravière, Paris: Duculot, 1981. 

Trans. Cornelia Krutz-Arnold, Ravensburg: 
O. iMaier, 1987. 

7 

1 O 

Science Fiction/Aboriginal 

the danger of denying growth and discovery 

Ethnicity of Protagonist First Nation and Hutterite 

Gender of Pro tagonis t Female and Male 

Setting in Time F u t u r e  

Setting by RegionIPlace Alberta Prairie 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title As Ever. Booky 

Author  Hunter, Bernice Thurrnan 

Publisher Scho lastic-TAB 

Date Published 1985 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond H i l l  

Published outside Canada 

Translations 

Publishing History Richmond Hill: Scholastic-TAB 1985. 

Reprints/Edi tions 

ISBN 

Grants 

Reading Leve 1 

Genre  

Theme 

7 - 8  

Historical Fiction 

Growing Up 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Female 

Setting in Time Depression 

Setting by RegionIPlace Ontario Toronto 

Published Teaching Aids 
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TitIe My Name is Louis 

A u t h o r  James. Janet Craig 

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Penumbra Press 

1988 

Pubiishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Waterloo 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegiodPIace 

Published Teaching Aids 

Waterloo: Penumbra Press, 1988, 1990, 1992. 

Canadian Children's Book Centre Choice 
Award. 1989-90. 

Contemporary/Aboriginal Literature 

Taking charge of your own destiny, passion 
for the wi lderness. 

Métis 

M a l e  

Con tempora ry  

Ontario - North Shore of Lake Supenor 

Specific back cover teaching advice 
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Title Ploot: A Novel 

A u t h o r  Judd, James M. 

P u b l i s h e r  BoreaIis 

Date Published 1978 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Ottawa 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

R e p r i n t d E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ottawa: Borealis Press, 1978. 

1 

0-9 19594-98-0 

Canada Council, Ontario Arts Council 

6 

Mystery  

Conspiracy 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of Protagonist MaIe 

Setting in Time Contemporary  

Setting by Region/Place Ontario - Northern 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Third Magic, The 

A u t h o r  Katz, WeIwyn Wilton 

P u b l i s h e r  Douglas & McIntyre 

Date Published 1988 

Publishing Division or Series Groundwood Books 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1988. 

Paperback 1990 

Repr in ts /Edi  t i ons  3 

ISBN 0-88899- 126-6 

G r a n t s  Canada Council 

Awards / commenda t ions  Governor GeneraI1s Award 

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

5 

Fan tasy  

Overcoming obstacles. personal growth 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Pro tagonist Female  

Setting in Time Con tempora ry  

Setting by RegiodPlace Many Worlds 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

FaIse Face 

Katz, Welwyn Wilton 

Douglas & McIntyre Ltd. 

1987 

Groundwood 

V a n c o u v e r  

USA, Denmark. Germany, Holland, Finland 

Danish, German, Dutch, Finnish 

Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre, I987, 2 988. 
New York: M. K. Elderry Books, 1988. 
Trans. Ilse M. Haugaard. Denmark: 
Gyldendal, 1988. 
Trans. Karo l i  n Benker-Kuchenreuther, 
Erlangen: Boje, 1994. 
Trans. Antwerpen: Facet, 1996. 
Trans. 0ystein Rosse. Oslo: Norske Samlaget. 
IWO. 

6 

0-58899-082-0 

Canada Council 

Awards /commendat ions  International Fiction Contest Winner - Canada 

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme  

Contemporary/AboriginaI Li terature 

Fear, prejudice, hate and love 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White and First Nations 

Gender of Pro tagonist Female 

Setting in Time Con te rnpora ry  

Setting by Region/Place Ontario London 

Pubtished Teaching Aids 
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Tit le  

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Translations 

Publishing History 

R e p r i n t s I E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Witchery Hill 

Katz, Welwyn Wilton 

Douglas & McIntyre 

1984 

G r o u n d w o o d  

T o r o n t o  

New York 

Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1984. 

New York: Atheneum, 1984, 1995 

A w a r d s / c o m m e n d a t i o n s  A Margaret K. McElderderry Book 

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

6 

F a n t a s y  

W i t c h c r a f t  

Ethnicity of Protagonist White American from Madison Wisconsin 

Gender of Protagonist Ma le  

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by Region/PIace Guernsey Island 

Published Teaching Aids 
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A u t h o r  
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W h a l e s i n g e r  

Katz, Welwyn Wilton 

P u b l i s h e r  Douglas & McIntyre 

Date Published 1990 

Publishing Division o r  Series Groundwood Books 

Place of Publication V a n c o u v e r  

Published outside Canada G e r m a n y  

Trans la t ions  

PubIishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi  t ions  

IS B N 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

G e r m a n  

Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1990, 1993. 

Trans. Karolin Benker-Kuchenreuther, 
Erlangen: Boje Verlag, 1995. 

3 

0-88899- 19 1-6 

Ontario Arts Council; Canada Council 

6 

Contemporary - Issues 

Ecological Concerns 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of Protagonist Male  

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegiodPlace USA California 

PubIished Teaching Aids 
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Titie A Semester In The Life Of A Garbage Bag 

A u t h o r  Korrnan, Gordon 

P u b l i s h e r  Scholastic Inc. 

Date PubIished 1987 

Publishing Division o r  Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill 

Published outside Canada US. 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History New York: ScholasticIPoint 1987 

Repr in  t s I E d i  t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

A w a r d s / c o m m e n d a t i o n s  An ALA best book for young adults 

Reading LeveI 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

4-5 

Humour 

Reaching for  goaIs 

Ethnicity o f  Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist M a  1 e 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegionIPlace USA Long Island, New York 

PubIished Teaching Aids 
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Tit le  Son of Interflux 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Korman, Gordon 

Scholastic 

1988 

Publishing Division or Series P O i n t 

Place of Publication U.S. 

Published outside Canada New York 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History New York: Scholastic, 1984 

Repr in  ts /Edi  t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

7 

H u m o u r  

Re la t ionsh ips  

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Pro tâgonist Ma le  

Setting in Time Conternporary  

Setting by Region/Place USA New York State 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Tit le  

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Losing Joe's Place 

Korman, Gordon 

Scho ia s t i c  

1990 

Publishing Division or  Series 

PIace of Publication Richmond Hill 

Published outside Canada New York 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Richmond Hill: Scholastic, 1984 

Repr in t s /Ed i  t i ons  

IS B N 

G r a n t s  

A w a r d s / c o m m e n d a t i o n s  An ALA best book for young adults 

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

5 

H u m o u r  

Growing up 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist M a  1 e 

Setting in Time Con te rnpo ra ry  

Sett ing by Region/Place Ontario Toronto 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division o r  Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History 

R e p r i n t s E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

No coins, please 

Korman, Gordon 

Scholastic Inc. 

1984 

Apple  Paperback 

Richmond Hill 

u s .  

Richmond Hill: Scholastic, 1984 

5 

H u m o u r  

Ent repreneur ia l  Hucks te r ing  

Ethnicity o f  Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Pro tagonis t M a l e  

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by Reg iodP lace  Quebec Montreal to Los Angeles 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Go Jump in the Pool? 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Korman, Gordon 

Scholastic-TAB 

1979 

Publishing Division or  Series Apple Paperbacks 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill 

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in  t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Richmond Hill: Scholastic. 1984 

5 

H u m o u r  

Meeting a Challenge 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Wasp 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegiodPlace Ontario 

Published Teaching Aids 



Ti t le  

A u t h o r  
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Rock, The 

Kropp, Paul 

P u b l i s h e r  S t odda r t  

Date Published 1989 

Publishing Division or  Series Irwin Young Adult Fiction 

Place of Publication T o r o n t o  

Published outside Canada D e n m a r k  

T r a n s l a t i o n s  Danish,  French 

f ublishing History Toronto: Irwin Young Adult/Stoddart, 1989, 
1996. 

Trans. Neils Khron, Denmark: TelIerup, 
1991- 

Trans. Marie-Andrée Clermont, Montréal: 
Éditions P. Tisseyre. 199 1. 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

7 

Contemporary - Identify 

Growing  Apart  

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonis t Male  

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Sett ing by Region/Place Ontario Toronto 

Published Teaching Aids 



Title 

A u t h o r  
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P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Moonkid and Liberty 

Kropp, Paul 

S toddart Publishing Co. Limited 

1988 

Publishing Division or Series Irwin Young AduIt Fiction 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada S wi tzerland, Denmark, USA 

Trans la t ions  Swiss-german, Danish 

Publishing History Toronto: Irwin Young Adu WStoddart, 1988, 
1995. 

Boston; Toronto: Little Brown, 1990. 

Trans. Cornelia Krutz- Arnold, Aarau: 
Sayerlander. 1993. 

Trans. Neils Khron, Denmark: Tellerup, 
1990. 

Repr in ts /Edi  t ions 

ISBN 

Grants  

Awards lcommendat ions  

Reading Level 

Genre  

Theme 

7 

H u m o u r  

Iden t i  t y  

Ethnicity of Protagonist w h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Ma  1 e 

Setting in Time unspecified city 

Setting by RegiodPlace Generic ci ty in Canada, California 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Tit le  Marna's Going to Buy You a Mockingbird 

A u t h o r  Little. Jean 

P u b l i s h e r  Penguin Group 

Date Published 1984 

Publishing Division or  Series Pu f f i n 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i  t i ons  

IS £3 N 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegiodPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

Toronto  

USA. Holland, Germany 

Dutch, German 

Toronto: PuffidPenguin, 1984 1985. 

Markham: Viking, 1984. 

Trans. Paule Daveluy, Montréal: P. Tisseyre, 
1986. 

Trans. Henriette van Weerdt-Schellekens, 
Amsterdam: Ploegsma, 1 987. 

Trans. Fred Schmitz, Reinbek: Carlsen, 1989. 

Ruth Schartz Children's Book Award; 
Canadian Library Association Book of the 
Year Award for Children 

Contemporary - Issues 

Response to Death 

Whi t e  

Male  

Con tempora ry  

Ontar io  
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Tit le  Shadow In Hawthorn Bay 

A u t h o r  Lunn, Janet 

P u b l i s h e r  Lester & Orpen Dennys 

Date PubIished 1986 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada USA, UK, Germany 

Trans la t ions  French, Gerrnan 

Pubtishing History Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys, 1986. 
New York: Scribner's and Sons, 1986. 
Markham: Puffin/Penguin. 1988. 
London: Walker Books, 1988. 
Trans.Paule Daveluy, Montréal: Éditions 
P-Tisseyre, 1989. 
Trans. Lilli and Herbert Günter, München: 
Deutsche Taschenbuch Vertag. 1991, 1995. 

Repr in ts /Edi  t ions  

XSBN 

G r a n t s  

Awards lcommenda t ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegiodPlace 

PubIished Teaching Aids 

7 

O- 13-032436-4 

Canada Council; Ontario Arts Council 

Canadian Library Association Book of the Year for 
Children 1986; Canada Council 1986 Children's Lit 
Prize; Canadian Young Adult Book Award 1986; 
National Chapter IODE Book Award 1986; White 

7 

Historical Fiction 

Cultural adjustment, acceptance and self- 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g  

Scott ish 

Fcmale 

1815 

Scottish HighIands and Upper Canada 

NoveI Study grade 8 



Tit le  

A u t h o r  
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P u b l i s h e r  

Date Pub lished 

Minerva Program, The 

Mackay, Claire 

James Lorimer & Company 

1983 

Publishing Division o r  Series 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada Norway 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegiodPlace 

Published Teaching Aids 

Norwegian. French 

Toronto: James Lorimer, 1984. 

Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1984. 

Trans. Marie- Andrée Clermont, Montréal: 
Éditions P. Tisseyre. 1987. 

Trans. Mimi Omdahl, Norway: Hjemmets, 
1986. 

Trans. Suzanne Marquis, Saint Lambert: 
Hkritage. 1987. 

4 

0-88862-7 16-5 

Multiculturalism Canada 

6-7 

A d v e n t u r e  

Solving Problems 

Black -Canadian 

Female 

Con tempora ry  

Ontario Toronto(ish) 

Teacher's Guide 
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Title Blood Red Ochre 

A u t h o r  Major Kevin 

P u b I i s h e r  Del1 

Date Published 1989 

PubIishing Division or  Series Laurel Leaf  Contemporary 

Place of Publication New York 

Published outside Canada New York 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History New York: Laurel Leaf Contemporary/Dell, 
1989. 

Toronto: Double Day Canada, 1994; 

New York: Delacorte Press, 1994. 

Toronto: Seal. 1 996. 

R e p r i n t s l E d i  t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

7-8 

HistoricaI FictionIAboriginal Literature 

Extinction of a First Nations Tribe - Beothuk 

Ethnicity o f  Protagonist Whi t e  

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time 1800 

Set t ing by RegionfPlace N e w f o u n d l a n d  

Published Teaching Aids 
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T i  t le The Chinese Mirror 

A u t h o r  Major, Alice 

P u b l i s h e r  Irwin Publishing Inc. 

Date Published 1988 

Publishing Division or  Series No  n e  

Place of Publication Toron to  

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Toronto: Irwin Publishing Inc., 1988. 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Awards / co rnmenda t ions  Winner 4th Alberta Writing for Youth 
Cornpetit ion 

Reading Level 

Genre 

T h e m e  

4-5 

Fan ta sy  

Chinese Legends 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist M a l e  

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegioniPlace Ontario Toronto 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Thirty-Six Exposures 

A u t h o r  Major, Kevin 

P u b l i s h e r  Delacorte  

Date Published 1983 

PubIishing Division or Series Young Adult Contemporary Fiction 

Place of Publication USA 

Published outside Canada USA 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History New York: Delacorte Press, 1984. 

New York: Laurel Leaf Contemporary/Dell, 
1988. 

Toronto: DoubIeday Del1 Canada, 1994. 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

7-8 

Contemporary - Identify 

Self-assertion. coming of age 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist M a  1 e 

Setting in Time Con tempora ry  

Setting by Region/Place Newfoundland 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Hold Fast 

Author  Major, Kevin 

Pub l i she r  I r w i n  

Date Published 1978 

Publishing Division or Series Young Adult 

PIace of Publication Toronto 

PubIished outside Canada USA. Germany 

Translat ions 

Publishing History 

German, French 

Toronto: Irwin Young Adult, 1978. 
Toronto: S toddart. 199 1, 1995. 
New York: Laura Leaf Books, 1982. 
New York: Delacorte Press, 1978. 
Trans. Michelle Robinson, Montréal: 
P.Tisseyre, 1984. 
Trans. Ut la Neckenaur, BadenBaden: Signal, 
1982. 
Trans. UIla Neckenaur, Würzburg: Arena, 
1987. 

Reprints/Edit ions 8 

ISBN 0-7737-5429-6 

Grants 

Awards/cornmendations Canada CounciI Award for Children's 
Literature; Canadian Association of ChiIdren's 
Librarians Award; Ruth Schwartz Children's 
Book Award 

Reading Level 6 

Genre  Contemporary - Issues 

Theme Death, Identi ty 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Newfoundlander 

Gender of Protagonist Ma te  

Setting in Time Contemporary 

Setting by RegionfPlace Newfoundland 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Titte Lisa 

A u t h o r  Matas, Carol 

P u b l i s h e r  Lester & Orpen Dennys Limited 

Date Published 1987 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toron to  

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

PubIishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level  

G e n r e  

Theme 

Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys, 1987. 

Richmond Hill: Scholastic Canada, 1994. 

Jewish Foundation of Winnipeg; Manitoba 
Arts Council; Ontario Arts Council 

4 

Historical Fiction 

Res i s t ance  

Ethnicity of Protagonist Danish  

Gender of Protagonist Female 

Setting in Time WWII 

Setting by Region/Ptace D e n m a r k  

Published Teaching Aids 
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Ti t le J e s p e r  

Author  Matas. Carol 

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Pu blished 

Lester & Orpen Dennys Limited 

1989 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys, 1989. 

Richmond Hill: Scholastic Canada, 1994. 

Repr in ts /Edi  t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

2 

0-886 i 9- 109-2 

Ontario Arts Council 

4 

Historical Fiction 

R e s  i s tance 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Danish 

Gender of Protagonist M a l e  

Setting in Time WWII 

Setting by Region/Place Denmark  

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title The Journey Home 

Publ isher  Macmillan 

Date Published 1978 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Translations 

Publishing History Toronto: Macmillan, 1978. 1990. 

Gage: Canadian Topliner Series, 1980. 

Reprints/Editions 

ISBN 

Grants 

Reading Level 

Genre  

T h e m e  

6 

Contemporary - Identify 

Se l f -d iscovery  

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time Conternporary 

Setting by Region/Place Newfoundland 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Tit le  Catrionna's Island 

A u t h o r  McNeiI, Florence 

P u b l i s h e r  Douglas & McIntyre 

Date Published 1988 

Publishing Division or Series Groundwood Books 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History Vancouver; Toronto: Groundwood/DougIas & 
McIntyre, 1988. 

Repr in ts /Edi  t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Awards l commenda t ions  

Reading LeveI 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

5-6 

Historical Fiction 

Death, love, friends hip 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of Protagonist Female 

Setting in Time Depress ion  

Setting by Region/Place British CoIumbia West Coast Island 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Titie The Druid's Tune 

Author  MelIing, O.R. 

Publ i sher  Harper Collins 

Date Published t 983 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada UK. Japan, Czechoslovakia, Ireland 

Translat ions Japaness. Czechoslovakian 

Publishing History Markham; Harrnondsworth: Kestral Books; 
Puffin 1883. 
Markharn: Penguin. 1984. 
Toronto: HarperColIins, 1 995. 
Trans. Itsuji Akemi, Tokyo: Kodansha, t 997. 
Trans. Praha: Synergie, 1997. 
Dublin: O'Brien Press ISBN 0-86278 285 6 
Rights: World ex. Canada 

Reprints/Edit ions 

ISBN 

Grants 

Reading Level 

Genre  

T h e m e  

5-6 

Fantasy 

Irish Mythology 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Canadian of Irish descent 

Gender of Pro tagonist Male and Female 

Setting in Time Contemporary and mythic past 

Setting by  Region/Place Ontario Toronto and Ireland 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Tit le  Dog Runner 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Meredith, Don H. 

Western Producer Prairie Books 

1989 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Saskatoon 

Published outside Canada Belg ium 

Trans l a t ions  F r e n c h  

Publishing History Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie, 1989. 

Trans. Averbode: AItiora, 199 1. 

Repr in t s lEd i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading LeveI 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by RegionIPlace 

PubIished Teaching Aids 

2 

0-88833-293-9 

Canada Council 

R.Ross Annett Award for Children's 
Literature; Writer's Guild of Alberta 1989 

AdventureIAboriginal Li terature 

Survivat and endurance in the Canadian 
Nor th  

Cree lWhi t e  

Ma  1 e 

Con tempora ry  

Alberta - Northern 
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Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of PubIication 

Published outside Canada 

Translat ions 

Publishing History 

ReprintsIEdit ions 

ISBN 

Grants 

Reading LeveI 

Genre  

Theme 

Summer the Whales Sang, The 

Montero, Gloria 

James Lorimer & Company. Publishers 

1985 

A Time of Our Lives Book 

Toronto 

James Lorimer & Company, Publishers, 1985 

1 

0-88862-903-6 

Canada Council; Ontario Arts Council 

Conternporary - Identify 

Self-kno w Iedge; understanding others; 
Basque whaling history 

Ethnicity of  Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Female - 13 

Setting in Time Contemporary 

Setting by Region/Place Labrador  

Published Teaching Aids Teacher's Guide 
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TitIe 

Author  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History 

R e p r i n t s / E d i  t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Beyond the Door 

Nugent,  Jacqueline 

Douglas & McIntyre 

1984 

Groundwood  

V a n c o u v e r  

Vancouver: DougIas & McIntyre, 1984. 

5-6 

F a n t a s y  

Questing after truth, goodness and love 

Ethnicity of  Protagonist Quebecois  

Gender of Protagonis t Male and FemaIe 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegionIPiace Quebec Montreal and another dimension 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Tit le  Rob Loves Stell 

A u t h o r  

P u b i i s h e r  

O'Hearn Audrey 

Douglas & McIntyre 

Date Published 1989 

Publishing Division or  Series Groundwood Young Adult Books 

Place of Publication Toron to  

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i t i ons  

IS B N 

G r a n t s  

Reading Levef 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Toronto: Groundwood Young AduWDougIas 
& McIntyre, 1989. 

6 

Contemporary - fdentify 

Teen relat ionships 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi t e  

Gender of Protagonist Male  

Setting in Time C o n t e r n p o r a r y  

Setting by RegiodPlace Ontario Toronto 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title Me and Luke 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

O' Hearn, Audrey 

Douglas & McIntyre 

Date Published 1987 

Publishing Division or Series Groundwood Books 

Place of Publication Vancouver, B.C. 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  F r e n c h  

Publishing History Vancouver; Groundwood/Douglas & 
McIntyre, 1987, 1989. 

Trans. Paule Daveluy. Montréal: Éditions 
P-Tisseyre. IWO. 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

6 

Contemporary - Issues 

Unwed Fatherhood 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of Protagonist Ma le  

Setting in Time Con tempora ry  

Setting by RegionIPlace Ontario Toronto 

PubIished Teaching Aids 



255 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title Live-Forever Machine, The 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Oppel,  Kenneth 

Kids Can Press 

1990 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication T o r o n t o  

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Toronto: Kids Can, 1990. 

Repr in ts IEdi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme  

1 

1-55074-0 10-5 

Canada Council; Ontario Arts Council 

5 

Science Fiction 

Facing mortality; conquering evil 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Male - 14 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegiodPlace Unnamed city based on Toronto 

Pubiished Teaching Aids 



256 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

2970-1990 and Still in Print 

Tit le  Under The Eagle's Claw 

A u t h o r  Pasnak, William 

P u b l i s h e r  Douglas & McIntyre 

Date Pu blis hed 1988 

Publishing Division or Series Groundwood Books 

Place of Publication Toron to  

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts IEdi  t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Awards lcommenda t ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Therne 

Toronto; Vancouver: Groundwood/Douglas & 
McIntyre, 1988. 

6 

Fan t a sy  

Good Conquering Evil 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Fantasy World 

Gender of Protagonist Fernale 

Setting in Time Feudal 

Setting by RegionIPIace City of the King 

Published Teaching Aids 



257 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title january, february, june o r  july 

A u t h o r  Porter. Helen Fogwell 

P u b l i s h e r  B reakwater Books Limited 

Date Published 1988 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication St. John's 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History St. John's: Breakwater, 1988. 

ISBN 0-9209 1 1-27-7 

Gran t s  

Reading Level  

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Canada Council; Cultural Affairs Division Dept. 
Culture, Recreation and Youth, Government 
of Labrador and Newfoundland 

6 -7  

HistoricaI Fiction 

Growing Up 

Ethnicity of Protagonis t W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonis t FemaIe 

Setting in Time 1958 

Setting by Region/Place Newfoundiand 

Published Teaching Aids 



Tit le  

A u t h o r  

Database of English Canadian NoveIs for Adolescents 
1970-1990 and Still in Print 

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

The Survival Squad 

Priddle. Floyd 

Breakwater Books Limited 

1990 

Publishing Division or Series 

PIace of Publication St. John's 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publ ishing History St. John's: Breakwater, 1990. 

G r a n t s  

Reading LeveI 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

CuItural Affairs Division of the Department of 
Municipal and Provincial Affairs; Govemment of 
Newfoundland and Labrador; Canada Council 

S 

Science Fiction 

SurvivaI - nuclear war 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of Protagonis t Male and Fernale 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Sett ing by Region/PIace Newfound land  

Published Teaching Aids 



259 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
TitIe 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of  Publication 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

f ublishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i t i ons  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Night Fires 

Razzell Mary 

Douglas & Mclntyre 

1990 

Groundwood 

Toron to  

Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1990 

5 

Contemporary - Identify 

Making hard choices in an adult world 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Pro tagonis t Female 

Setting in Time C o n  t empora ry  

Setting by Region/PIace British Columbia Vancouver Island 

PubIished Teaching Aids 



260 
Database of Engiish Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b I i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Transla t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran ts  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Salmonberry Wine 

Razzell. Mary 

Douglas & McIntyre Ltd. 

1987 

Groundwood young adult 

Vancouver  

Vancouver: Groundwood Young 
Adutt/Douglas & McIntyre. 1987. 

1 

0-88899-062-6 

Canada Council 

5 

HistoricaI Fiction 

Love, friendship, success 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Canadian White 

Gender of Protagonist Fernale 

Setting in Time 1940's 

Setting by RegionIPlace British Columbia 

Published Teaching Aids 



26 1 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
T i  t le 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Snow Apples 

Razze 1 1. Mary 

Douglas & Mclntyre Ltd. 

1984 

Groundwood 

Vancouver, B.C. 

Vancouver: Groundwood/Douglas & 
McIntyre, 1984. 1987. 

5 

Historical Fiction 

SeIf -d iscovery  

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Female  

Setting in Time WWII 

Setting by Region/Place British CoIumbia 

Published Teaching Aids 



262' 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Titie Wheels for Walking 

A u t h o r  Richmond. Sandra 

P u b l i s h e r  

Date PubIished 

Douglas & ~McIntyre 

1983 

Publishing Division o r  Series Groundwood Books 

Place of Publication Vancouver, Toronto 

Published outside Canada USA 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre, 1983, 1994. 

New York: New American Library, 1988. 

Boston: Atlantic Monthly Press. 1983. 

6-7 

Contemporary - Issues 

Psychological recovery from loss of rnobility 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Fema  le 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegiodPlace British Columbia 

Published Teaching Aids 



263 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Tit le  Redcoat  

Author Sass, Gregory 

P u b l i s h e r  The Porcupine's Qui11 

Date Pub lis hed 1985 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication Erin. Ontario 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Erin: The Porcupine Quill, 1985 

Repr in t s /Ed i  t ions 

IS B N 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

2 

0-88984-083-3 

Canada Council; Ontario Arts Council 

7 - 8  

Historical Fiction 

Horrors of War and Self-discovery 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Eng l i sh  

Gender of Protagonist M a l e  

Setting in Time 1810-12 

Setting by RegiodPlace Ontario. Britain, Quebec, Detroit 

Published Teaching Aids 



264 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Ti tle Where the Rivers Meet 

A u t h o r  Sawyer, Don 

P u b I i s h e r  Pemmican Publications Inc. 

Date Published 1988 

Publishing Division o r  Series N o n e  

Place of Pu bIication Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Winnipeg: Pemmican Pub fications Inc., 
1988, 1990, 1991, 1993. 

R e p r i n t s I E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

4 

0-921 827-06-7 

Manitoba Arts Council; Canada Council  

Contemporary /Abor ig inaI  L i t e r a tu re  

Plight of native young people; self- 
exploration and discovery 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Shuswap Native Canadian 

Gender o f  Protagonist Female 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by Region/Place British Columbia Town 

Published Teaching Aids 



265 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title Rebel l ion  

A u t h o r  Scanlan, W.J. 

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

S toddart Publishing Co. Limited 

1989 

Publishing Division or Series Irwin Young Adult Fiction 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Toronto: Stoddart, 1989 

Repr in t s IEd i t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

8 

Historical Fiction/Aboriginal Literature 

"Riel Rebellion" 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Metis, White 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time 1885 

Setting by RegionIPlace Saskatchewan Fort Carlton 

Published Teaching Aids 



266 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title Ski For Your Mountain 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Siamon, Sharon 

Gage 

1983 

Publishing Division or Series Jean Pac 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Toronto: Gage, 1983 

4-5 

Contemporary - Identify 

P e r s e v e r a n c e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of Pro tagonist Female 

Setting in Tirne Con tempora ry  

Setting by Region/Place Ontario - Northern 

Published Teaching Aids Teaching Notes 



267 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title Honour The Sun 

A u t h o r  Slipperjack Ruby 

P u b l i s h e r  Pemmican Publications Inc. 

Date Published 1987 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication W i n n i p e g  

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History Winnipeg: Pemmican Publications Inc. 1987 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

5 

0-9 19 143-44-X 

Manitoba Arts Council, Canada Council 

9 

Contemporary/AboriginaI Literature, diary 

Growing up in a large, loving Ojibwa family 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Ojibwa 

Gender of Protagonist Female  

Setting in Time 1962-1 968 

Setting by RegiodPIace Ontario - Northern C.N.R. line settlement 

Published Teaching Aids 



268 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Tit le  Renewal: The Prophecy of Manu 

A u t h o r  Smi th  Barbara 

P u b l i s h e r  Theytus Books 

Date Published 1985 

PubIishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication P e n t i c t o n  

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Penticton: Theytus Books, 1985 

R e p r i n t s / E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Fantasy/Aboriginal Lit 

The importance of living by the spiritual 
values common to al1 Native people 

Ethnicity of Protagonist First Nations 

Gender of Protagonist F e m a l e  

Setting in  Time Co n tempora ry  

Setting by RegiodPlace  British Columbia and Pacific 

PubLished Teaching Aids 



269 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Tit le  Renewal: Teoni' s Giveaway 

A u t h o r  Smith Barbara 

P u b I i s h e r  Theytus Books 

Date Published 1986 

Publishing Division or  Senes  

Place of Publication P e n t i c t o n  

Published outside Canada 

T rans l a t i ons  

Publishing History Penticton: Theytus Books, 1986 

Repr in t s /Ed i  t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by Region/Place 

Published Teaching Aids 

Fantasy/Aboriginal Lit  

Healing a world on the brink of ecological 
and moral collapse by values of sharing, 
tolerance, justice, and the Native philosophy 

First Nation's 

Con te rnpo ra ry  

British Columbia and Pacific 



270 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

PubIishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  

Publishing History 

R e p r i n t d E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme  

White Mist 

S mucker, Barbara 

Penguin Books Canada Ltd 

1985 

Puffin Books 

M a r k h a m  

D e n m a r k  

D a n i s h  

Toronto: Irwin Publishers, 1985. 

Toronto: Puffin, 1987. 

Trans. Erik Juul Clausen, Randers: Thode, 
1987. 

Fantasy/Aboriginal Literature 

Environmental clean up and protection: 
pride in indigenous history and ancestors 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Potawatomi  

Gender of Protagonist FemaIe  

Setting in Time Contemporary and 1830 

Setting by Region/Place Lake Michigan and Sarnia 

Published Teaching Aids 



27 1 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title Amish Adventure 

A u t h o r  Smucker, Barbara 

P u b l i s h e r  Irwin 

Date Published 1983 

Publishing Division o r  Series 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada USA, UK. Begium 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  French, 

Publishing History Toronto: Irwin, 1983, 1984. 
Scottsdale: Herald Press, 1983. 
Harmondsworth: Puffin Markham: 
Penguin, 1984. 
Trans. Paule Daveluy, Montreal: P. Tisseyre, 
1985. 
Trans. Roger Vanbrabant, Averbode: 
Altiora, 1993. 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

3 

A d v e n t u r e  

Diversity, tolerance, culture 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Arnerican White 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time Con temopra ry  

Setting by Region/Place Ontario Waterloo County, Chicago 

Published Teaching Aids 



272 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Tit le  1 Was a Fifteen Year-old Blimp 

A u t h o r  Stren, Patti 

P u b l i s h e r  Coll ins 

Date Published 1985 

Publishing Division or Series Totem Books 

Place of Publication Toron to  

Published outside Canada New York 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Toronto: Irwin, 1985, 1987. Toronto: Totem, 
1987. 

New York: Harper and Row, 1985. 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

5 

Contemporary - Issues 

Self-discovery, Teen Problems - Bulimia 

Ethnicity of Protagonist J e w i s h  

Gender of Protagonist Female  

Setting in Time Con tempora ry  

Setting by RegiodPlace USA 

Published Teaching Aids 



Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 
1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title Son of The Hounds 

A u t h o r  Sutherland, Robert 

P u b l i s h e r  Scholas t ic  

Date Published 1988 

Pubiishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill 

PubIished outside Canada 

T r a n s i a t i o n s  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Richmond Hill: Scholastic, 1988. 

His torical Fiction 

W a r  

Ethnicity of Protagonist Scottish Canadian 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Tirne 1812 

Setting by RegiodPlace Ontario Niagara Peninsula 

Published Teaching Aids K i t  



274 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title Suddenly A Spy 

A u t h o r  Sutherland, Robert 

Pub l i she r  Scholast ic  

Date Published 1990 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Canada 

Published outside Canada 

Translat ions 

Publis hing History Richmond Hill: Schoiastic, 1990. 

Reprints/Edit ions 

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme 

9 

Historical Fiction - suspense adventure 

War  

Ethnicity of Protagonist White 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time WWII 

Setting by  Region/PIace London, England 

Published Teaching Aids A Shared Reading Guide 



275 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title The Loon Lake Murders 

A u t h o r  Sutherland, Robert 

P u b l i s h e r  Schoiastic-TAB 

Date Pubrished 1987 

Pubiishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Richmond Hill: Scholastic-TAB, 1987. 

Repr in ts IEdi t ions  

ISBN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

5 

M y s t e r y  

A d v e n t u r e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Male  

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegionIPlace Ontario Algonquin Park 

Published Teaching Aids 



276 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title Ghost of Ramshaw Castle, The 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Sutherland, Robert 

Scho las t i c  

Date Published 1989 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill 

Published outside Canada 

T r a n s l a t i o n s  

Publishing History Richmond Hill: Scholastic-TAB, 1989. 

R e p r i n t d E d i t i o n s  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

4 

Mys  t e r y  

Haunted Castle 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White Canadian - Scottish 

Gender of Protagonist Male and Fernale 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegiodPlace Scot land  

Published Teaching Aids 



Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 
1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title Mystery at Black Rock Island 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Sutherland, Robert 

Scholast ic  

1983 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill, Ontario 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Richmond Hill: Scholastic, 1983. 

ReprintsIEdi  t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Awards lcommendat ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

8 

Mystery  

Espionage 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Canadian -Scottish Ancestory 

Gender of Protagonist Male 

Setting in Time Conternporary 

Setting by Region/Place Hebrides 

Published Teactiing Aids Kit 



278 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title J u l i e  

A u t h o r  Taylor, Cora 

P u b l i s h e r  Western Producer Prairie Books 

Date Published L 985 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by Region/Place 

Published Teaching Aids 

Saskatoon 

U.K., Germany, Sweden 

German, S wedish 

Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 
1985, 1993. 

Richmond Hill: Scholastic-TAB, 1987. 

Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1992. 

Bamstaple: Spindlewood, 1988. 

Trans. Hilde Linnert, Wien: S t  Gabtiel, 1990. 

Trans. Rebecca Alsberg, Stockholm: Natur 

7 

O-88833-172-x 

Canada Council 

CLA Book of the Year for Children 1985; 
Writers' Guild of Alberta Best Children's Book 
Award 1985; Canada Council ChiIdren7s 
Literature Prize 1 985 

7 

Contemporary - Identify 

Dealing with being different 

W h i t e  

Female  

Unspecified - 50's ? 

A l b e r t a  



279 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Transla t ions  

Publishing History 

Rep r in tdEd i t i ons  

ISBN 

Gtan t s  

Reading LeveI 

G e n r e  

Theme 

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by Region/Place 

Published Teaching Aids 

J a smine  

Tmss, Jan 

Douglas & McIntyre 

1982 

A Groundwood Book 

Toronto; Vancouver 

Denmark, Sweden 

Danish, Swedish 

Toronto; Vancouver: Groundwood/Douglas & 
McIntyre, 1982, 1992. 

Trans- Marie-Andrée Clermont, Montréal: 
Éditions P. Tisseyre. 1986. 

Trans. John Villy Olsen, Arhus: Klim, 1987. 

Trans. Pelle Fritz-Crone, Stockholm: 
Sjostrands Forlag, 1986. 

Ruth Schwarz Award 1983 

6 

Contemporary - Identify 

Search For Independence 

White English-speaking Canadians 

Female 

Contemporary  

British Columbia Dandron 



280 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 

Title The Video Kid 

A u t h o r  Weir, lan 

P u b l i s h e r  Scholas tic-TAB 

Date Published 1988 

Publishing Division or  Series 

Place of Publication Richmond Hill 

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Richmond Hill: Scholastic-TAB, 1988- 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Awards fcommenda t ions  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

6 

Contemporary - Identify 

Facing Real Life 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist M a l e  

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by RegiodPlace Generic Nameless Town 

Published Teaching Aids 



Title 

A u t h o r  

28 1 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Bad Boy 

Wieler, Diana 

P u b l i s h e r  Douglas & McIntyre 

Date Published 1989 

Publishing Division or Series Groundwood Books 

Place of Publication Toronto 

Published outside Canada 

Trans l a t ions  F r e n c h  

Publishing History Toronto: Groundwood/Douglas & McIntyre, 
1989. 

Trans. Marie-Andrée Clermont, Montréal: 
Éditions P. Tisseyre, 199 1. 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

ISBN 

G r a n t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

Ethnicity of Protagonist 

Gender of Protagonist 

Setting in Time 

Setting by Region/PIace 

Published Teaching Aids 

Governor General's Literary Award; Canadian 
Booksellers' Association Ruth Schartz Award; 
CLA Young Adult Book Award; IBBY Honour 
List  

7 

Contemporary - Issues 

HomosexuaIity 

Whi t e  

Male 

C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Saskatchewan Moose Jaw 



282 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Pnnt 
Title Last Chance Summer 

A u t h o r  Wieler, Diana, J. 

P u b l i s h e r  Western Producer Prairie Books 

Date Published t 986 

Publishing Division o r  Series Prairie Book 

Place of Publication Saska toon  

Published outside Canada New York 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 
1986. 

Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1986, 1989, 
I992. 

New York: Delacorte Press, 1991. 

Repr in ts /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

Theme  

5 

1-55054-225-7 

Canada Council; Saskatchewan Arts Board 

Contemporary - Identify 

The effects of society, independence, 
identi  ty, friendship 

Ethnicity of Protagonist W h i t e  

Gender of Protagonist Ma le  

Setting in Time Contempora ry  

Setting by RegionPlace  Alberta Badlands 

Published Teaching Aids 



283 
Database of English Canadian Novels for Adolescents 

1970-1990 and Still in Print 
Title The Unmasking of 'Ksan 

A u t h o r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Wilson Eric 

Collins 

1986 

Publishing Division or Senes 

Place of Publication Toronto  

Published outside Canada 

Trans la t ions  

Publishing History Toronto: Collins, 1986, Don Mills: Totem, 1987 

Repr in t s /Ed i t ions  

IS BN 

Gran t s  

Reading Level 

G e n r e  

T h e m e  

6 

My s tery/Aboriginal Li terature 

Cultural values at odds 

Ethnicity of Protagonist White and Gitksan 

Gender of Protagonis t Male 

Setting in Time C o n t e m p o r a r y  

Setting by Region/Place British Columbia - Northem 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title 

Au tho r  

P u b l i s h e r  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Transla t ions  

Publishing History 

Repr ints /Edi t ions  

ISBN 

Grants  

Reading Level 

Genre  

Theme 

Spint in the Rainforest 

Wilson, Eric 

Collins 

1984 

A Tom and Liz Austen Mystery (1 of 10) 

Toronto 

U.K- Norway, Denmark 

Norwegian, Danish 

Toronto: Collins, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1995, 1996. 

Toronto: Totem Books: 1986. 

London: Severn House, 1987. 

Trans. Einar Rustad, Oslo: Blad Kornpaniet, 
1988. 

Trans. Bjame Nielsen, Copenhagen: Sommer 
and Serensen, 1988. 

6 

Mys te ry  

Environmental Preservation 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Whi te  

Gender of Protagonist Male and Female 

Setting in Time Contemporary  

Setting by RegiodPlace British Columbia 

Published Teaching Aids 
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Title 

Author  

Pub l i sher  

Date Published 

Publishing Division or Series 

Place of Publication 

Published outside Canada 

Translat ions 

Publishing History 

ReprintsIEditions 

ISBN 

Grants 

Awardslcommendations 

Reading Level 

Genre  

Theme 

The Curses of Third Uncle 

Yee, Paul 

James Lorimer & Company 

1986 

An Adventure in Canadian History Book 

Toronto 

Toronto: James Lorimer, 1986. 

1 

0-88862-909-5, 0-88862-9 10-9 

Vancouver Centennial Commission 

6.5 

His torical Fiction 

Truth and Salvation 

Ethnicity of Protagonist Chinese-Canadian 

Gender of Protagonist Female 

Setting in Time 1900's 

Setting by RegionIPlace British Columbia Vancouver 

Published Teaching Aids 




